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EDITOR' NOTE

With this issue, "Literacy Discussion" introduces a
Reber of changes in fort: and substance. The most cor.=

spicuous is the new cover design. The Persian script
forminV the-flame of knowledge is a quotatioh from..
FerdOwsi's iqmortal "Shahnameh": ."Seek knowledge from the
cradle to the grave." Writing in the 10th century qi the
Christian era, the poet expressed with felicity the spirit
ofothe cdntemporary concept.cklife-long learning.

Another departure from customary practi is the in-'
cluiion of articles that have appeared elsewHTre. It is

belieVed that the loss in originality is more than com-
"pensated by a gain in utility. This volume seeks to pre-
sent a many -sided .view of Paulo Freire: the man, his
philosophy,and hii% literacy methods. In order to fulfill
this aim, articles by Freire,'his supporters and his
criLffos are included. In planning this issue, the editors
haVorne in mind the special needs of training courses
And iscussion groups, as well as the interests of amore

generailreadership.
' ,

`Appreciation is expressed to the following publishers:
to the "Harvard Educational Review" and:the Center for
the Study of Developmerit. and Social Change, Cambridge
(Mass.) for permisstonito reprint The Adult Literacy
Process as Cultural Action for Freedom," by,Paill6 Freire;

. to the "Comparative Educational Review' for authorization
to use Professor Edgar"Z, Fricdenberg's review of "Peda-
gogy of the Opressedt" and to Syracuse Univer:lity Publi- ,

cations in Continuing Education for approval to reproduce,
"Paulo Freire: Utopian Perspective on Literacy Education
for Revolution," by William S. Griffith. The Griffith
article originally appeared in "Paulo Freire: a revolu-
tionary dilemma for adult education," edited by Stanley
M.-Grabowski, 1972. The editors are also'grateful to the
Institute of Adult Education of the University of Dar,,es-
Salaam for permission to reprint "Research Methods," based
on a lecture by Paulo Freire, and to the Center for
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International Education of the UniveKtity of MassachU-
.-Setts....for allowing them to,reproduce "Conscientization

and Stimulation Games," by WilligM A.; Seth. 'The
latter article is based upon the experience gained in
the Ecu-ador Non-Formal Education Projecy in which the
Centre participated:

Another departure from previous practice in the
inclusion of book reviews from the subject fields in
which the Institute works. Thes have previously been
featured in "Literacy Documentation," 7a specialized
publication intended for Tibraries and documentation
centres. It is thought that a wider readership may
to served through their inclusion here.

Finally, it'should be emphasized.that the asser-
tions and opinions expressed in this volume are those
of the authors, and do.not necessarily, represent the
views. of the International Institute for Adult LiIeracy
Methods, or its sponsors. Paulo Freire has a message
to which some will react with delight and others with
varying degrees 'of distaste. It is this element of
controversy that makes him a.partiCularly fitting
subject for "Literacy Discussion", a journal deVoted
to the exploration of innovative and controversial
themes in the domains of literacy and ackilt basic t

.education.

Readers.are cordially invited to express their-
.--

reactions and "offer suggestions to the editors.

John W. Ryan
Director
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FOREWORD.

Maj Rahnema*

0.4,.

Ten years ago Paulo Freire was litte known outside
his native Brazil. Today, he ismidely acclaimed as a.
"leading thinker on education; For those of us who have
been privileged to work wi,th,him and have come to know
at close range the.force of his mind, and the sincerity
of his -convictions, it is not his present fame blit his .

previous neglect that demands explanation. Yet, it is
worth,pondering 1-low a polysyllabic Portuguese term
"conscientizacei% has come'to be common currency in
internationalconferences'devbted to education. Part of
the explanation is that, with Freire, faMiliarity breeds
respect. The body of his work is now widely available
in English, French and Spaniih, and indeed is'appearing
in paperback editions. Buterhaps there is more to it
than that. Is it, as I suspect, that Freire's message
is more in tune with the present decade than it was with
the past one.

In many ways, the mentality of the 1960's'seems remote
frOm that of the current decade. The conference talk'of
the last decade turned upon what was rather grandly
styled the "instrumental useof education in development".
Manpower planning and rate'of return analysis techniques
were greatly refined during'that period and enjoyed a ,

considerable vogue. Theirpurposewigsto maximize-throlL
, better, planning the service, rendered by education to the
* economy. More genera)ly, echication was perceived as a

means foroadapting men to changing societies and new
techniques.

`a

Dr. Majid Rahnema, author-of the Foreword to this-issue-of
"Literacy Discussion ", was born in 1920, the on of a well-known
Ira6ian author, journalist and diploMat. He obtained his Bkhelor's
degree int'aw from Tehran University where he taught Tor a time,.,,
oidh.is Ph.D. in Economics and Law from the Sorbonne University,
Paris. He entered government service in Iran with the Ministry of.
Foreign Affairs and diplomatic posts, first in Paris and then, as.
Press'Attache it oscow, followed. A former ambassador to Switzer-
land, Dr. Rahnemi has travelled extensively fn America (he vas for
a tine Consul - General in San Francisco), Africa, Europe and the , .

Soviet Union. He served as Head of the International Division of:
the ministry of Foreigh Affairs in Tehran, and Minister Of .

o Economics in the same Ministf.y. As Iran's first Minister.of Science.
and Hinner Education, he played a prominent rot( in the'esiablish-
ment of this Ministry in 1967. k.
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In the Third World, the masses were-thougibt to require

special educational,"processing".° The moderffization of
. traditional societiks depended upon and implied the re-
making of traditional man. Inthedevelopednations, .

-recalcitrant minorities became "target populations" for
the special educational treatments that were to be applied.
?Education and training were the keys to employment and

---,ence to social integration., In both settings, developin9
and developed, educati.errwas the means for fitting man into.,
the new social and economic roles that the impersonal
foves of:progreis would ordain.

ft.

This notion of education is the very antithesis of
Freire's'conception. For him, the fore-going.is not /rti-
cation at allbut'a specie's of anti-education, a form of -

conditioning. delleaQing to man. Freire's:insistence upon
a conception of education compatible with mans dignity
and responsibility is explicit. "If, for animals., orien-
tation in the world,,means adaptation to the'world,for'man

it means humanizing the world by transforming.it ".1 Man
humanizes the world through "praxis": unity "Of thought "
and action. Through his thoughts he seeks to understand'
the world and through his actions, t4 transform and
humanize it. ,Man's humanity, Freire insists, derives from
his creation tn God's image and imposes upofi him hia es-
sential vocation and quest: to becqme a pore human being.

'The challenge that confront. him is that. of etcaping from
the prisons of habit.aneprecedent and the constraints of
his bic-social, jtuation in order to realize his hurity
to its fullest extent.

- -

Trueedusation serves-,this end through conscientization;
it is &liberating procbss which addressesitolf.to both .'

the individual and the social dimensiont of man. It
expresses itself in the manner in which .human beings relate
to external realities in order to act upon them and trans-.

. form them into the instruments of their humanization.

Dr. Rahnema has represented Iran at five sessions of the United
'iations General 'Assembly. He'has also been active in Unesco affairs.
At the invitation of the Director - Genera' of Unesco, he served in
the seven-member International Commission on the Development of Edu-
cation; "Learning To Be", the report of this Commission, is a
thoughtful iaguiry into the needs and requirements of education inMthe current cade and beyed. Recently, Dr. Rahnema has been
appointed to the United Nations University Council.

In Iran, Dr. Rahnema's activities include the direction of a
.study on the nation's health and medical problems and the develop-
ment of pilot programmes for the training of front-line health and
medical workers in tribal and rural areas.

ii
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jf authentic edUcation is characterizet by the *Ora-
tion of the human mind and'spir'it, .the4aasis of much_tra-
ditiOnal education. is what Freire disparages as "banking",
whereby a teacher "deposits" knowledge into the. mind of
thelearner., Both parties,; teacher and learner are
captives of a conception of education imposed upon them'
by tradition and society. By conceiving education to be
mastery of .a stock of knowledge rather than an orientation
towards. their role in the worldmen contemn themselves
to realizing less than their full humanity: Content to
exist in the world rather than participating in it, they
become mere objects of history rather °than the authors of
their own destinies.

.

Th15, man must seek and education must provide a way
of pasSing from d"primary consciousness" tothe "critical
consciousness" needed for his creative action upon reality.
In-the state of "primary consciousness" man is submerged
by reality and his interests center on the most vegetative
aspects of his life. He cannot.perceive the world as it
is and is paralyzegi by fear of egerything,'including his,
own freedom. His life has oo historical consistency. He
is ignorant of his potentialities and, consequently,
unable to act or to transform reality to achieve his On
ends,

"Critical consciousness" alloWsman to emerge as a
free human being. It allows him to perceive the world as
it is, relate to it, question it. It enables him to .

choose, and to- commit himself to the choice he..has 'made;
to accept responsibility and, together with his fellow
men, 'to learnHho ,ta reach .a higher degree of 'authentit
.freedom. For Paulo Freire'the task of education is,,
therefore, to bring about'thelmost favourable conditions
to enable man, andsociety as a wholes to reach this state
of critical awareness.

If.for Freire the object of education is liberatidh,
its method is dialogue. Dialogue is an encounter between
men mediated by the world,. Its purpose is the pursuit
of truth; its substance, a liberating act of creation.
In the "Pedagogy of the Oppressed"; Freire warns that
dialogue must not.be subverted into a "craft instrument"
for the domination of one man by another. "The .domination

implicit in dialogue is4that of the world by dialoguers;
it is a conquest of the world for the liberation of men."2

('p. 77). Dialogue implies a humanistic, an "optimistic"
view of the world: the beief that any min,,if freed from
fear and the "internalization" of oppression, if truly
liberated, can add his meaningful and uniquecontribUtion.
to the.colletti44 effort of all men to humanize the world.
It negated the "pessimistic" view that only a few, consti-

Ikk
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tuting the, "elite", are-called to lead the rest, that the
judgement of ali.May not be trusted, that neither indi-
:viduals nor communities, left to themselves, are fit to
make the "right" detisions as to their own best interests.

Por7aulo,Freire there can be n& dialogue between op-
-. pressed and oppressor. The objectof the former, however
dimly perceived, is his liberation. The purpose of the

.

latter is to maintain his domination. Between the two
there can never exist the honestly of purpose which.authen-

.tic dialogue supOses.

Nor can dialogue exist in the absence of profound .love.
Love is the force motivating dialogue, express,ing itself
in the quest of each for the fulfilment ofthi other.
Hostile polemical arguments between men, being devoid of
love,. can never aspire to authentic dialogue.

Humility is yet another conditionjor dialogue,'"How
can I dialogue", writes Freire, "if I' TegarB myself as'a
'case apart from other men -- mere 'its' in which I cannot
recognize other Iss'?"2 (p. 78). Nor can dialogLe flourish
among men who arrogantly' presume to possess the truth till/ -
6ffer to share, but refuse to seek through the help' ibf
their partners. Dialogue excludes. the perfect sage and
the utter ignoramus., It exists only, for men who, together, ,4 4'
are attempting to learn more than any one of them now
knows. alone.

ta

An intense faith in man's vocation to realize his
fullest huManity is yet another condition for dialogue.
The faith of 'dialogical man", however, is critical and
not naive. Re is-aware that the powersf his fellows to
re-create their world and liberate themselves represnty
a potentiality which domination and alienation may hag.
denied them the capacity to realize. This awareness,he
confronts not with discouragement but with deteftination.
"Wi*thout faith in Tan, dialogue is a farce which inevitably .
degenerates fnto paternalistic manipulation."2 (p. 79)4

Nor can dialogue exist . without hope. "If dialoguers
.

expect nothing to come of their efforts, their encounter.
will be empty and sterile, bureaucratic and tedious.m2
(p. 80) 4

Finally, dialogue is critical thinking about man and ,
his role in the world. This thinking dbes not separate.
'itself from action, perceiving rgatity as a procesSjbf

. becoming rather than as a predetermined state .of'being.
Critical thinking requires a rigorous,s analysis of existing
reality and the meant by which it may be transformed It
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will not do for man to accept:passjvely the. ready -made
answers of either the political left or the political
right. Freire is only too aware of the possible danger
of education being degraded into demagoguery. The purpose
of authentic education-is ,to."draw, out" the creative po-
tentialities in e in men and not to "fill them up" with

s of would-be manipulators.

I have stressed the importance of dialogue because,
for Freire, dialogue is-educatipn. He makes this explicit:
"Without dialogue there is no communication and ithout
commun'.cation'there can"be no true education."2. . 81)

"Authentic education", he continues, "is not carried on
by 'A' for 'B' or by 'A' about 'B', but rather by 'A' with
'B' mediated by the world "2 (p. 82)

0 .

The editors have asked me to stress in this Foreword,
the significance of Paulo Freire's cOntributfen to_the
teaching of literacy and, more generallyto eduCation..
My response.is as follows. Freire's greatest seryice.to
education has been to emphasize the process of humaniza-.
tiOn rather than the methods of pedagogy, the goals of
constientization rather than the techniques Of:imparting
ready -made knowledge. He conceives literacy not as a set
of technical skills to 4e transferred to a learner:but
as an act Of liberation intended to provoke a new sense
of self and a creative and constructive orientation to-
ward the external realities that surMund and threaten to
submergeus.

aFor Paulo Freire, the objectives of literacy cannot
be separated from those of education "as a practice of
freedom". Learning tkke alphabet or the three R's can be
meaningful' only when it constitutes a stage in the pro-
cess of "conscientizacae", only when it enables men to
take their first Steps along the road toward their human
ization. In such a context, the individual with the,
greatest stere'of sheei. 'knowledge" is not basically dif-
ferent from an illiterate,. The alphabet, like any other
tool for reading the,world, is nothing but a technical

' instrument. The main problem for manis how to perceive
and

".4se

this instrument as an aid. ter his liberation, to
his passage from a state of "primary consciousness" to
one of critical consciousness. Paulo Freire's foedflest .

contribution to literacy has been to show the irrelevance
of a forgl, aimless, "content-less" approach to the sub-
ject. To a greater extent than any other contemporarY
thinker, he has succeeded in identifying the true dimen-
sions of 1'iteracy and its place in man's process of self-
realization.

12
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Thus Conceived, e'ducation becomes more than a "bag'
of trick,."; it'is a new vision of life and. a more profound
interpretatiori of its possibilities and significance.
That the practice of problem - posing, dialogue-based edu-

cation which Freire urges will not come easyi I shall not
deny. Indeed, its.chalienge is its pre=eminent virtue.
For, in responding to it, men raise the level of their
consciousness, and, in Aleeting it, realize in fuller
measure their humanity.

The sense of crisis pervading education today, is,
I contend, the Consequence of alienating the prqcess of .'

learning from the basic reasons for man's desire to learn.
It reflects the okowingbdivorce between theends and the'
means. .of education. This has led us to conceive our prob-
lems in quantitative rather than quellitative terms and
has, according to our plah- and pYo&ammes,. produced more
more schools, moire students;-more teachers, more .drop-
outs more of everything except 'tolutions. We have
sought cur answers in production rather thanpu-rpose and
they have eluded us. ;

My warm-personal friendship with Paulo and the admirer -
tionTfeel for his .prophetic qualities-are such that,
,ere I to.express at greater length my.own opinions, I
should.be in danger of betraying the spirit of dialogue he
urges upon us I shall, therefore, invite you to form
your own reactions to Paulo Freire: the men, the thinker,,
the humanist, the fighter and the philosopher..

Without seeking to prejudice Your judgements, I ;offer
my congratulations to the editors of "Literacy Discussion"
for what I consider to bea unique andVery'uSeful col-
lection-of papers. In them, you will,encounter Paulo
Freire, his-critics and hisradmirers. The issues to.which
they address themselves are fundamental: their contentions
represent a challenge to education as traditionally con-
ceiyedand practised. I join the editor's in formulating
the hope that this Volume will find a place in .training
courses and universities, inaddition to serving the pur-
poses of a more general readership.

vi



NOTES

1 Paulo'Freire, "The Adult literacy Process as
Cultural Action for Freedom." (See p. 64 of this .

issue)

Pauiq;rFr' ire, "Pedigogy of the'Oppressed." (Herder
and Hei'der, New York, 1970)
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FREIRE THE-MAN, HIS IDEAS

AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

.by

FalUdeh Ma4hayekh.

,
.

In this introduction to the subject of' the,present
issue of Literacy Dieduesion, Farideh MashayeOl'seeks

. to explain Paulo Freire'sapproach to'literacy. This
is a thallenging Assignment.- Paulo. Freire is not a
fragthented -thinker: His'iteracy'method is the ap-
plication of his. philosophy. It derive0 from his
conception of man and man's role in-the social order.
This philosophy, in turn, 'is rooted in his expetience,
of the environment invhich he grew to manhood - the
North_Bast of-Brazil, a geographical_exptession-lAth_
political and social overtones.. Thus to comprehend
Freire'a approach to literacy is to know his phi1O
aophy and the social situation in-which lk as con--
ceived and to which it relates.

. Ibis article is_intended As an intrOiluctiOn to
those which follow. The writer is a Research Officer
at the International Institute for Adult LiterUcy"

'. Methods..
.

.

Paulo Treirels 'Message is 4iretted to the Third
World but its implications are more general. His
fUndiMental thesis is that the purpose -of education is
the formation of man as a creative and critical being.'

1
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One cannot educate without having
a' philosophy- man and the., world.
It- s a lie to o-speak cl neutral edu,
cation

PaulO Fr4re



PAULO FREIRE: THE MAN AND HIS ACTION

Paulo Freire was bornin_tacIfe_14BrazilisNoth,Eas
in 1921. His was a middle - class family in a region beset
by poverty. That-Freire's mind.and futute vocation were
shaped by the social situation into which he was /born and
in which he grew to manhoOdSeem.evident. SchoOling in
Recife was a privilege enjoyed by a'minority.ilIrWaA this
schooled minority which dominated the social/and economic.
institution's, of society and enjoyed thehenefits 'they pro-
duced., The majority lived in circumstances of grinding.,
poverty and oppression. They were to be Seen' in the streets
And served in shops ":and homes, but were not.uheare:' Theylived in what Freire terms a "culture -b% silence", condetned.to passivity.

InRecife,.Freire completed his university studies in
the philoSophy of education and'began an academic career.'-The course of that career was determined bythe concern thatdominated his thoughts and actions His purpose was to
work our an educational method' that could sneak to andtake
speak those-who lived in_silOce"and.accepted ignorance and
poverty. as- their assigned lotin life. ..To them he pro-
claimed a "pedagogy of freedoe-founded.upon an awareness ofboth self and society. Basing himself upon a study of
Brazilian history and the writings of Marx,, Sartre,
and Althusser, Freire stressed the need Wliteracy teaching-based on his concept of

,flconscientizationthrough'which-
1.'matt, not as a. reciipient but as a knowing subject, teaChes,
a deeper awareness both Of the Aocio-cultural reality on .

-which his life is built and of his ability to transform that

-7 In, Brazilian sociaty,'fhe'illiterateoffers
'an almostperfect'eXample of alienation. "But.illiteracY-is not theWhole cause of this alienation,- only.one aspect 'of- it. Inan under-deVel6ped

is .not effectively
.

"Conscie,ntization refers to the prodess by which man, notrecipient- but as a knowing-subject,
reaches adaepeeawareness both-of the socio-cultural reality on -whichhis lifeis built and-of his ability to transforM that

re a l i ty" P. Frei rc . 0.,/ f qtr, i i -z(? i inn for froclom.
Harvard Educ'ational Revlo4;f:nmbridge, Mass., 1970. p. 27

. 4.

:18



master of himself. He is a proletarian in the true sense

of the-word: his only wealth is his progeny. Since he has

iii -imo-ri-y-az.5-n-st---(tualiticattonS, c4_11.f_amr-

.plgyers who exploit hiM as they wish. His relations with

them are of the master-slave type. His work, in such con-
ditionS, is devoid of any creativity. His activity centres
on the satisfaction of two basic instincts, which,ate the
least typically human: survival and reproduction. In satis=.

Eying these instincts, he is dependent on nature and her
magical power. How can he stand up to drought, bad harvests

and capricious fertility? How can he fight the occult forces

at work:in us: and'in our environment?
1

Unable to comprehend his potential, the illiterate
cannot develop it. He is marginal with respect both to him-
self and-to others, whe!'eberAey share his ill-fortune or .

exploit him. Timgr for hiM, does not permit the exercise,.
of_freedom: his life has no historical-contour. This being

the case,. a positiVe legislation has recognized this con-
.stitutive sterility and marginality by refusing illiterates the

right to vote. 'So how can they emerge from their mental .

under-development to collaborate in the advanceMent of others
and in the construction of a more human society? This -re=

quires a new concept of.education. Education insofar as it
: is a'concept already. .colonized by the school, is condemned by

Freire.. The school isseen:to bean instrument of domesti 4
cation all over the world; where-as in thenineteenth century
it was believed that free, universal public schcolingweuld
spell the end of class distinctions, it.appeara today as an
integraIpart and favourite instrument of the system.

However, the myth of the school as a democratic.institu-

" tion istill'far too alive; this myth must.be destroyed-and.
theTrocesScifselection of privileged elites. must bg shown .

to be to accident, but the actual aim-of the -system, even if

well- hidden beneath the democratic rhetoriC of equal oppor-
'4nnity for accession to the ruling class. Paulo Freire,,

as both-pedagogue arid philosopher, is One of the partisthts.

O'f.apthentic democratization of-educationalopportunity.
Although his' ideas_on the new concept of education in general,
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and on adult.literacy in particular, clearl'refleCt the
disturbed,situation of Brazilian society, his overall view
of education is.neverthbless, to some extent; valid for all
oppressed people of die.ThlrdWorld.

Paulo Freire's early experiments in the application of
his pedagogy date back to 1.962, at his birthplace, Recife,,
(Pernambuco State) and in Tao Pessoa, (Paraiba State): Thee
convictions he haCtacquited and fostered from early youth
through_ contact with the oppressed-in his own region were

.

strengthened by his work with the popular cultural movement
in Recife. He setup.an important organization for education
and ,popular-culture, the "Cultural Centre," in which cul-
tura, circles". took the place of traditional classes. He
instituted group discussions,to promote the analysis of exist,
tential situations or action itself inspired-by such analysis..

In the course of the conversations in the "cultural.
circles",, topics for discussion were'preposed.by the groups '

themselves with the' intention of drawing up. a liat of problem_ s
that could be used as items for debate. Favourite subjects
such as "nationalism", "deVelopmentw,"democracY"., "illiteracy",
"the political` development of.BrazW, and "the illiterate's
vote" cropped up. in more than one group-discussion. Whenever
possible, and with the aid of visual media, these topics,
in outline forM, were presented to the group through a.sdia-7.
logue to encourage all members of the group to participate.

-

'After six months of experimentation'', Plul6 Freire.wondered
whether it would not be possible to apply the same acttve_.
method to adult literacy, thereby transforming .theraditionnl.
approach._.:At,the same time,a Cultural,Extension Seryieewas
set up .in' Ehe University of Pernambuco to discuss and analyse
his method..

6 .

In 1963, Paulo Freire was *pointed co- ordinator of the
national literacy programme and in that same year the Angico's
(Rio Grande del Norte.State) experiment took place. In about
45 days, 300 workers 'became ljterate,a result that made a
dee? impression on public opinion.
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After this experiTent,'he was able-to apply his method

on a wider scale, but this time under the patronage. of the

Federal Goverhmegt and all over the national territory. ,con-

seqUently,"cultural cirCles"were set up in nearffall the.
different state. capitals of-the-country_beIween June 1961
andNeY 1964. .,

The 1964 Development Plan set an educational target for
that year to teach approximately two million illitexates
(30 participants-to a circle; with each circle. lasting about
three' months).'' This was, therefore, theobeginning of alit -'

eracy cAmpeign.On e national scale which-started in the

urban districtsand rapidly spread -to the rural'areas.

In thcultural circles" the predominant-notignof
liberty.-gave meaning to educational experience, which cannot
be effeCtive, nor achieve its aims, withotit the free and
conscious participation of the' adult illiterates.

Inactotdance with his pedagogical conceptiOn, Paulo

,. Freire went-arther than certain.classical models in his .

experiments. For example,-he replaced the concept of. the,
claSs, which:he felt to be too highly- charged with passi-,

by.that o*-lhe,cultural circle. Instead of the teaoher,...
dispensing traditional ex-cathedra education,he offered a
:discussion leader or co-ordinator. Dialogue Was substituted,
for the discursive lesson, participating group 'member for
illiterate, -hoblOgeneous, 'limited programmes, codified into

learrang units, for traditional programmes and curricula.

The political implication. of the .cultural movement gra-
dually began to provoke concetn. Only those who could read
and -write were allowed to vote. The 19614: Development-Fan
made seriobs.pro4ision for increasing the number of illiter-
ates and.heice.tbe number bf voters. For example, .in the
.State of Sergipe,',. a tOtai of 80,000 voters was added to did
9,000Treviously enrolled; in the State of Pernambuco, the'
eleCtOral roll,Aumped from 800,000 to 1,300,000 AirldLthe
same phinomen was' to be expected 'in other States.

7
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Literacy and the awareness among the masses Of their SO-,
cial condition, which it prodlIced was percelved by the governing
classes as a threat to social stability and priviledge. While
there was no objection to the increase in literacy,.yhiab was

-perceived as probably beneficialandin any case harmless
the by- products vf.the prodess, awareness. and assertiveness,
were viewed with alarm.

Conscientization cleared the Way -for thevoicing:pf social
-claiis which are often produced by a state. of Oppression. If.

Many.workera, as soon'aa,they became literate i8ined amove-
ment to organize Syndicates, this was because they had dis-
coVered, for themselves, that this was a legitimate means of
defending their own interests .and those of their wo*c mates.
This new element, a political awareness among the masses,
began to engender opposition. -Although incapable of itsti-
'gating-an autonomous policy themselvesi the oppressed were
no lodger prepared to passively:eccept the policies-of others,,
Popular education- was develOpinea spirit of questioning and.

if
In the domain of education, Freire achieved-a unitycif--

theory and action-that-was his,ipurPose. As an educator, en-
-grossed in the problem of illiteracy, Freire addressed him-

.-- self to the most oppressed He used. his awn ex--
periences and-those of the peoPle as the basis for his peda-
gogy in which both ;ye teacher and the taught, equally de-
Serving of freedom and capable of criticism end judgement,
share an apprenticeship in the development of an.awarepess
of the situation in' which they live. His pedagogy is funda-
mentally anti-authoritarian-.

1h. the:realm Freire's ideas suffered from
... their spectacUlar:educationalauccess.' Literacy, preViously
..advatated.as "a gift of theenlightmeW to the poor and
miserable,.oave to be. seen as 4-means for questioning the
established order and potentially a weapon for achieving
social change acceptable to-the extent that it enabled poli-
ticians to Play the electoral game and engage J.n.a uni-di-:
rectal communication With-themesses.', Literacy became suspect
when it led the masses to communicate their- interests and '

expectations to their leaders.' Freire was-eliminating-author-
.

8
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itarianship in education. Would his "subversive" influence
spread to the political realm? This Vas a question left un-
answered by the politicial events of 1964.

Following tbe,assumption of power by the military in
-1964,'Paulo Freire 'Was imprisoned for,75 days on a charge'
of applying an educational policy opposed to the national
interest, Upon bis releasehe took refuge in the Bolivian
Embassy and,laterfled Brazil. For four and half years, he
lived with his family in Chile where he collaborated. with
Unesco in the-Institute ofCapacitOion and Agrarian Reform.
He s recently been oppointed CoUnsellor at tire- Gent -re for

Iduc tion and Development Studies of Harvard University. At

'present-he is working with the World Council of Churches in..
Genenva, in the Directorate ofithe Education Division.

The issue of political conflict.which.arose In Brazil
and is inherent in his concept and method of education has
not been.resolved even in Freire's own mind. In a 1972
interview, Virginia McKins posed thejollowing question and
received the indicated:answer:

V.M. What would you do if the class in power,
did not accept the idea of education as

a liberating action?

That: is A good question., However, if
I knew the reply, I should not have come
to Geneva.

.

The Times Educatio4aZ Su ?plen'ent. "Interview with Paulo

Freire." New York, 20/10/72,- p. 80.
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Education, being a subsystem of-society,
necessarily reflects the main - features of

that society. It would be vain co hope for
,a rational, humane education in a unjust,

society.

Unesco. Learning to be;. the world of edu-
cation today and tomorrow. Paris, 1972.
p. 60.
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EDUCATIONALCONCEPTS

Paulo Freire.'s theory of education rests on the conr,...
victfon that any-man, however ignorant, is capable of looking
"4Stically" at his world. ,According to Freire, what is
important for the illiterate masses is nft to learn haw to
read and write, but rather tudiscover how "to hold hist!bry
in Lneir hands." They muss learn to read,and at the same
time to make; history, instead of learniAis hot intone
'3a, bki:, After observation of the: existential sit-
uation of the illiterate masses in Latin Amerfea. Paulo
Freire states that it is impossible to accept the idea'. that40% of the population in Brazil, 90% in Haiti, 60% in Bolivia,'
40% oin Peru, more than 30% in,llexico and Venezuela, and 70%
in Guatemala. have deliberately chosen the tragedy of i47.'
literacy 'which fortces them to remain on he outskirts of
society.

'-/
His educational conception Is-generdeed by critical re

flection on the condition of the illiterate. ThAs is a pei=
Petual dialectic according to which one should denounce in'
order to announce, keeping the trAisformation 9f the exis-

. tential reality; As the oppressed gradually perceive their
personal -and social situation more clearly and

'discerning its eontradictiodo,,dicovering its causes dad'
.foreseeing its consequences, they. become capable of trans-
forming these facts into concrete action. Furtherthore,
in applying' themselves to this transformation. the more
clearly do.they discover all the ithplications of these facts
and the snore acute does their critical awareness become'.
It is in this perspective that Paulo Freire avoids the useof the word education, which is employed also for "training",
"domesticatiOn" or "personal promotion". He prefers the

term cultural action, which allows him to speak of "cul-
tural action' for freedoth" or "cultutal action for-domesti-
'cation ".

2
He accepts, as a definition of cultural action, .the for-,

mule of .lac Tse..tqng: "Progressiug from emotional knowledgeto a rational perception of reality." The transformation of
existential realitY is brought ahout by means of reflection,
which is ad miration of the object received. Reflection will

,
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lead dialectically to a praxis, which is action for freedom
proyoked by reflection;. this attion in its turn will evoke
new r?.flectIon, and so on..." This process leads to :*.

"conscientization" which according to Paulo Freire, is the
development of critical xeflection or the critical insertion
of.man into history and culture. .Culture is conceived as
the transforming action -of.man on,nature;

1. toward a Critical Awareness

Takingas his point o departure the.fact that man's
normal condition consist of being not only present in the
world, but also a part.h,f it, Paulo Freire Oinks* that
"man must establish a relationship with Elie world, and by
an act of creation and re-creation beginning in the world
of.nature, he must sutceed,in evolving a personal contri-
b9tion. 'clqbural.action' so that he can take his place.
in theWortd of culturd . Man, in his relationship with .

reality, within reality, in order to pass successfully from
the world of ndture tO that of culture, creates a specific
link, bf.sdbject to object, resulting in.,the knowledge ',that
will be expressed through language. This link must be es-
tablished by mart, wheeher literate or not. :.0111e.has only to
be a man to be able to do .04\potkntialZy. One has,only
to be a man to be able,to grasP\the data of the existential
world and to'know, even if this can be only,re-
lative; in other words neither4somi1te ignorance nor ab-
solute knowledge. Man, however; does-notperceive the data
of reality, his existential situi/ticirts.phenomea or probleils,
in their pure state. In his,perc'eption,,*problems and phe-
nomena are apprehended at the, ,wsame time as their logical

He grasps' their causality.. The comprehension re-
' suiling from peeception will be all, the more criticSli,once

the true causality has beep, apprehended. On the :other hand,
it will remain all the more magical,if the links of causality ,

,

*

Paulo Freire; V4ducation: pratique de la liberf (Edu-
catipnt 'practice of freedom). Les editioni. du Cerf, 1971,
pp. 108, 109.
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are less well perceited.

Even. if true causality is always subjected to analysis
in a critical awareness, for what is true today may not be
So tomorrow neverthelesswhat seems to be the genuine
causality to a primary awareness is no.longer such in reality,
because this awareness attributes to the causality a static
character, something definite and stable.!

Human existence unfolds in a given time-table context,.
which man does not choose. But to a certain extent, he is-

, able to emerge -from this world into which he is.thrown. An
animal adapts iiself-to.nature, a. man transforms nature and
leaves his impression on it.

__ The first -step- in nsL en zation,' therefore, consists,
of helping the illiterate to rediscover nature with newiges

-,and to distinguish hiMaelf.from it. This first stage.is
translated into practice by interpolating all-the. habits,
routies and traditioris that have been conserved. This inter-,
potation leadsvd'the second stage, in which. man discovers
the principal difference between nature and cukture.

By diwtinguishing himself frot.nature and recognizing
himself.as'a kibjeci, man discovers himself to b9.0a.creator
of culturj, defined by Pauls Freire as "mans'.contribution

. natnre.''A'
.

.,Tnoi'4'.er-,to assist the illiterate indiscOvering this
distinctionYhis$i'egented first with objects found in

-*nature .(water, trees, clouds, etc) and then with objects
bearigg the stamp ofhuman labour (bricks, a/house,.as-dam,
etc.). ThIrslittleby little, man discovers.thesignifi-

- cance:of work* discerns in this enrichment or nature,,a
new, specifically human 'meaning, Which-he has created.- Nan:
cthscious the,cteative power. he deploys in his work, dis-
'ctwers himself, sets hiraself.up es a subject and can be reir
,c0gnized aSsuch,liY.other men. This leads to the realization
that the relationship okiman to riature 't be dissOciated
.from the relatiOnfhip that exists betwe n men, .Moreover,
culture is not theresult 'of one man's ork; it acquire§
meaning.only for a group of men:built up b it into a tom-.
munity. -Because work,- this community is itself' the
subject of a specific.tulturd-, which is transmitted and

14.



.enriched over the years,.

From her'e on, the -discovery of culture goes hand in hand

with the discovery of history Man,'as a subjec t of culture,
is also a subject of -hiStory.-

2. The Stages of ZonsOentizatioh

The process leading-, to conscientization can be divided
into three successive-stages:'

A. At the intransitive awareness stage, :man dos not per-
ceive the dialectic relationship which unites him 'with
nature. He is caught in its flu* and cannot emerge

,
U IL. y , he gp. es

himself up to the irrational game'of magiCal forces,
Vihich he serves by his activity. Fatalistic, and an
outsider with regards to history lives from day ,to day.
Th'e society in which he exists is not a comunity.,' but
at most an aggregate of families struggling for 11 e.

B. Naive transitive awareness is characterited by an initial
.nerception of problems. But his examination is not
pushed to its limits: it is restricted to vague global
diagnoses and solutions of a similar character.

,

C. It is onIy.by critical transitive awareness that man can-
free himself from. his alienation. At this stage the

dividual examines problems without allowing himself to
be blinded by passion. In his diagnosis, as well as in
his search forsolutions,-hetries to be critical and
proceeds rationally. And as. the problems to be solved
are complex and affect the collectivity as well as the
indiviudal, diagnosis and solutiOns demand:dialogue and
concerted efforts, in Other words, true democracy.

Michel Schooyans"La Maleutique Nouvelle: la concienti-
sation de Paulo Freire"/The New Maieutics: the consci@nti-
AtdtionOf Paulo Freire. Culture. et etevlbppement.
,vot.. It, no. 3, Paris l969 -70, -.p. 435-453.
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Glossary

In order to facilitate understanding of the practical,-
polirical or social aspects of.this.pedagogy, descripadh.
of certain concepts, as Paulo Freire himself defines them,
appears indispensable*

-MAN
I

Man is a -bein in the process of transformation, therefore
incomplete.. Accor
like any given mod
longs to different
cultural, etc.) w
in his relations wi
himself and, by pro
facts and things,. a
reflection which is
lectual faculties.

- Faced with it

ingly, one cannot insist that he behaves
1. One must accept the fact that he be-
communities-(socioeconomic;

continually shaping him. It is
h the world that man becOmes.Aware:of
ressing beyond emotional perception of
ives at the act of knowledge through
the source of activity of his intel-

0 .

Man's initial att tude toward reality is not knowledge,
but Ingenuity, for at most primitive degree of awareness
he has difficulty in 'differentiating himself from nature.
In fact, reality is fo him at fitit-tile concrete situation
in which he can develo his activity and which provides his
emotional-perceptions However, the fundamental character-
istic distinguishing hi from an animal is that the latter
Adapts itself to nattire whereas even the ,most "primitive"
man attempts to adapt a d humanize nature. One might say that
men have a relationship with the world, while animals have
only contact. with it.

- AZ a oeing in a on

' The starting point f
is the re-positioning of

world..'"It.is.because.he
not only ..n':the world,
as an 'open' being, is ca
the completoperation of 't

r the concept of conscientizatior.

man as'a being existing in the
44,8*,..econscious. being that man is
ut the world. Only man,
ble of successfully accomplishing
ansforming' the world byhis

The f 1 owing descriptions are taken fromPaulo Freires
tanks .`at the C.I.D.O.C. Paris, January 26-31,'1970.
(Editor)
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action, at the same-time that he grasps and expresses its .

eality by. means of his creative speech."

If man was only "in the world" he mould,not succeed in
knowing either it or himself. However, man is also "with
the world",' whereas the animal is merely "in the world".
the animal lives:

without time;

submerged in life with no possibility of emerging
from it; .

adjusted and adhering to reality;

But man can:

- cut through this adherence and transcend his
being iwthe world;

- add to the life he has, the existence he makes
for himself.

Existence is, therefore, a way of. life peculiar.6the being
capable of

- transforming

- producing

deciding

- creating

d and communicating'.

Whereas the animal, which only livei in the- World! is
_ incapable of thinking about itself as living in the world,

man, as a subject existing with the world, thinks about this
And questions himself onbis relationship with the world.
the realm of his existence is, therefore, one of work, his-

tory,'culture and values in whichile experiences dialecticS,
determinism and freedom. Were be not to destroy his adherence
to the world in order to emerge from it with an awareness

.
formed by his admiration (ad- miration) of the world as an'
object. man would be only.a particular being, incapable of

17



pondering his own liberation. Only those beings that are
conscious of the fact of their conditioning are capable of
liberating-themselves.

This "reflectivity" springs not fromira vague, uninvolved
awareness, but from the exercise of a deeply transforming
action'on the determining reality.

"Awareness of" and "action on" reality are, therefore,
the two. inseparable components uL the- 'tr-ansformation__act-by
means of which men become re 4 e e gs.

AWAKENING OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Awareness is the essehtial attitude of man.-tn and with
the world. But aithough"any consciousness'is "consciousness
of something ", the growth of consciousness is-not always
knowledge-- and, moreover, much time is often needed. for
the awakening of consciousness of all we experience.

THE ACT. OF KNOWLEDGE

A certain number of perceptible elemenis exist within
the visual field of the human consciousness, Some,of them
are already perceived in a detached manner. By standing
back from,them, by admiring them, one begins to know them.
(which is quite different from the "knowledge" one may receive
through transmission in education without necessarily
acquiring a "cognitive experience"). The act of knowledge
implies the dual context of practice (reality) and theory

. (the critical comprehension of this reality), with codifica-
tion (drawing, symbols, writing....) acting as mediator be-
tween the two contexts.

REFLECTION

The -ad-iiration mentioned above is reflection. 'A man may
Teel hungry(withOut any deeper"understanding of Why he is'
hungry than that he has not eaten. If men are incapable of
analysing their actions (which transfotm the world) criti-
cally they are in an impasse...,asi.sgenerally the case with
the oppressed awareness. It is through ad-miration 'of a pagt
perception (or reflection on a situation already lived) that'

18
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men gradually begin to.understand reality... If this knowl:-
edge is real; there ia involvement; in other words, knowl-

edge is materialized in action: reflection leads to praxis
(for it is actions, not words, that transform).

; OPPRESSED CONSCIOUSNESS

The precedingsteps are lelceasy for the oppressed
-ofts-eiestraftes1 which in our'society of domination is the

basic state of, almost all men we try to help liberate
themselves (no-One'can free anyone, no-one can free himself,
but men can free themselves4Ogether). The oppreSSed con=
sciousnessfeels oppressed..-: but does not know why; it,
is imprisoned:in the "cultureof silence"; the great barrier
facing the "educators"yho want to help them sdvance.

The'oppressed consciousness can be characterized by:

A huge inferiority complex when faced with "one
who knows"; -

a certain debility ("I don't know.i."), or lack
of self-confidence;-,

an over-powering belief in the invulnerability Of
the strong who oppress it..culMitating in servility
(perhaps aean attempto conciliate them a little).,

All this adds .up to a total existential insecurity and
great emotional instability which may. be sublimated in
violence if a favourable opportunity presents itself. This

is becaUse the oppressed consciousness is dual; it is both
oppressed and oppressor (of tilOse who are weaker). Its

model, the-"strong" man is, in fact, the Oppressor and learn-
;ing from experience that "Seeming /1 is more essential than

"being" in our society, it will try to pass from one camp
into the other. (Examples- which we often tend to judge
harshly without understanding, - of the exploited who turn
into much worse ekploitets than those who oppressed them .

are numerous). Nevertheless, this does not prevent the op-
pressed consciousness from readily feeling guilty when it
accomplishes, or participates 1.1. an action that could lib
erate it , at least partially from its yoke.

These characteristics are employed by the oppreseor to

z.
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increase his oppression: he takes advantage.of the ready
feeling of guilt in order to annihilaievany germ of re-
action; he makes particular use of slogans, taking advantage,
of- ..the emotional instability of the oppressed consciousness
(we have only to think'Of commercialadvertising;' or:pa-
litical demagogy,..), knowing that the more thoroughly.he
tames thesethe_moxet-raetab-lethey le later
on... Our first task, in fact, mill be to learn hoitio ie--
cognize their varied reactions... if we wish to understand
them and not to cross them even with the best. will in the
world.

as

FREEDOM

We.cannot, indeed, learn freedom ina situation of
oppression, which we run:the risk of maintaining, if we do,
not attentively search within ourselves for the character-
dstics of oppressing consciousness we:.all possess (Cultural
inva4idn: we have so many importantthings to teach t'em. ..
We know how to solve a certain problem so much better and
so much more effectively. When-all is said and done, we
have,so much moie experience than they do!)..

With:slight adjustments', this also applies within the
level of the family to "bringing up" children.. Patents
should ask themselves whether their upbringing is not op-
pressive in nature: they should remember that the foundation
of.authority is well. .conceived freedom, or else they will
never be-able to teach their children freedom! Children
must be able to live their lives and they must be able to
exist (existence is more than life!); if one must take pre-
-cautions, one must a]so know'how to respect their legiti-
mate autonomy.

EDUCATION
..There are.two ways "of practising "education". 'There is

education-for-domestication. (or "training"., well- illustrated
by the school) and educatiOn-for7freedom. It is preferable
to speak of Cultural-action-for-domestication and of cui-
tural-Action-for-freedom. We shall not dwell on this dis-
tinction-which has already been drawn in detail.

By taking-these terms of reference -into consideration
the methodology and principal. components of any educational
systeM, whether its function is to liberate or to domesticate,
can be represented by the following diagram.

- 20



ror whom?

Why?

What'?.

How?

Group

the isolated individual.
(ignorant)

- to adapt the individual
to the established system
of valves; man must submit
to history

- a corpus of knoWledge already
organized: "ready-made
packages"

by a mechanical transfer of
knowledge: use of repetition
and memorization

an in his envirmgmnt
(rich in experieria)

- to make man critical of the
established system of values:

can mu.l. wake history

a corpus of knowledge to be
discovered and organized:
"tailored packages"

- by the functional discovery of
knowledge: use of obseryation,
analysis and "interiorization"

EDUCATIONAL COMPONENTS

isolated individuals:
"empty vesselsto be
filled"

Instructor - sole subject possessing
"knowledge"; agent of trans-
mission of "knowledge"

Programme

Method

a uniform preconceived
ensemble reflecting the
"knowledge accumulated
by man"

monologue encouraging
memorization

21

active,human beings discovering
the object of their knowledge

co-ordinator acting as a cats.-
lyser in the' search for "knowledge"

- -learning units conceived and pre--
wired in accordance with their
identified needs of man and his
environment

dialogue inviting creation



,

.. it is only by means of an
-education that does not separate
action from ref4ectiontheorp
from practice, consciousness from
the world, that it is possible
to instil a dialectic form of
thinking that will contribute to
man's integration,7!a
intOldittoricalreality.

(from. "Quelquewiddes insolites sur
1'6th:cation" by Paulo Freire)
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III. METHODOLOGY

:We -have spPn.....rhair the thi3. s,
to promote a change in the consciousness of the illiterate
Adult in.which-the acquisition of the techniques. of writing
And reading oan be considered as a.meane.to an"And.:-But it
would be an error to think that leirning to read and write
precedes'conscientizationutr vice versa. 'Conztieneization
and literacy are coincident.

.

Accdiding to Freire, the essence. of literacy through
conscientiZation, in a syllabic language Such as Portugtese,
is to.belp man discover, critically, the mechanisms of word
composition, so that, e-himself can enter into the creative
game Of,cOmbining words. In,his method, the word is not a
static element, cut off from human life and existential ex--
perience, but onedimensiOn of man's linguistic reflection

jon.the world,. For this reason, when adult illiterates
participate,in. a-critical way in the analysis of the first
generative words* related to their existential experience,
they-discover the mechanism of word composition. ! In this way,
little by-little, by means of the generative words, they
increase their votabulary and stimulate their creative'
imagination. This explains Paulo Freire'S basic mistrust
of primers which organize and distribute graphic signs,
thereby reducing the illiterate to the object, rather than
making him the subject, -of his own literacy. Although Freiie
realized it was necessary to use up to forty, fifty or even
eighty words in order to teach the baSic phonemes of the
Tortuguesejanguage,'he reduced the number of generative

.

words, the basit key words required for learning'a syllabic
language such as Portuguese, to%eighteen Rey words whi3O
he saw as, sufficient for literaty through conscientization
JseeAppendix I, p. 38),

In addition to the value of,the,concept.they embody andwhich governs theirselection,
generative words or keywords are those which, when divided into syllables, allow

the creation of new words through new combinations'of the-acme elements.
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1. Preparation of the Teachingliaterials

a. 'In the. first phase 'one makes an -inventory of the .verbal
universeof-thsworking groups. .This inventory is drawn
up on the strength of spontaneous 'Conversations held with
the inhabitants of the regiond:seleted for literacy work
in the course of which appear not only the,Words=st highly.
charged with_ existential meaning, and thus with emotional
Content, but also the. typical expressions and specific
lgxical items of the people, related to the experience of
the group members, and especially with their experience'of
work. .

This is the most fruitful phise-for the team of educators
because,of the*relationahipb established with the future
meMbers of the cultural clubs-nand also of the frequently
discoVered and unsuspected wealth bfpopular speech. Since
the key words are drawn from this list by the edUcatore
themselves.; irracCordance. with the strictest possible tech-
nical norms,-they reflect the thoughts, problems and as-
pirations-of the inhabitants Of-a particular community. The
principal characteristics of this amethi its, orientation
,toward socio-professional and cul,turalcontexts, is illUa7
trated by the different lists of words and situations drawn
up by Paulo Freire for.illiterates in the rural and urban.
areas of the different regionsof,Brazil.

b. The second phase consists. of the ohoice'of key words,
taken from,the total number of words collected in the pre-
ceding phase.7 Their selection must be made.in:accprdance
with the following three criteria:

First criterion: the richness of the sounds of phonemes.
.0he must choose words containing. the basic:sounds of the
language. In portuguese and Spanish,-.-the syllables that
Make up words have very little variation in the vowel sounds.
and a minimum dumber 'of consonant combinations. Freire dis-
covered that to twenty, Words might be-enough,to
cover the whole repertory of sound:S._ 7.

Second criterion: phonetic difficulty.. /n Chooging-words
one must bear in mind the phonetic difficulties of the.lan-
guage, arranging them in order of increasing difficulty, so
the student can progress from the simplest sounds and letters.
towards the most complex. The educator's experience and per-
spicacity contribute 'to a better understanding of the problems
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confronting the illiterate adult learning to read and write
and reinforce 'his self-confidence, an essential factorin
the mastery of these techniques.

- Third criterionrthe pra/mati'c content of the word. The
words included should be risonant of the social, cultural
and political contexts. They should provide an emotional
And mental stimulation; they should be suggestive. -The
content of the word "house', for example, extends far. beyond
the context of daily family life,. to Chat of local and
national housing problems,. The prOvocative word "work" is
related to many of the problems inherent in human exis4ence:
exploitation, unemployment, under-employment etc.

AcCording to the Brazilian Professor Jarbas Maciel*

such criteria fortthe selection of key.words are semeiological:
1

"The best key word is the one with the greatest syn-
tactical value (number or richness of phonemes, degree of
phonetic difficulty and complexity, degree of flexibility
of the groups Of signals, syllables etc), semantic value
(the degree of intensity of the correspondence between the
word and the thing it designates), and pragmatic value (the-
degree of potential for conscientizatton contained in-the
word, or the variety of socio- cultural reactions the word
produces in the person or group employing it)."

c. The third phase appertains to the production of teaching
. materials. These materials are of. two different types: one
conists.ofa series of pictorial repreientationaof sit-
uations related., to the lives of the group members. These
pictures are.presented in,a series bf'cards or slides (see
Appendix II). They act as challenges to the groups. .They are
coded problem cases, Containing elements to be decipheredby
the groups with the help of the diecussion.leader The dis-
cussion'of them, as can be-seen. in the commentaries given in
the, Appendix cited above, leads to an. anthropological concept
of culture that enables the grouis to recognize their value

*

Jarbas Maciel, "A finidamentaggo teorica de sistema Paulo
Freire de eaueac2o" (The theoretical foundation of the
Paulo Freire.system of education), Estudos universitarios,
Revista de Culture, NO IV, 1963. University of Recife.
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and to place themselves in a histofical context .resulting
in simultaneous conscientization.and' literacy. EXamples are
taken from local situations but are directed towards:. the

7------7e.naly.Ais of regional and national problems. The key words .

appear id-these pictures, in ordei of increasing phonetic
difficulty. :A key word:IfeY'*ually well appl to the emtira
situation or to only one of its elements.

The Pther type. of teaching material consists of a serieS-
ofcards ah.owing.the generative` words broken,up into syllables
(e.g. favela: fa - ye- la) with the phonemic sequences cor--
responding to each one:

.0'

Ea fe fi. o fu

va ye vi vo. vu
1/4

la le li lo lu

TheSe cards are conceived as a means of facilitating pro-:
gres-s in - ading And writing:through.the creative inter-
vention o the learner.

2. T aining of DiScussion Leader/Coordinators

The reatest diffiCulty encountered in any "`literacy cam-
paign, a d'especially in applying this method which demands a
well-dev loped sense of.responsibility, is that of*training

,,.the tea ofsinstructora----The problems connected with their
trainin are-not all purely technical. Thetilain difficulty,
lies.in creating a new attitude favouring dialogue in the
instrud ors, so that they can act as catalysers within the
group '0 participants. "According*to Ereire:*

"The discussion leaders must be converted to an attitude
favour, g dialogue so that they actually ecluoate,and do not
darest ate. As a dialogue is an I - -you relationship, it
had to be a relationship between. two subjects. Whenever,the
you of this relationship is turned into a,mere object the

.

dialogue is destroyed,.and one is now deforming instead of
,educatirig. This serious task of education must always. be_
accompanied by control, which-is also exercised by a dialogue,
in ordertO forestall the dangerous temptation,of 'anti-
dialogue".

p. 121.
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"Is"'

By dialogue Freire means.a horizontal A.to 8 relation-

0

-7
leader/teacher.: learner

A
13

ru -
dialogua established

Dialogue springs from criticism and engenders critical
,judgemeht. It feeds On loVe, humility, hope, faith and
confidence. When the two poles of the dialogue are related'.
thus.; in love, hope and mutual faith, they become critical 40
their oomion quest. A sympathetic relationsfilp is set up
between.them. It-is only at this paint that communication
is-created.'

Antdialogue,as opposed to dialogue, establishes a
vertical .A over B relationship:',

dialogue
broken off

Antidialogue is lacking in love, and consequently "a - crit-ical", in the'sense that it'does not engender a-spirit of
criticism. 'It has na humility, is disheartening; arrogant -and self-sufficient. In this proCess,.the "sympathetic"-,
relationship between the poles. is broken 'off. For these-rea
sons; anti - dialogue does' not allow communications. It creates'
passive beings. *.

According to Paulo Freire, and in order to minimise in-
doctrination in the learning process, the instructor's role
within the group is generally laid down as follows: respect and
confidence in the illiterate's experience, rejection.of the .

Karl Jaspers.
Raison et'anti-raieon de noire tempe (Reasodand anti-reason in our time) Desclees de Brouver, Paris,'1953. 1
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.fraditionateacher-puptil relationship and the, practice of
dialogue. 'However, the actual technical training (manip-
ulation of the visual aids) is not a major problem. A few
practical sessions teachithis'skill.' The problem lies'in
applying the essence bf the mettiod: how.can one ensure that
the teachers share thiphilosophical concept and are capable
of applying it in the minner.prePosedby Paulo Freire?.. In
other words,by respecting the individual and sustaining:a
aialogui? The Brazilian experiment shows the method's
capacity for mobiliting recruits (volunteers).. Brazil, -

many school and university tea§heis volunteered theirser-
vices. Furthermore, the construction 'of the, Method which

, is more Or less programmed by means of.the generative words
.and-the Predqtermined subjects for dialogue, ensure that
basic principles will be respected.

In short,,as the Braiilian experiment shows, the number
of teachers required tci implement Freire's approach can be
reduceetO a few well-trained technicians to plan, organike
and elaborate programmeand totrain the discussion leaders:

-aRFIlttermay belong to the community selected for literacy
action,, the only 'qualifications needed, being som9elementary;
education; political ConvictiOns,_human qualities (intellectual
alertness, socialsensitivity) and residence in the.area ip
.which they are to work.

To the coordinator of a "cultural circle",

This selection of quotations is taken from a circular
sent,by-Freire to thecOordinators of study groups in CHile.

"In Order to be able to be a goOd coordinator for a
'cultural circle' you need, above all, to have faith in man,
to'believe in his possibility-to create, to change things.
You need to, love. You must be convinced that the fundamental
.effort Of education is the liberation of man, and never his
'domestication.' You'must be convinced that this liberation
tak4 place tothe extent that amen reflects upon himself

-shin relationship to the world in which, and. with which he
lives. And that it takes place to the extent that, in 'con-,
scientizing' himself, he inserts himself in historf,aa.a
subject.

"A cultural circle is not-a school, in the traditional

Reproduced froth Conigence, Vol. IV; no. 1; .1971. P. 6 162.
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sense: In-most schools,the teacher, Convinced of'his wis-
domwhith he considers absolute, gives-classes to pupils,
.passive and docile, whose ignorence'he also considvs
absolute.

"A cultural circle is a live and creative dialogue, in
'which everydneknows some .things and-does not know others,

:in.which all.seek, togetlier,to know more:

"This is why you, as the coordinator of_a culturalcircle;
must be humble, so that you can- grow.'withthe group, instead

`oLolosing yOur humility, and clalMing tb direct the.groUp,
once it is animated.

'During discussions, do all you .can toensure that the
entire group participates. Try to learn the names of the

,

group participants, and avoid, referring to them simply as
'yod'.

'.When you ask-a luestion, alwiys direct it to the group,..
unless it is meant to- motivate one of the less active
memberS. In anycases.hoWever,.aSk the questionlirst and
only afterwards direct it to'the person whom you hope to
stimulate. '"

a

"During the discussion, use answers to 'reformulate ques-
tions for. the group. Become avart"ot:the grdup. As 'much
as possible make yourself one of the .members, Never talk
much ,about your personal experiencee, except -when they:Oifer'
something of interest-to the discUiSitn.

"Even-if the -Codified material has a'content.with which
you are familiar, db not be a slave to-it, to the point where
you TOrce'the group:co follow-it. This means that you must
respect the significar& that the group attaches to materials,. a
It is almost certain that the group, faced with a situation,
will start by describing it in terms of its own existential
experience, which may or may not be that of the `coordinator.
Your role is to seek, with the group, to deepen the analysis
until the situation presented, studied as a-problem , is
-criticized.

"Do not move ahead of the grouP in decodifying the ma
terials. Your task is not to analyze for the group,'but to
coordinate the discussion. .'

.."In any group, there are some,whO talk excessively and
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others who speakvery little. Simulate both to reach an
equilibrium.

"It is important, indeed ind spensable, that you be
convinced that each meeting with our group will leave both
you and it's members enriched. Fo this, it, is necessary that
you seek to have a critical postu,e. The more, you and youi
group are inclined to study situa ions as problems, the more
critical you will become. This c itical posture.,which Should
be adopted by you and by the grou , will overcome a naive
Consciousness, which loses itself on the periphery.. of problem's,
as you are convinced that. you.hav arrived aetheir essence."

3. Application of .the meth 1
The first task in the "search! fot "critical consciousness"

is to turn the illiterate into the spectatorof his own reality
so that, he will, think about,it, T is is done by projecting
pictures .which reproduce higlenvir nment, his habits sand his
real, mythical and religious world. The illiterate then
becomes his own spectator and that of his specific existen-
tial reality. The procedure for t is "conscientization", as
Freire describes it,as,asfollowi:

When the first picture display ng the corresponding
key word is projected on the scree , discussioh of the dif-
ferent aspects of the situation pr sented is set-in motion.
It is only when the group, helped y the leader, has ex-
hausted the analysis (de-coding) o the situation presented,
that the educator proceeds to visu lization of the key-word,
that is, to its visual presentation, and not to its'memori-
zation. Once the key word has been presented.and the semantic
correspondence betwan this word an the object it designates
has been established, the pupil is hown the word, without
the corresponding object, on another-slide, board ar shot
(if it is a still film): Immediate y afterwards, the same
word is presented divided into syll bles, which the illiter-

.

ate generally refers to as "pieces. When these pieces have
been properly seen and analysed, on proceeds to the visual
presentation of the phonemic sequen es corresponding to the

This section is taken fromViduc eion pratique de la
liberte"(Edocatd.on = practice of f eedom), T. 121-125.
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syllables of the wollbeing studied. These sequences are
at first studied separately, then presented simultaneously;
leading in a final analysis, to the discovery of vowels.
The card showing the grouped sequences is called the "dis-
covery card." And it is by means of this card that the human
being, by a semantic process., discovers the mect,anism of
word formation by the combination of phonemes, in a syllabic
language such as :Portuguese.

By assimilating this mechanism critically, and not simplyby relying on his memory, which would not result in true
assimilation, the pupil starts to work-out his own system of
graphic signs. 'He then, with the greatest of ease, begins to
compose words by combining the phonemes he- has been shown
from the very first day in the analysis of three-syllable
words.

The word tijoio (brick); selected as the first key word,
is illustrated by the picture of a building site. After
every aspect- of the picture has been discussed, the se-
mantic correspondence between the word-and the object it
designates is egtabl.ished. Once the word has been seen in
the picture, it is shown without the corresponding object:tijoio.. Next it is split up: ti jo lo. Immediately
after this presentation of the pieces, the study of phoneMic
sequences begins. Starting with the first syllable', ti., the
group is encouraged to discover the entire family of sounds
'resulting from the combination of its intial consonant with
the other vowels. Then the group discovers a second family,
through the presentation of 'jo', and finally reaches the
third through the syllable '1o'.

When the sequence of phonemes is projected, the group
recognizes only the syllable of the word it has already seen:
(tar- to ti - to - tu,2 ja je - ji - jo - ju, la - leli- Zo - 1,4). Once the 'ti' of the' key word .'tijolo' ha
been recognized, the group is asked to compare it-with the
other syllables, which leads to the discovery that, although
they all begin identically, they finish differently. Con-
sequently they cannot all be 'ti'. The same procedure is
followed with the syllables 'jo' and 'lo' and their families.

After each faMily of sounds has been explored, reading
exercises are given in order to fix the new syllables. At
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this point, the three sequences are shown simultaneously on
the discovery cards:

to 'te - ti- to to

ja - je_ - ji Jo ju

la - le -'1i - lo - lu

After reading them horizontally and vertically, learning
to discriminate between the different sounds, the group
not the Zeader starts to make an oral synthesis. One
after the other`, all'the participants begin to 'make up'
words withthe various combinations available:

tatu (an animal), luta (struggle), lajota (platform)

Tito (first name), loja *(shop),tela (cloth), etc.
\

After the oral exercises, in which discovery is rein-
Cptced by practice, the adult begins in the very first
session, to practise writing. Starting from the second
session, each adult is asked to bring to class a list of all
the words he has been able to 'make up by combining the
phonemes he knows. Whether the words. have any meaning or
not is not important. What dbes matter is the discovery of
the mechanism.by which phonemes are combined. Vtrification
of the words composed in tn./is way is carried out by the
group' with the help of the leader, and not by the latter
with the help of the group.-

In the Brazilian experiment, the words with meaning-
were called expressions of thought and those without,
dead 'expressions: It frequently happened that certain
adults, after assimilatidg the phonemic mechanism by means
of the .discovery card, wrote down words containing complex
phonemes: tray, pli, , which they had not yet been
taught. How can one explain the fact that an illiterate
can, in so short a time, write words composed of complex
phonemes, before he has even studied them? Paulo Freire
replies: ".... It is because, on'ce he has mastered*the
mechanist:1'a combining phonemes he has tried, and succeeded,
in expressing himself graphically, in the same way that
he speaks." *

* rbid,-p. 125.
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We have just seen that, in this approach, each word
corresponds to'a.sociological situation. Thus, discussion
leads the cultural circle to dwell on its life and its
existential realities, its latent and disorganized knowledge,
to see them through the agency, of the information contributed
by the others and'hy the'group-leader, and to organize this
knowledge after criticism,of its different aspects. A
cultural circle session.can be compared to a session of group
psytho-analysis, an attempt to reveal the hidden'motives
influencing man's behaviour. This pedagogy of dialogue
enables a man to recognize, dialectically, his life as a man,
a worker , an agent ofprpdulpion, a shopkeeper, a father, a
syndical leader, an elector, etc., while making use oflhia
newly acquired aptitudes for communication,'his reading and
writing.

Just as this method helps the illiterate'to strengthen
his awareness of his problems and of his human condition -
as a subject - so it contributes to the increase of active
members of society rather than isolated individuals; The
example of an ex-illiterate who, after attending the cultural
circle sessions, declares that he no longer belongs to the
'mass' but to the 'people', is highly significant. In so
saying, he has chosen to participate in the making of deci-
sioni, which only. the people can do. One Of Freire's pro-
jects, on observing the interest and enthusiasm of the par-
ticipants in the cultural circles was to prepare materials for
a type of education in which there wpuld be room for what
Aldous Huxley has called "the art of dissociating ideas".

He considered this art to be-the antidote to the prop-
aganda attempting to domesticate the people dispersed by
the constantly expanding information media. 'Freire's
ideas on the necessity of combating the information medias
alienating influence on. man are similar to those expressed
by the International Commission on Educational Development:
"For the development of mass-communication media has pro-
vided political and economic authorities with extraordinary
instruments for conditioning the individual, in whatever
capacity we consider him, and especially as a consumer and
as a citizen. The latter must therefore be able to combat
the risk of personality-alienation involved in the more
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obsessive forms of propaganda and publicity, and in the be-
havioural conformity which may be imposed on him from the
outside, to the detriment of his genuine needs and his in-
tellectual and emotional identity". *

Challenging situations, ranging, from simple commercial
.propaganda,to ideological propaganda should be discussed in.

the cultural circles.

The aim of these anti-propaganda sessions was to help
the people discover the difference betWeen education and
propaganda. This project was never put into practice. the
political events of 1964 closed ,the cultural circles and.
resulted in Freire's.departure-fromhis native land.

IV. THE METHOD AS APPLIED IN CHILE AND CONCLUSIONS

In the preceding pages we have seen how Paulo Freire's
method, which is also known as the "psycho- social" method,
was gradually perfected during t'le period of its application
in Bragil.- However, aside from the undisputed theoretical
-Value of Freire's educational conception, available docu-
ments-and data on the results achieved during this experiment
are far from enabling us to evaluate the effectiveness of
this method in either the cognitive or the affective domain.

Of the Latin-American countries other than Brazil that
have applied Freire's method, Chile. may be taken as an
example. An experiment of this type was carried out there
for the first time in 1966, in the'"Communityand,Basic
Education Centres ", at a time when adult eduCation and
literacy activities were not yet coordinated and directed
by one organization affiliated to the Ministry of Education.
At the present time, the entire literacy and adult education
policy is'closely related to the development targets of
the Chilean Peoples' Union:Government. Its main. task is
that of transforming the existing economic, political, social
and cultural structures.

In conformity with this priority, the structure of
adult education in Chile is as follows:

nesco. Learning to be; the world of education today and
tomorrow, Paris, 1972. xvi, 315 p. figs, graphs, tables.

h.
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- General education, lasting three years;

- Education in the humanities and science, lasting
four years;

- Techno-vocational education, differing as to content
and duration.

Literacy, as such, is taught only in the course of the
first four months of the first year. It is during this -

period that Freire's "psycho-social" method, adapted to the
Chilean situation,is used. The Chilean example was fairly
significant of its kind, since the general policy of the
:country was not essentially incompatible with the adoption
of Freire's method; the mobilization ,of the people by means
of a "conscientization" campaign was directed and supported
by the socialist' government of the Peoples' Union. The
Chilean experiment, like that of Brazil, did not provide ade-
quate quantitative data allowing systematic evaluation of the
method's Impact. In spite of the relatively low rate of'1.1-
literacy in Chile (11.7%) and government support for literacy
programmes through "conscientization",' the problems of drop-
out among, the participants has not yet been solved. It is
therefore indispensable, in order to know the effectiveness of
the method, that comparable studies employing different ap-
proaches, Null traditional and functional, be carried out in
varying socid-political contexts.

In short, the introduction of this pedagogy of cultural
action implies an overhaul of the value 'systems established
in a social context polarized as regards class. For Paulo
Freire, development is not restricted to purely technical,
political or economic aspects, but also requires the transi-
tion from one mentality to another. A group of adults 4s
always defined in time' and space. It has an "individuality"
distinguishing it from other human groups situated in another
-time, another place, another context. Awareness of this
fact conditions all ,the forms of intervention which we could
wish to exert on this group. In fact, the introduction of
reading and writing techniques within the framework of this
pedagogy is a kind of intervention;- since its principal aim
is not instruction, but "conscientization", the individual's
awakening to the consciousness of the position he occupies
in nature, time and society. The success of this inter-,
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vention depends above all on the "coordinator ", who is not
asked to teach facts, regardless of their casualities and
interaction, or to express personal opinions, butto arouse
in the participants desire to question themselves on the
'rudiments' of everyday life, in order to emerge from it.
The motivation of "conscientization" stems from the partici-
pants'. dialogue, in which each one diScovers the significance
of generative concepts. -Nevertheless, this inevitably re-

. sults in political participation and the formation of commun-
ity 'organizations and labour syndicates. This type of'in-.
volvement in general is scarcely encouraged, nor even allowed,
by the systems in,fotce in almoSt the whole of the Third
World,

Freire claims, moreover, that a valid education should
assist the individual to become a subject, to establish
new man/man and man/world relationships, to shape his culture
and to take part in history. A true education is thus one
which emancipates the individual instead of standardizing
and subjugating him.
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APPENDIX I

LIST OF KEY-WORDS

Seventeen key-words listed below have been takeh from
the universal vocabulary put together in the State of Rio,
and are also valid for Guanabara State.

. They are cited without the pictures of actual situations
illustrating them; simply to show a few of the aspects
analysed in discussions.

1. FAVELA (shanty-town)

Basic necessities: Housing, Food, Clothing,
Education.

Here, once again, with the word favela, the procedure
described_ previously of or the word tijolo (brick) will be
outlined biiefly.

Once the situation projected,on the screen has been
analysed, the problems of housing, food., clothing, health
and edUcation in a shanty-town have been discusSed,.and the
participants have discovered the implications of the forme/a,
one proceeds to visualize .the word, pointing out its se-
mantic content. -.

A slide is then projected in which the word appears
on-its own; FAVELA. Immedidtely afterwards, the word is
shown divided into syllables:

FA - VE LA
4

Then the phonemic sequence: FA- FE - FI - FO - FU

Next: VA VE - VI. - VO -

Then:LA - LE - Li LO LU

Health and
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Finally the three sequences together:are shown on a dis-
1,-covery card;

FA FE Fl 'FO FU

VA VE VI NO VU

LA LE LI LU

The-group then begins to make up,wotds with the com-
binations available. ' .

2. CHUVA (rain) 'f.

Topics for discussion: Influence of the ambient
environment on human life.
The climatic factor in -a,
subsistence economy. Regio-
.nal disparities in Brazil.

3. i0 (plough).
.

Topics for discussion: The value of human labour.
Man and technology: the pro-
cess of transforming nature.

-\\\ Work-and captial. Land ren
form.

4. TERRENO nd) ,

Topics for Economic domination. Lati-
fundium (large estates).
Irrigation. Natural resources..
Protection of the national
heritage.:

5, COMIDA (food)
Topics for discussion:

6: BATUQUE (popular dance)
Topics for discussion'

'

-Malnutrition, Local and
hationai hunger. Endemic
diseases and infant mortal-
ity..

39.

Popular' ulture. Academic
Culture. Cultural aliena-
tion.



7. P090 (well)
Topics for discussion: Health and endemic diseasei.

ftalth education. Problems
of conveying water.

8. BICICLETA (b ycle)
Topics for 'd Scussrdn: Problems of Transport.

Collective transport.

9. TRABALHO (work)
Topics for discussion:

10. SALARIO (wages)
Topics for discussion:

11. PROFISSAO (job)
Topics for discussion:

12. GOVERNO (government)
Topics for disdussion:

13. MANGIYE (marsh)

cs for discussion:

The process of transforming
nature. Enhancing man's
value ,through work. Manual,
intellectual and techno-
logical Work. Handicrafts.
Dichotomy: manual/intellec-
tual work.

Economics-. Man's position:
remuneration for work,
salaried.,and non-salatied
work; minimum wage, wage
scale.

Social problems. Industry.
. Social classes and social
mobility. Syndicalism.
Strikes.

Politics. Political power
(thme kinds of power). The
role of the people in the
organization of power. Popu-
lar participation.

Marsh dwellers. Paternalism.
"Assistantialism". Hpman
progress from an object sit-
uation to a subject situa-
tion.

40'
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14.--ENGENHO (sugar-cane plantation)
Topics tor discussion: The economic history of

15. ENXADA (spade)
Topics for discussion:

.'"

Brazil. Monoculture. Large
estates. Land reform.

Land reform and agricultural
credit. Technology and re-
form.

16. TIJOLO (brick)
Topics fbf 'discussion:

17. -RIQUEZANealth)
Topide for discussion:

Urban reform, baqlic problems.
Planning. Inter-relation
of different reforms.

Brazil's position in the
world. Comparative study of
wealth and poverty. Rich
versus poor. Rich. nations

versus poor nations. Domi-
nating and dominated countries.
Developed and under-developed
nations. National.emanci-
pation. ,Effective inter-
national aid and World Peace,
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First Picture

APPENDIX II '

MA; IN THE WORLD, PARTICIPATING IN THE WOBLD: NATURE
AND INSTRUCTION

In discussing/this picture, man will. be stedied as- a

related being pail excellence, and a distinction will be
drawn between two worlds, the world of nature and the world
of culture. The gro4 will be taught to perceiVe that man's
normal Situation is to be in the world and also to participate
in the world.. Man is a creative and re creative being, who
will modify reality by his work. Next come. simple questions,
such as:. Who makes the well? Why is it made? How,is'it made?
When? The same questions are then applied to the` other parts
of trieiActure., In this way two fundamental notions are
SrOught to light: necessity and work..Culture is underSiOod
atits lowest level, as subsistence. The man has made a well ,

- because he needed water. He has made it by 4stabli6hing a
relationship with the world, wick ecomes.the Object of his
.knowledge. Throughihis work, Te sub its the world to a pro
cess.of transformation. fn the same 1 y, he builds a house,
makes his clothes and fashions his implements. After this
comes discusion with the group, choosing simple,. concrete

, -terms, on the relationships between men. ''These should not
,Aoe picturecLas domination or transformation of the type
that.has ju'*i been analysed, but as the affirmation of man
as a subject.
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Second Picture

NATURE, MEDIATOR. OF DIALOGUE

In'the'previous discussion, we analysed the relationships
between men,,which are relationships between subjects and
cannotbe relationships of domination:' -41e6group,is there-
fore prepared at this stage to analyse dialogue, communi-
cation between men and the meeting of more tbsn one con-
sciousness. It is prepared to understand the*rld's role
of mediator in this communication and, finallY, to-reflect
on the foundations of dialogue:, ioye, humility, hope, judge-
ment,.the spirit of creation.;

The next three nictures form a series,'. and their analysis
completes an understanding of the concept0of culture, while
permitting discussion of othet Important aspects at the same
time.
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Third Picture

THE, PRIMITIVE HUNTER

Discussion of this picture should start by diAinguishing
what belongs to nature from what belongs to culture. "Culture",
say the participants, "is represented here by the arrows, or
by the feathers worn by the Indian." When asked whether
the feathers do not belong to nature, they always reply,
"As long as the feathers are on the bixd, they belong to
nature; but when a man has killed a bird, taken its feathers
and put them together by his work, they are no longer a part
of nature, .but of culture." We have heard such a reply 't!on
.many occasions, in diffe'r'ent parts of the country. By
drawing a distinction between the historico-cultural level

-of the hunter and their,own level, the group members reach
an awareness of what a primitive culture is. They discover
that, in lengthening his arms by five to ten metres by means-

,_of an instrument he has made, s6 that already he is no longer
-6bIlged to catch his prey with his hands, he has accoitiplished
a cultuFaI-Wation-. -In communicating to younger generations

. not only the way in which this instrument works, but also
the ascent technology of its manufacture, he
,an educational action. Discussion follows on the workings
of education in a primitive society where there is-no
question of illiteracy as we know it. The students perceive
immediately that an illiterate is one who lives in a primi-
tive society, unable to master the.skills of writing and
reading. For some, this new awareness is dramatic.

li
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Fourth Picture

THE CULTURED HUNTER

ti

When this picture is projected on the screen, the partici-
pants identify the hunter with 'a man of their own cultural
level, even though they are illiterate. One points out to
them the technological progress represented by the gun as
opposed to the bow And arrow. Man's increasing potential
for entering into a relationship with the world and for
incessantly transforming it by means of his creative spirit
and his work analysed. Such transformation is signifi-

..cant only in so far as it contributes to man's humanization
and becomes a part of his liberation. Finally, the effects
of educatiOn on development are examined.
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Fifth Picture

THE FELINE, BEAST OF PREY

In this series of pictures,of,hunters, we hoped to teach

' the difference of cultural level between the first two; and

the ontological difference between both of, them and the

third. Obviously, we shall nct mention difference of cul-

tural leyel or' ontological difference, in cultural circles.

The people, however, perceive these differences'in their

own language and in their own way. We shall never forget

ore illiterate in Brasilia who confidently asserted: "Of

the three,-only the two men are really hunters. They are

hunters because first they accomplish a 'cultural action and

then they hunt. (He forgot to say only that they also

accomplish a cultural action by hunting). As for"the third,

the cat, equally removed from,any form of culture both before

and after the hunt, it is not a hunter, but a persecuter."

His distinction between hunter and persecuter was a subtle

one, but basically, the fundamental notion of accomplishing

a cultural action was well understood.

These discussions produced many precious ObServations

on the subject of animals and men, the power of creation,

freedom, intelligence, instinct, education and teaching.'
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Sixth Picture

4.
mg TRANSFORMS NATURE' BY HIS WORK

Discussion starts when the drawing is projected. Whatdo we see? What are these men making? "They are working
clay", everyone answers. "They are in the process of trans-
forming a natural material by their work," say a few. After
many comments connected with the topic Of,work (and some
will even mention the joy of making beautiful things, as didone man in Brasilia), one asks whether such labour can'producean.act of culture? They reply that this is possible: for
example, a vase; a storage jar, or any recipierit.
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THE VAEE, PRJEUEED R11-.":AN'E WORX FROM A NATURAL AJATERIAL

r.

It was with emotion,'in the Recife Cultural Club, that
we heard an enthusiastic women declare, during discussion
of this picture: "I Can perform an act of culture; I,know_
how to make a vase like that." Many participants say of..
the flowers in the vase, "Flowers are things of nature,
but the decoratiye bouquet is an act of culture."

At this point, discussion defines something that has
been latent from the start, ehe'aesthetic aspect of
creation. This notion will be strengthened by the next pic-
ture,.when we come to analyse the meaning:'of culture at
the level of.spiritual aspirations.
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Eigth Picture

POETRY

First of all; the discussion leadet reads the text pro-
jected on the screen, slowly. . "This is a poem," the audi-
ence generally declares; One .then exylains to the group that
this is a popular work, written by 'a simple maneoftthe people.
The ensuing discussion decides whether 'poetry is culture or
not. "It is.an act of culture like the vase,," they say,
"but different from the vase." In the course of discussion
they realize that poetic expression results from a different
aspiration, and that.it does not take shape in ,the same way.
After discussing the different aspects of.artistic creation,
whether popular' or erudite.and not necessarily_ restricted to
poetry, the group leader reads the. text again and submitg it
for groupdiscussAQ:i.

The terri-1 lic omb If war-stopped

And radI And all'were united,

Signify terra. Our world of today

Ruin and calamity. Would not be destroyed.
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RUINA CALAMIDADE

SE ACABASSEM COM A GUNK

TWO VICASSE UNIDO
0 MOSSO TONDO DE 1104E
NAO SERIA DESTRUIDO
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Ninth Picture

TYPES OF BEHAVIOR

By means of this picture, we hoped to analyse types
of behavior from a cultural point. of,view; and then to diss-,
cuss, resistance to, change.

The picture shows a "gaucho" from the South, and a
"vaqueiro" from the north-east of Brazil, each one dtessed
sin hks own way. By,speaking about their clothes, we reach
discussion of certain aspects of their behavior. One day,
in a cultuiaI-clmib in ,the south of Brazil, we heard the
following remark: "Here we see the traditional customs of
two parts of Brazil, the south and the north-east, as
regards dress. But before this tradition was established,;,
it as necessary to dress like this: one has warm clothes
becauSe of the climate of his region, and the other-hasstout
leather clothing to protect himself from the thorny vege7
Cation of the northlast. Sometimes a neceS"sity disappears;
but a tradition remains."

Analysis of this situation was always informative, as
was that of the 'other pictures. We obtained what we desired;
a consideration of different types of behavior as varied
manifestations of culture.

Mounted cattle-herders.
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Tenth. Picture

A CULTURAL CLUB. IN ACTION. SYNTHESIS OF PREVIOUS

DISCUSSIONS

The picture represents a Cultural Club in action. The
participants easily recognize themselves in the picture shown'
on the 'screen. Discussion opened by considering cultuie
as the systematic acquisition of knowledge, and the demo-
cratization of culture as part of the wider process of
fundamental democratization which existed,in Brazil at that
time.

"The democratization of culture, "said one of these
anonymous illiterates, full of wisdom, one day, " should-

start with what others decide and want for us."

After these debates on culture and its demodratization,
we analysed the organization of a Cultural Club, its dynamism,'
the creative force of dialogUe'and mental awakening. These
aspects were.discussed on two different evenings, and the
participants became more and more strongly motivated, ready
to begin literacy the following day, as they then pictured
it as the key that' would open the doors of'written communi-
cation' for them.
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Only in this way can literacy acquire meaning. It be-
. comes the consequence of man's firstthoughts on.his own

.
powers of reflection, his position in the world, the world
itself, his work, his ability to transform the world and the
meeting of minds; and, finally, on literacy itself,'which
ceases to be something external ta man and becomes his own
personal problem, which will issue from him and his own
creation, in the relationship ,he establishes with the world.

Literacy work seems us valid only in this way, when
its true meaning is understood by man as a force capable of
transforming the world. It is only in this way that literacy
can be justified: in so far as man, by discovering the rela-
tivity of ignorance and learning while he is as yet illiterate
can.banigh one of the levers with which the usurping elite
manipulates him. It is only in this way that literady ac-
quires its whole value: in so far as it makes full use of
man's effort of reflection on hiMself and the world in which
he lives, in order to reveal to him that the world belongs
to him too, and that his work is not a punishmerit inherent
in'his human ,condition, bort a means of loving - and of
helping the world to become a better place.

Appendix 1 & 2 are taken from Paulo Freire.'s work: 1Jedu-

cation pratique de la liberte. Paris, Les editions du Cerf,

1971.
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MESSAGE:

THE AVULT LITERACY PROCESS AS CULTURAL

ACT/ON FOR FREEDOM

by.

a Paulo Fite 0m

This article.is a concise statement of the
author's view of the purposi of education and the,
means through which it can be ,realized.

It is part'of a longer essay pgnnedby Freire
While a Fellow at:the Center fof the :Study of De-
velopment and Social Change, Cambridge, MstssachU-
setts, U.S:A.

It is reproduced here with the permission of
the Harvard Educational Review, where the article..
first appeared in v. 40, No, 2, of May.1970,
and the Center for'the Study of Development and.
Social Change
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PART 1:.Every.educAtional practice implies a concept of
man and the.worid

Experience teaches us_not.to assume that the obvious
is clearly understood:' SO it is with the truism with which
we begin: Al], educational practice implies.a theoretical
Stance on the educator's part. This stance in turnimplieS
sometimes more, sometimes dress explicitly -.an interpreta-
tion of man and the world-. It could. not be otherwise, The
process of men's orientaeion.in-ft* world involves notjust
the association of sense images, as-for ,animals.- .It involves,
above all, thought-language; that is, the possibility of
the act of knowing through his. praxis, by- which man trans-
forms reality/. For man, this process of orientation in the
world, can be..understood neither as a purely subjective event,
nor as an objective or mechanistic one, but only as an- event.
in which subjectivity and objectivity are united. Orienta-
tion in the world, so underst(ld, plates thi question of
the'pwooses of action at the level of critical perception
of reality.

4.

If, for animals, orientation in the world means adapta-
tion to the world, for man- it means humanizing the world by
transforming it. For animals there is no historical sense,
no options or valueS in their' orientation in the world; for
man there is both an historical and a value dimension. Men
have the sense'of. "project," in contrast to the instinctive
routines of animals.

The action of men without objectives, whether the ob-
jectives-are tight or wrr1g, mythical or demythologized,
naive or critical,, is'not praxis,.thoughit may be orienta-
tion in the world. And not, being praxis, it is action ig-
norant both of its-cam process and of its aim. The inter-
relation of the awareness of aim-and of process is the
basis for planning action, which implies methOds, objectives,
and value optiOns.

Teaching adults to read and writemust be seen, analyzed
and understood in this way. The critical analyst will dis-
cover in the methods and texts used by edilcators and stu-
dents practical value options which betray a philosophy of
man, well or pOorly outlined,*coherent or incoherent. Only
someone.with a mechanistic mentality,.which Marx would call
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"grossly materialistic," could reduce adult literacy learning
to apurely technical action. Such a naive approach would
be:incapable of perceiving that technique itself-as an in-
strument of _men in their orientation sin the world is not
neutral.

We shall try,however, to prove by analysis. the self-e;71.7
dence of our statement. Let us consider the case of primers
used- as the basic' texts. teachinOdults to read and
write. Let us further propose,two distindt types: a poorly'
done primer and a good'one, according to. the genre's own
criteria. Let us even suppose that the author,of the.good
primer based the selection of its generative words* on a

7 prior knowledge of which words have the greatest resonance
for the, learner (a practice not commonly found; through it
does exist). .

Doubtlessly, such an author is already far beyond the
colleague who composes his primer with words he himself
chooses in his own library. .Both authors, howeVer, are
identical in fundamental way. In'tach.case they themselves
decompost the given generative words and from the syllables
createe new. words. With these words, in turn, the authors
form simple sentences and,little by little, small stories,
the so-called reading lessons.

Let us say that the author of"the second primer, going
one step further, suggests that the teachers who use it
initiate discussions about one or another word, sentence,'o

In languages like Portuguese or'Spanish, words Axe com-
posed syllabically. Thus, every non - monosyllabic word
.is, technically, generatiVe;cin the sense that other words
can be constructed from its de-composed syllables'. For
a word to be authentically generative; however, certain
conditions, must be presentyliich. will be discussed in a
later section of this essay. EAtthe phonetic level the
term generative word is properly applicable only with re-
gard to.a sound-syllabic reading methodology, while the
thematic application i3, Universal. See Sylvia Ashton-
Warner's Teacher,for. a differeA tt "treatment of the concept
of generative words at the-themirfc level - Editor]

5
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.-text-With.their students.

Considering either of these hypothetical cases we may
legitimately conclude that there is an implicit concept of

the-_primer's method and content, whether it is.recog-.
nited by, the authors' or not. This concept can bereconstruc-
ted from various angles.. We begin with the ft-t,.inherent
in the'idea and use of the primer, that it is the teacher who
chooses tKe words_and proposes them to the learner. Insofar
as the primer is the mediating object between the teacher and
students, and the students are to be "filled"-with words tha
teachers have chosen, one can easily' detect a first important
dimension of the image of man which here begins to. emerge.
It is ther:profile of a man whose consciousness is "spatia-
lized," and must be "filled" or "fed" in order to know. This
same concept ion led Sartre, criticizing the notion that "to
know is' to eat," to exclaim: " 0 phiZosophie alimentairert*

This "digestive" concept of knowledge;:so common in
current educational practice, is found very clearly in the
primer**. Illiterates are considered " under-nourished," not
in the literal sense in which many of them really are, but
because they lack the "bread of the spirit". Consistent with
the concept of knowledge as .food, illiteracy is conceived
of as a "poison herb",intOxicating and debilitating pprsons
who cannot read or write. ThUs, much As said about the

Jean Paul Sartre, Situations T(Paris: Librarie Gallimard,
1947)., p. 31.

** The digestive concept of knowledge is suggested by "con-'
trolled readings", by classes which consist only in
lectures; by. the use of memorized, dialogues'in,language
learning; by bibliographical notes which indicate-not
only which Chapter, but which lineS and words are to be
read; by the methods of evaluating the students' pro-
gress in learning.
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"eradication" of illiteracy to cure the disease.* In this
way, deprived of their character as linguistic signs con-
stitutive of man's thought-language, words are transformed
into mere "deposits of vocabulary" the bread. of the spirit
which the, illiterates are to "eat" and "digest."

This "nutritionist" view of knowledge perhaps also explainS
the hUmanitarian character of certain:Latin American adult
literacy campaigns: If millions,of men are illiterate,
"starving for letters," "thirsty for words", the word must
be brought to.them to save them from "hunger" and "thirst".
-The word, according to the naturalistic concept of conscious-
ness implicit in the primer; must be "deposited," not born
of the creative effort of the learners. As understood in
this concept, man is a passive being, the object of the pro-

. cess of learning to read and write, and hot its subject. As
object his task is to "study" the so- called readi g'lessons,,
which in fact are almost completely alienating a d alienated,
having so iittle, if anything, to dO with the st dent's
socio-cultural reality."

It would be a truly interesting study to an lyze the
reading texts being'used in private of official adult literacy
campaigns in rural and urban Latin America. It would not
be unusual to find among such texts sentenCes d readings

* See Paulo.Freire, "La'alfabetizacion de adultos,critica
de su vision ingenua; compreension de su ision critica,"
in Introducciten a la Accan Cultural (San iago:. ICIRA,

. 1969).

** There- are two noteworthy exceptions amon these primers:
(1) in Brazil, Viver e Lutar, deVeloped y a team of
specialists of the BaSic Education Move nt, sponsored
bi-the National. Conference of Bishops. This reader be-
came the object of controversy after it tiras banned as .

\

subversive by the then governor'of Guana

1ara,

Mr. Carlos
Lace.rda,:in 1963) (2) in Chile, the ESP GA collection,
despite some small defects. The collection was organized
by Jefatura,de Planes Extraordinarios de ducaciOn de
Adultos, of the Public Education Ministry.
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like the following- random samples:*
1

A Oa da ave - "The wing is of the bird"

Eva viu a uva - "Eva Saw the grape."
y.

'I
0 gal° canta ""The cock croWs.

0 eachorro ladra "The dog barks."

Oita dos nimals- - "Mary likes ariimals.."

Joao cuida dots arvores "John take care of the
trees. ".

17

0 pai de Carlinhoa se'ehama Antonio. Carlinhos 6-um
bom menino bem comportado.e estudioso -"Charles's father's
name is Antonio. Charles is a good, well- behaved, and
StUdiouStboy-,"

Ada deu Q. dedo"ao urubu? -Duvido.Ada de4 o dedo a arara**

Se voce trabalha com martelo e.prego, tenha cuidado Para
nao o dedo. - "I4Aou hammer a nail, be careful not
to smash your finger.

,

"Peter did not know how to read. Peter was ashamed. One
day, Peter went to schoo and registered for;a'night course.
Peter's teacher was-very goOd. Peter knows how to read now.
Look at Peter's .face. [These lessons are generally illustrated].

* * *

Since at the timb this. essay was written the writer did not
haveaccess to the primers, and was, therefore, vulnerable
to recd,rding phrases imprecisely or to confusing the author
of one or another primer, it was thought best not to iden-
tify the authors or the titles of the book.

The English here would be nonsensical, as is the Tortuguese,
the point being, the emphasis on the consonant d.

The author may even have Added here, "... if, however, this
should happen, put a little mercurochrome."
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Peter is smiling. He is a happy man. He already
has ,a good job. Everyone ought to follow his
example."

In saying that Peter is smiling because he knows how to
read, that he is happy because he now hasfa good job, and
that he-is an example for all to follow, the authors' establish
a telationShip'between knowing how to read and getting good .

jobs which, in fact, cannot be borne out. This naiveté re7
veals,. at least, a failure to perceive the structure not-Only
of illiteracy, but of social phenomena in-general; Such an
approach may admit that these phenomena exist, but it cannot
perceive their relationship to the structure of the society
in which they are found. It id.as.if these phonomena were
mythical, above and beyon.i concrete situations, or the re-
suite of the intrinsic inferiority of a certain class of men.
Unable to grasp contemporary illiteracy as a typiCal manifest-
ation of the "culture of silence," directly related to under-
deVeloped structures, this approach cannot offer an objective,
critical response to the challenge of illiteracy. Merely
teaching men to read animrite does not work miracles; if
there are not enough jobs for nen able to work, teaching
more men to read and write will not create them.

One of these readers presents among its lessons the
e

following two texts on consecutive pageS without relating
them. The first is about May lst,-theLabor Day holiday,
on which workers. commemorate their. struggles. It does not
say how.or where)these are-commemorated, or what the nature
of the historical conflict was. The main theme of the second
lesson is holidays._ It says that "on these days people ought
to go to the beach to swim and sunbathe...." Therefore, if
May 1st is a holiday, and if on-holidays people should go
to the, beach, the conclusion is that the workers should go
swimming on Labor Day, instead of meeting with their unions
in the public squares to discuss their problems.

Analysis of these texts reveals, then,:a Simplistic

visionef men, of their world, of the relationship between
the two, and of the literacy process which unfolds in that
world. P 6
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A asa e da ave, Eva viu a uva, o Palo cantaand o
r(y...horro late, are linguistic contexts which, when mechanically
memorized and repeated, are deprived of their authentic -di
mension as thought-language in dynamic interplay with reality.
Thus impoverished, they are not authentic expressions of the
world.

Their authors do not recognize in the poor classes the --
ability to. know and even create the texts which would express
their own thought- language at the level of their perception
of the world. The authors repeat with the texts what they do
with the words, Le., they introduce them into the learners'
consciousness as if it were empty space - once more, the
"digestive" concept of knowledge.

Still more, the a-structural perception of illiteracy
revealed in these texts exposes the other., false view of
illiterates as marginal men. Those who consider them
marginal must, nevertheless, recognize the existence of a
reality to which they are marginal -snot only physical space,
but historical, social, cultural, and economic realities -
i.e., ,the structural dimension of reality. In this way,
illiterates have to be recognized as beings "outside of",.

"marginal to" something, since it is impossible to be mar-
ginal to nothing. Slit being "outside of" or "marginal to"
necesSarily. implies a movement of the one said to 'be marginal
from the c9nter,yhere he was, to the-=periphery. This move-
ment, which is an action, presupposes:in turn not only an
agent but also his reasons. Admitting.the existence of men
"outside of" or "marginal to" structural. reality, it, seems
legitimate to ask: Who is the author of this movement from:
the center of the structure to its .margin? Do so-called
marginal men, among them. the illiterates,.. make the decision
to move- out to the periphery-of-society? If, so, margin-
ality is an option-with all that it involves:

[The Portuguese word here translated as' marginal man is
marginado.- This has a passive sense: he 'who has been made
marginal, or sent outside society;,as 'well as the sense
of a state of existence-on. the fringe of society.
Translator.]

70
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hunger, sickness, rickets, paino.mental deficiencies,living
death, crime, promiscuity, despair, the impossibility of
being. In fact, however, it ig difficult to accept that
40% of Brazil's population, almost 90% of Haiti's, 60% of
Bolivia's, about 40% of Peru's, more than 30%-of Mexico's
and Venezuela's and about 70% of Guatemala's would have made:
the tragic choice of their own marginality.as illiterates.*
If; then, marginality is not by choice, marginal men.has. been
expelled from and kepi outside of the social sytem and is,

therefore, the object of violence.

In fadt, however, the social structure as a whole.does
not "expel", nor is marginal man a "being outside of," He
is, on the contrary, a-"being inside of" within the social
structure,-and in a dependent relationship to those whom we
call falsely autonomous.beings; inauthentic-beings-for-them-
selves.

A less rigorous approach, one more simplistic, less
critical; more technicist, would say'that it was unnecessary to
reflect about what it would consider unimportant questions
such as illiteracy and teaching adults to read'and write.
Such an approach might even add that the'discussion of the
concept of marginality is an unnecessary academic exercise.
In fact, however, it Is'not so. In'accepting the illiterate
as a sort of person who exists on the fringe of society, we
are led to envision him as a sort of "sick man," for whom:
literaCy would be the"medicine" to cure him,enabling him to
"return" to'the'"healthy".structure from which he hag become
separated. Educators would be benevolent counsellors, scouring
'the outskirts of the city for the stubborn illiterates, runa-
ways from the. good life, to restore them to the forsaken
bosom of happiness by.giVing'them.the gift of the word.'

In the light of such a concept -,unfortunately, all too
widespread -,literacy programs can never be efforis--t-overd--

* ,Unesco. La situacitin educative en America Latina, Cuadro
no. 20, page 263 (Paris., 1960).
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freedom; they will never question the Very reality which
deprives men of the right to speak up - not only illiterates,
but all those who are. treated as objects in a dependent
relationship. These men, illiterate or not, are, in.fact,
not marginal. What we said before bears. repeating: They
are not "beings outside of"; they are "beings for another."
:Therefore the solutiOn to their problem is not to become
"beings inaide.of," but men freeing themselves; for, in
reality,- they are not marginal to the structure, but oppressed
men within it. Alienated men, they cannot overcome their
dePendendy by "incorporation" into the very structure res-
ponsible for their dependency. There is.no other road to

, humanization . theirs as well as everyone elSe's - but
aUthentic transformation of the dehumanizing structure.

From this last point of view, the illiterate is no-longer
a person living on the fringe of society, a marginal man,

, but rather a representative of the dominated strata of society
in conscious or unconscious opposition to those who, in the
same structure, treat him as a thing. Thus, also, teaching
men to read and write is no longer an inconseqUential
matter of ba, be, bi, bo, bu, of memorizing an alienated
word, but a difficult apprenticeship in naming the world.

In the first. hypothesis, interpreting illiterates as
men marginal to society, the literacy process reinforces the
mythification of reality by keeping it opaque and by dulling
the "empty consciousness". of the learner with innumerable
alienativ words and_phrasea. By contrast, in the second
hypothesis --interpreting illiterates as men oppressed
within the system - the literacy process, as cultural action
-for freedom, is an act of knowing in which the learner assumes
the role of knowing subject in dialogue with the educator_
F6r this very reason, it is a cou ageo's endeavor to demy-
thologize'reality, a process 'throu h wh ch menwho had previ-
ously been submerged in reality begin to emerge in order to
re-insert themselvesinto it with critical awareness.

There-fOre the-adunator_iust strive for an ever greater
clarity as to what, at times without his consdibils-knowledge,'

- illumines the path of his action. Only in this way will he '
truly be able toaSsume the role of. one of the subjects. of
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this action and remain consistent in the process.
4.

PART II: The adult literacy process as an act of knowing.

To be an act of knowing the adult literacy process demands
among teachers and students a relationship of authentic dia-
fugue. True dialogue unitesaubjects together in, the cogni-
tion of a knowable object which mediates between them.

'If learning to read and write is to constitute an act
of knowing, the learners must assume from the begng-the
role of ,creative subjects. It,is_not-a-matter of memorizing
and repeating_given-syllables, words, and phrases, bUt rather

-reflecting critically on the process. of reading and wri-
Ling itself, and on the pidfound significance. of language. .

Insofar as language is impossible Without thought, and
language and thought are impossible without the world to which
they refer, the human word is more than mere vocabulary - it
is word-and-action. The cognitive dimensions of the literacy
process,muat include the relationships of men with their
world. These relationships'are the source of the dialectic
between the products men achieve in transforming the world
and the conditioning which these roducts in turn exercise
on

Learning to read and write ought to be an opportunity for
men to know what speaking...the word really means: a human .act
implying reflection and action. As such it is a priMordial
human right and not the privilege of a few.* Speaking 'the

word is not a true .act if it is not at the same time associ7
atedwith the right of self-expression and world-expression,
of creating and re-creating, of deciding and choosing and
ultimately participating in society's historical process.

In the culture ofailence.the masses are "mute, ". that is,
theyre prohibited from creatively taking part in the trans-
formations of their society and therefore prohibited from

*

Paulo Freire, op. ci
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being. Even if they can occasionally read and write because
they were "taught" in humanitarian - but not humanist -
literacy' campaigns, they are nevertheless alienated from the
power responsible for .their

Illiterates know they are concrete men. They know that
theydo-things. What they do not know in the culture of
silence - in which they are ambiguous, dual beings - is that
men's action3as such are transforming, creative, and re-
oreative. Overcome by the myths of this culture, including
the myth of their own "natural inferiority," they do not know
that their action upon the world is also transforming. Pre-
vented from having a "structural perception" of the facts
involving them, they do not know that they, cannot "have a
voice," i,e., that they cannot exercise the right to partici-
pate consciously in'thesocio-historical transformation .pf .

thdir society, because their work does not belongto them.

It could be said (and we would agree) that it As not
possible to recognize all this apart from praxis, that is,
apart from reflection and action, and that to:attempt it
would.be pure idealism. But it Is true that action upon an
object must be 'critically analyzed in order to understand
both the object itself and the understanding one has of-it:.
The act of knowing involves a dialectical movement which
goes from action to reflection- and from reflection upon action
to anew action. For the learner to know what he did not know
before, he must engage in an authentic process of abstraction
by means of which he can reflect on the action-object whole,
or, more generally, on forms of orientation in the world. In
this process of abstraction, situations representative of
how the learner orients - himself in the world are proposed to
him as che.objects of his critique.

As an event calling forth the critical reflection of both
the learners and educators, the literacy process must relate
speaking.the-word to transforming reality, and to man's
role in this transformation. Perceiving the significance of.
that relationship 'is indispensible for those learning to read
and write if we are really cotImitted to liberation. Such a
perception will leadthe learners to recognize a much greater
right than that of being literate. They will ultimately
recognize that, as men, they have the right to haye a voice.
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On the other hand,.as an act of.knowing, learning to
read and write presupposes not only a theory of knowing'but

. a method which corresponds to the theory.

We recognize the indisputable unity betweeil 'subjectivity.
and objectivity in-the act of knowi6g. Reality is never just
simply the objective datum, the concrete iact,-but is also
men's perception of it. Once again, this is not a subjecti-
vistic or idealistic affirmation, as it might, seem. On the
contrary, subjectivism and idealism come Into play when the
subjectiVe-objective unity is broken.*

The adult. literacy. process as an act of knowing implies
the existence of-two interrelated contexts. One is the
context of authentic dialogue between learners and educators
as:equally knowing subjects, This is what schools should be -
the theoretical context of dialogue. The second is the real,
concrete context of facts,'the social reality in which menconcrete

In the theoretical context of dialogue, the facts pre-
. sented by the real or concrete context are critically analyzed.
This analysis involves the exercise of-abstraction, through
which, by means of representations'of concrete reality,.
we seek knowledge of that reality. The instrument for this
abstraction in our methodology is codification,-*** or repre-
sentation of the existential situations of the learners.

* ."There are two ways to fall into idealism: The one
Consists.of dissolving the. real in subjectivity; the
other in' denying all real subjectivity in the interests
of objectivity," Jean Paul Sartre, Search for a Method,
trans. Hazel E. Baines (New York: Vintage Books, 1968)
p. 33.

See Karel Kosik, DiaZectica de Zo Concreto (Mexico:
Grijalbo, 1967).

Codification refers alternatively to the imaging, or
the image itself, of some significant aspect'of the

learner's concrete reality (of a slum dwelling, for
example ). As such, it becomes both the object of
the teacher-learner dialogue and the context for the
introduction of the generative word. Editor.
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Codification,on the one'hand, mediates between the
concrete and theoretical contexts (of reality), On the
other hand, as knowable object,it Mediates between the

.

knowing subjects,.educators-and learners, who seek in dialogue
to unveil the "action-object wholes."

This type of linguistic discourse-must be "read" by any-
one who tries to interpret it, even when purely pictorial.
As such,, it presents what ChOmsky calls "surface structure".
and "deep structure."

The "surface structure" of codification makes the."action-
object whole" explicit in .a purely taxonomic form. The first
Stage of decodification* - or reading - is descriptiVe. At
this stage, the "readers" 7. or decodifiers - focus on the
relationship between the =categories constituting the codi-
fication. This preliminary focus on the surface structure.
is followed by Problematizing the codified situation. This
leads the learner to the, second and fundamental stage of
decodification, the. comprehension of the codification's.
"deep structure." 'By understanding -the codification's
"deep structure" the learner can then understand the dialectic
which exists between the categories presented in tie "sur-
face structure," as well as the unity between the "surface"
and "deep" structures.

In our:method, the codifcation initially takes the form
of a photograph or sketch which represents a real existent,
or an existent constructed bythe learners. When this re-,
presentation is projected as a slide; the learners effect
an operation bagic to the art of knowing:.they gain distance
from the knowable object. This experience of distance is
undergone'es well by the educators, so that educators and
learners together can reflect critically on the knowable
objedt which mediates between them. The aiinof decodification
is to arrive at the critical level of knowing, beginning with

Decodification refers to a process of description and
interpretation, whether of printed words, pictures, or
other "codifications." AS such,. decodification and decod-
ifying are distinct from the process of decodifying or
word-recognition. - Editor.
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the learner's experience of the situation in the * "real con-
text ."

: Whereas the codified-representation is the knowable object.
mediating between. knowing Subjects , decodification - dissolv-
ing the codification into its constituent elements - is the
operation by,which the knowing subjects perceive relationships
between the codification's elements and other facts presented
by the real, context - relationships which were formerly
unperceived'. Codification represents a given dpension of
reality as individuals live it, and this dimension is proposed
for their analysis in .a context other than that in whiCh
they live it: -Codification thus transforms What was a way
of life inrhe real context into "objectum" in the .theoretical
context. The learners, rather than'receive information about
this or that-fact, analyze aspects of their own existential
experience represented in the codification.

.___Existential'experience is awhole: In illuminating one
of itaangles and.perceiving the inter-relation of that
angle with others, the learners tend to replace a fragmented
vision of:realitY with a total vision. From the point of
view of a theory Of .knowledge, this means that the dynamic
between codificatiOn of existential situations and decOdi-
fication involves the learners in a constant re-construction
of their former""ad-miration"-of reality.

We do not use the concept "ad-miration" here in the usual
way, or in its ethiCal or aesthetical sense but with a special
philosophical connotation.

0 To "ad-mire" is to objectify the "not-I." It is a dia-
lectical operation which characterizes man as man,.differ-
entiating him from the animal. It is directly associated
with the creative dim4nsion of his language. To "ad-mire"
implies that man stendp,over against.his:"not-I" in order to
understand it. 'For this reason, there, is no act of knowing
without ."ad7miration" Of the object to be known. If the act
of knowing is a dynamics act - and no knowledge. is ever Com-
Plete - then in order to know, man not only "ad-Mires" the
object, but must always ,be "re-ad-miring" hisformer "ad,-

miration." When we-"re-ad-mire" our former "ad-miration"
(always an "ad-miration bf) we are simultaneously "ad-miring"
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the act of "ad-miring" and thp object "ad-mired", so. that
we'can overcome the errors we made in our former "ad-miration".
This"te-ad-miretion" leads us to a perception of an anterior
perception.

1

In the process of decodifying-representations of their
existential situations.and,perceivineformer perceptions,
the learners gradually, hesitatingly and timorously, place
in doubt the opinion they held'of reality and replace it with
a more and more critical knowledge thereof.

6
Let us suppose that we Were to present to groups from ,

among the'dominated classes codificatiOns,which portia; their
imitation of the dominators' culturalmodels - a natural
tendency of the oppressed consciousness at a given moment.
The dominated persons would perhaps, in self-defense, deny the
truth of the codification. As they deepened their analysis,
however,. they would begip to perceive that their apparent
imitation of _the dominators' mddels is a result of their
intetiorization of these.models and, above all, of the myths
of the "superiority" of the;dominant classes which cause the
dominatea to feel inferior. WhatAhfact is pure interior-
izatioh appears in a naive. analysis to be imitation. At
ibottom, when the doMinated classes reproduce the' dominators'
style of life,'it is because the dominators live "within"
the dominated. The dominated can eject the dominators only
by getting distanCefrom them and objectifying them.. Only`
then.call they recognize them as their antithesis. **

* Re the oppressed consciousness, see: Frantz Fanoh,.The
Wretched of the Earth. (New York: Grove Press, 1968);
Albert Memmi, Colonizer-and the Colonized (New Yoik: Orion
Press, 196)F and Paul( Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
(tentative'title), Herder & Herder, New York.

**
See Fanon, The Wretched; Freire, Pedagogy.
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. To the extent, however, that interiorization of the
dominators' valUes is not only an individual phenomenon, but
a social andcultural one, ejection must be achieved by a
type of cultural action in which culture negates culture.
That is, culture, as an interiorized product which in turn
conditions men's subsequent acts, must become the object of.

Mep's knowledge so'that they-can perceive its conditioning
`power.' 'Cultural action occurs at the level of superstructure.
It can only be understood by what Althusser calls "the dia-
lectic of overdetermination,"* This. analytic tool prevents

.

us froiTi'falling into mechanistic explanations or, what is
worse, mechanistic action. An understanding of it precludes
.surprisethdt cultural myths remain after the infrastructure
is transformed, even by revolution.

When the creation of a new culture is appropriate but
impeded by interiorized cultural "residue",,this residue, ---

these myths, must be expelled by means of culture. Cultural
action and cultural revolution, at different stages,consti-
tutts the modes of this. expulsion.

The learners must dkpcoverthe reasons behind many of
their attitudes toward cultural reality and thus confront
cultural reality in a new way. "Re-ad-miration" of their
.former "ad-miration" is'necessary in order to bring this
about. The learners' capacity for. critical.knowing - well
beyond mere opinion is establiShed in the process of .un-
veiling their relationships with the historical-cultural world
in and With which they exist.

See. Louis Althusser, Pour Marx (Paris: Librairie Francois
Maspero, 1965); and Paulo Freire, Annual Report: Activi-
ties for 1968, Agrarian Reform, Training and Research
Institute Chile, trans. John Dewitt,Center for
the Study of Development and Social Change, Cambridge,
Mass., 1969 (mimeographed).
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et mean to .nlec t rnat critical %nowledge of
relationi ari;e; (.,uricl.e of praxis, a verbal

kne.w:edge. Praxis is involved in the concrete situations
are,,:oditied for critical!analysis. To analyze the

cc,lification in Its "deep structure" is', for this very reason,
to.receastruct the former praxis and to become capable of
a new and different.praXis. The relationship between the

9 !.'n:f.e-,1-, in which codified representations of
tIve facts are analyzed, and the ecntrete vntext, where

t acts occur, has to be made real.

Such education must have the character of commitment. It

im!,lies a movement from the- -*on,!rete context, which provides
facts, a the th.:'cretf,"1:.Jontext where these facts are ana-
.1vzed in depth and hack to' the :..oncrete context whert men
xperiment with new forms of praxis.

It might seem as if some of our statements defend the
principle ,that, whatever the level of the learners, they ought
t re cowstrvet the process of human knowing in absolute
terms. In fact, when we consider adult literacy learning
or education in general as an act of knowing we are advo-
ating a synthesis between tie educator's maximally sys-
tepatized knowing and the learners' minimally systematized
;wowing - a synthesis achieved in dialogue. The edu-
cator's role is to propose problems about the codified exis-
tential situations in order to help the learners arrive at

, a .mpre and more critical view of their reality. Theipau-
catiar's responsibility as conceived by this philosophy is
thus rvater in every way. than that of his colleague whose
duty is t; transmit-information which the learnire memorize.
Such an educator can simplv repeat.what he has read, and often

understood, 41nce education for him does not mean an 'act

of knowing,- -

The tirst'type of edicator, on the cpntrary, is a knowing
subject, face to EaCe with other knowing subjects. He can
nerve r!te a mere Memorizer, but a person constantly read-
justing,his knowledge, who calls forth knowledge from his
studentri. or him,,education is a pedagogy of knowing. The
educatet; 'whose approact§ is mere memorization is anti- dialogic

41,,t o transmitting know ledge is inalterable. For the
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educator who experiences the act ofknowing together with .

his students, in contrast, dialogue is the seal of knowing.
He is aware, however,,ihat not all dialogue is in itself
the mark of a relationship of true knowledge.

Socratic intellectualism .7 which mistook the definition
of-the-contept_JOr knowledge of the thing defined and this
knowledge as virtue - did not constitute 4 true pedagogy
of knowing, even though it was dialogic Plato's theory of
dialogue failed I to go beyond the Socratic theory of the

.definition as knowledge, even though for Plato one of the
necessary conditions for knowing vies that man be capable of
A "prise de conscience," and though the passage frOnvdoxa*
to logos was indispensable for man to achieve truth. For
Plato, the "prise de conscience" did not refer to what man
knew or did not know or knew badly about his dialectical
relationship with the world; it was concerned rather with
What man once knewandlotgot at birth. To know was to
remember or recollect forgotten knowledge.. The apprehensi n
of both doxa -and logos, and the overcoming of doxa'and log s
occurred n in the man-world relationship, but in the of ort
to remethb or rediscover a forgotten logos:.

Fo- ialogue to be a method of true knowledge, the
knowil. subjects must approach- reality scientifically in
order t seek the dialectiCal connections which explain the
form of reality. Thus, to know is not to remember something
previously known and now forgotten: Nor can doxa be Overcome
by:logos apart from the dialectical relationship of man With
his world, apart from men's reflective actionupoa the World;

To be an act of knowing, then, the adult literacy process
must engage the learners in. the constant problematizine:of
their existential situations. This problematizing emplOys
"generative words" chosen by specialized educators in a pre-

,

liminary investigation of, what we call the "minimal linguistic
univerge" of the future learners. The words are Chosen (a) -

for their pragmatic value,,i.e., as linguistic signs which
command a common underStanding in a region or area of the
same city or country (in. the United State3, for instance, the

word soul' has a special significance in. black areas which t----
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does not have among whites), and (b) fOr their phonetic
difficulties which will gradually be presented to those
learning to read and write. Finally, it is' important that
the first generative word be.tri-syllabic. When it is divided
into its syllables, each one constituting a syllabic family,
the learner's can experiment with various syllabic combinations
even at firat.sight of the word.

Having chosen seventeen generative words * , the next step
is to codify seventeen existential situations familiar to
the learners. The generative, words are then worked into the
situations one by one in the order of their increaSingjihonetic,
difficulty'. As we have already emphasized, these codifications
are knowable objects which'mediate between the \knowing sub--
jects, educator - learners, learner-educators. Their act of
knowing is elaborated in the a-in:nil° de cultura (cultural
discussion group) which functions as the theoretic context.

In Brazil, before analyzing the learners' existential
situations and the generative words contained in them, we
proposed the codified theme of man-world relationships in
general ". ,In Chile, at the suggestion of Chilean educators,
this impOrtant dimension was discussed concurrently with
learning to read and write. What is important is that the
person learning wordi be concomitantly engaged in a critical
analysis of the social framework in which men exist. For
example, the word favela in RiOde Janeiro, Brazil, and the
word canampa in Chile, rep.resent,each with its own nuances,
the same social, economic and cultural realitybf.thgvast
numbers of slum dwellers in those countries. If favela and

We obseiVed in Brazil and SOadish Americas especially
Chile, that no More-than seventeen words were necessary

.

for teaching adults to. read and write syllabic langmage*--
like Portuguese And Spanish._

---J1Pk--Sesd-Peulo Freire, Educacao coirio Fratica da Liberdade
.(Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terraf.1967). Chilean EditiOn
(Santiago: ICIRA, 1969). French Edition (Paris: Sintese,
1968).
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callampa are used as generative words for the people of
Brazilian and Chilean slums, the codifications will have to
represent.slum situations.

There ere many people who consider slum dwellers marginal,
intrinsically wicked and inferior. To such,people we recom7
mend the profitable experience of discussing the.slum situation
with slum dwellers, themselvesAs-some of these critics are
often:simply-Mistaken, it is p 4sible that they may rectify
their mythical cliches and assumea more scientific attitude.
They may' avoid saying that the illiteracy, alcoholism, and
crime of' the.slums, that its sickness, infant mortality,
learning deficiencies, and poor hygiene reveal the "inferior
nature" of its inhabitants. They May even end up realizing
that if instrinsic evil exists it is part of the structures
and that it is the structures which need to be transformed.'

It should be pointed out that the Third World as a
whole, and more in some parts than' in others, suffers from
the same misunderstanding from certain sectors of the so-
calledlmetropolitan societies. They see the Third World
as the incarnation of evil, the primitive, the devil, sin
and sloth-- in sum, as historically unviabl without the
director societies. Such a maniChean attitude is at the
source of:theA.mpulse to "save" the "demon-possessed" Third
World "educating it"-and "correcting its thinking" according
to the direct* societies' own criteria.

The expansionist interests of the director societies
are implicit in such notions. These'societies tan never
relate the Third World-as parineri,-since partnership
presupposes'eqUals; no matter has different the equal parties
may be and can never be established between' parties.an-
tagonistic to each other.

Thus, "salvation" ofrhe Third World by the director
societies can only mean its domination; whereas in its legit-

. iMate, asptration to independence lies its utopian vision:
;to save the director societies in the very act of freeing
Itself.

In this sense thd pedagogy which we defend, conceived in
a significant area of the Third is itself a utopian
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pedagogy. By this very fact it is full of hope, for to be
utopian is not to be merely idealistic or impractical but
rather to engage in denunciation. Our pedagogy cannot do

.without a vision ofman and of the world. It formulates a
scientific humanist conception which finds its expression
in a dialogical praxis inwhich the -teachers and learners_
together, in the act of analyzing a dehumanizing reality,
denounce it while announcing-itstransforMation in the name
of the liberation Of man.

For this very reason, denunciation and annunciation in
this utopian pedagogy are not meant to be empty words, but
an historic commitment. Denunciation Of a dehumanizing
situation today increasingly demands precise scientific
understanding of that situation. Likewise; the annunciation
of its transformation increasingly requirei.a theory of
transforming action. However, neither act by itself implies
the transformation of the denounced reality or the establish-
ment of that which is announced. Rather, as a moment in an
historical process, the announced reality is already present'
in the act of denunciation and annunciation,4

That is why the utopian,character of'our educational
theory and practice is as pertmnent as education itself
which, for us; is cultural action._ Itsthrimttoward de-
nunciation and_annunciation"dannot-he exhausted when the

denounced today cedes its place tomorrow to the
reality previously announced in the denunciation, When the
education is no -longer utopian, i.e., when it no longer
embodies the dramatic unity of denunciation and annunciation,

,it is either because the future has no more meaning for men,
or because men are afraid to risk living the future as ere- .

atiVe overcoming of the present, which has been= old.

The more likel7 expeanation is generally the latter.
That is whyisome people today study all the possibilities

4

Re the utopian dimension of denunciation and proclamation,
see Leszek Kolakowski, :'c. .'a ac,tfarx-!at, Humtniam (New

York:.q.rove Press, 1969).
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which the future contains, in order to "domesticate" it
and keep it in line with the present, which is what they
intend to maintain. If there is any anguish in director
societies. hidden beneath the cover of their cold technology,
it springs from their desperate determination that their

metropolitan status be preserved in the future. Among the
things which the Third World may-learn from the metropolitan
societies there is this that is fundamental: not to replicate
those societies when its current utopia becomes actual fact.

When we defend-such a conception of education - realistic
precisely to the extent that it is utopian ,_that is, to the
extent that it denounces what in fact is, and finds therefore
between denunciation and Its realization the time of its
praxis - we are attempting to-formulate a type of education
which corresponds to the specifically human mode of being,
which is historical.

There is no annunciation without denunciation, just as
every denunciation generates annunciationWithout-the-fatter
hope is impossible. _In-an-authentiCmutopian vision, however,

---hopingAbeinot mean folding one's Arms and waiting. Waiting
is only possible when one, filled with hope, seeks through
reflective action:to achieve that announced future which is
born within the denunciation.

That is why there is no genuine hope in those who intend
,to make the future .repeat their present, nor in those who
See the future as something predetermined. Both have a
"domesticated" notion of history: the former because they

want to stop time; the latter because they are certain about
a1uture they already "know". Utopian hope, on the contrary,
is engagement full of.risk. That is why the dominators,
who merely denounce those who denounce them, and who Have
nothing to announce but the preservation of the status quo,
can never be utopian nor, for that matter prophetic.k

"Tbe right, as a conservative force, needs no utopia; its
essence is the affirmation of existing conditions - a
fact and not a utopia - or else the desire to revert to
-a state which was once an accomplished fact. The Right
strives to idealize actual conditions, not to change
them. What it needs is fraud not utopia." Kolakowski,

PP. 7177 A.
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A utopian pedagogy of denunciation and annunciation such
as ours will have to be an act of knowing the denounced
reality at the level of alphabetization and post-alphabeti-
zation, which are in each case cultural action. That is
why there is such emphasis on the continual problematizaiion
of the learners' existential situations as represented in
the codified images. The longer the problematization pro-
ceeds, and the more the subjects entei into the "essence"
of the problematized object, the more they are able to
unveil thii "essence", The more they unveil it, the more
their awakening consciousness deepens, thus leading to the
"' conscientization" of the situation by the poor classes.
Their critical self-insertion into reality, i.e., their
coascientization, makes the transformation oftheir state _o f

apathy into_the_utopian-state of denunciation and annuncia-
tion a viable project.

One must not think, however, that learning' to read and
write precedes "conscientization," or vice-versa. Con-
scientiiation occurs simultaneously with the literacy or
post-literacy process. It must be so. In our educational
method, the word is not something static or disconnected
from men's existential experience, but a dimension of their
thoUght-language abOut the world. That is why, when they
participate critically in analyzing the first generative
words linked with their existential experience; when they
focus on the syllabic faMilies which result from that ana-
lysis; when they perceive the mechanism of the syllabic,com-
binatiOnsof their language, the learners finally discover,
in the various possibilities of combination,(s their own words.
Little by little, as these possibilities multiply, the
learners, through mastery of new generative words, expand
both their vocabulary and their capacity for expression by
the development oftheir creative imagination.*

* "We have observed that the study of the creative aspect of
language use develops the assumption that linguistic and
mental process are virthany identical, language providing
the primary means for free expansion of thought and feeling,
as well as for the functioning of creative imagination."

'N'oam qhfirsky, 1,:njuiotfor (New York: Harper and
RotJ, 1966) , p. 31.



In some areas in Chile undergoing agrarian reform, the
peasants participating in the -literacy programs wrote Words
With .their tools'on the dirt roads where they were working.
They composed the words from the syllabic combinations they
were learning. "These men are sowers of the wor4,"fs.aid
Maria Edi Ferreira, a sociologist from the Santiago team
working in the Institute of Training and Researchin,Agrarian
Reform. Indeed, they were not only soWatg words, but dis-
cussing ideas, and coming to understand their role in-the
world better and better.

We asked one of theses "soWers of words"., finishing the
first level of literacy classes, why he 'hadn't learned to
read and, write before the agrarian reforM.

"Before theagrarian reform, my friend," he said, " I

didn't even`think. Neither did my friends."

"Why?" we asked.

"Because it wasn't pos
k

ible. We lived under orders.
only lied to carry out orders. 1,,Vhad nothing to say," he
replied'emphaticallv.

The simple answer of this peasant is a very clear example
of "the culture of ..;ilence." In "the tulture o4 silence,"
to exist i4 to live. The.bodv carries out orders from
above. Thinking. L-., Aificult, speahing the word, forbidden.

'When this land beloned to one said
d'inother man in L1t same conversation, "there was no reason
to read and write. We weren't responsible for anything.
T!'1, oss ;`a:' the order: and we obeyed. Why read and write?

it a different ..;tarry. Take me, for examIlle. In the
' I am re-;ponsible not only for my work liku

At ter the disappropriatien of lanck in the agrarian rotor: -
in 10, the peasants who were salaried woe.ersion til

niu :iccome "settler:; "' during a three-
year period in which thy. receive varied assi'itanceiro:7
the rnment through the Agrarian 14.qorr Cc.rperati.Lns
th r iod t,f wttlrmrnt pruccdw; tIlat
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all the other men, but also for tool repairs. When I started
I couldn't read., but I soon realized that I needed to read
and write.i_ You can't imagine wbat it was life to go to

--Santiago to buy parts. I couldn't get 'orientated. 1 was
afrraidof everythini - afraid of the big city, of buying the
wrong thing, of being cheated. Now it's all different."

ObserVe how precisely this peasant described his former
,experiences as an illiterate: his mistrust, his magical
(though logical) fear of the world; his timidity. And
observe the senseof security with which he. repeats, "Now
'it's all different.'.'

"What did You feel, my-friend," we asked another "sower
of words" on ,e-different occasion, "when you were able to.
write and read yOur first words ?"

"I was happy'because I discovered I could make words
speak," he. replied.

Dario Salas reports'', "In our conversations with peasants
we were struck by the images they used to express their
interest and-satisfaction about hecominVilterate. For. _
example: 'Before we were blind, now the veil -leas- fallen

_froM uur,eyes'; 'I came to learn how to sign my name. I

never believed_I would-be able to readtoo, at my age';

'Befo.re, letters seemed like puppets.- Today they say some-
thing to me, and I can make them talk.'

"IL Is-tc.).uchin" continues Salas,, "to observe the
!eiight ofthe peasants as the world of words opens to them.
-Jmetimes they would say, so tired our heads ache,
but we don't want to leave here without learning to read

assigning lands to the peasants. This policy- is now
changing. The phase of "settlement" of the lands is being
abolished, in favor of an Immediate d {stribution of lands-
to the peasants. The Agrarian Reform Corporeion will
continue, nevertheless, to aid the peasants.

4

.Dario Salas, "AlgUmas experiencias na Sn6orvisao
de Educavlb basica, " in A

Peport to Unesco, November, 1168. IntrAuction:
Paulo Frelre.
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and write.'"

The following words were taped during research on "gener-
ative themes."** They are an illiterate's decodification of
a codified existential situation.

'"You see a house,there, sad, as if it were abandoned.
When you'see a house, with.a child in.it, it seems happier.
It gives more joy and peace to the people passing by. The
'father of the family arrives home from work exhausted, worried,
*bitter, and his little boy comes to meet him with a big hug,
because a little boy is not stiff like a big person- The
father already begins to bejtappierAuat.from seeing his
children. Then he 'really enjoys himself. Heis moved by
his son's wanting to_ please him. ,The father becomes more
peacefun-d-Jotgets his problems:" t?

Note once again the simplicity of expression, both pro-
found and elegant, in the peasant's language. These are the
people considered absolutely,ignOrant by the proponents of
the "digestive" concept of literacy.

In 1968, an Uruguayan team*** published a small book,
You Live, as You Can (Se Vive comp se Puede), whose contents
are taken from the tape recordings of literacy classes Tot

DariO'Salasrefers fere to one of the hest adult education
programs organized y the Agrarian. Reform Corporation in
Chile, in strict collaboration with the Ministry of Edu-
cation and ICIRA.Fiftypeasants receive boarding and
instruction scholarships for a month. The courses center
on discussions of the local, regiopal and nationalsitua-,--
tions.

-44 An analysis of the objectives-and-Methodology of the in-
vestigation of generative themes lies outside the scope
of the essay but is dealt with the in, the author's work,

P.',/,2:7fici:! of the Orpressed.
***

The members of the Uruguayan team were Raquel Carreira,
Raquel.Barreito, Enrique Mendei, Julio de Santa Ana, and
Julio Barreiro.
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urban dwellers. Its first edition of three thousand copies
was sold out in Montevideo in fifteen days, as was the seccnd
edition. The. following is an excerpt from this book.

THE COLOR OF WATER

Water? Water? What is water used for?

"Yes, yes,-we saw it (in the picture)."

"Oh, my native village, so faraway..."

."Do you remember that village?"

"The strum where I grew Up, called Peed Friar... you know,

I grew:up 'there, a childhood moving from one place to another..

the - ._color of the water brings backLgaod memories, beautiful

memories,"

"What is the water used for '?

"It is used for washing. We

the animals in the fields used
washed ourselves there, too."

-----
used it to wash ,clohel-, and

to go there-tb-drink, and we

"Did ybu also use_the-Tiater for drinking?"
J

"Yesj when we were at the Stream and had no other, water to

we drank from the stream. I remember once in 1345'

a plague of locusts came from somewhere, and we haA to fish

-them out of the water:... ,I was small, but I remember taking

out the locusts like this, with my two hands - and I had no

others. And I remember how hdt the water was when there .was
a drought-and the stream wasalmost dry the water was

dirty, muddy, and hot, with.all kinds of things in it. But

we ha.4 to drink it,or die of thirst."

The whole book is like this, pleasant in style, with

great strength of expression of-the world of its authors,

those anonymous people, "sowerS of words," seeking to

emerge from the "culture of silence.",,

Yes, these ought to be the reading texts for people
learning to read and write, and not "Eva :saw the grape,"

"The bird's ing," "If you hammer a nail, be, careful not

to hit your fingers." Intellectualist prejudices and above

all cla34 projudice,,; are responsible for the naive and
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unfounded notions that the people cannot write their own
texts, or that a tape of their Conversations is valueleas .
since their conversations are impoverished of meaning. Com-

paring what the "sowers of words" said in the above references
with what is generally written by speaalig,t-authors of
reading -lessons, we are 'convindedtliat---Oilly someone with very

pronounced lack of taste or_a--rainentable scientific incom-
petency:would choosetheapecialisisl texts.

---
Imagine-a-book written entirely in this simple, poetic,

free, language of the people', 'a book on whiCh inter- disci -.
plinary teams would collaborate in the spirit of true dia-'
Logue. The role of the teams would be to elaborate special-
ized sections of the book in problematic tetms. For example,
a section of linguistics would deal simply, though not sim-
plistically, With questiOnp fundamental to the, learners'
critical understanding of language. 'Let me emphasize agAin
that since one of the important aspect's'of adult literacy
work is the'develOpment of the capacity for expression, the
section on linguistics . would present themes for the learners
to discuss,:ranging from the increase of vocabulary to
4Uestions aboUt communication - including tfie.study of sync)-
nyms and antonyms,. with its analysis of words in the linguistic
cOntexr, and the, use of metaphor,"of which the people are
such masters. Amather section might provide the tools for a ,

sociological analysis of the content of the texts.

These texts would. not, of course, be used for mere mech-
anical readings, which leaves'the readers without any under--;-!
standing of what is real. Consistent with the nature ot-ttri;s
pedagogy; they would become the object of analysia id reading
seminars. .

Add to all this the reat stimulus it would be far those
learnintto read and write as well as for stUdents on more
advanced levels, to know that they: were reading and discuss-
inWthe work of their own companions....

To UndortZ-C;Tich a work, it is necessary to have faith In
the people, solidarity with them. It is necessary to be
utopian, in the selP'e in which we have 'Used thq word.
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REACT IO%S:

PAULO FREIRE: UTOPIAN PERgPE61 VE /N

LITERACY EDUCATION FOR REVOLUTION

by

Wittiam S. Cotiiiith

.. The author; of this critique on the methods and
and Objectives ,ot !Paulo Freire is an AssOciate .,Pro-

fessOr it the University of Chicpv, In the

two articls that fellow, Pierre. Furter and John'
Bugbee .res,pond to Griffith's crilticiSm of Freire.

This article was originally published in* oc-
casional'paper no. 32, edited bt Stanley M. Grabowski
and issued jointly by Syracuse University and the
Eric Clearing H9use on Adult Education. Entitled

: A t;:., A iu;'.t:

r. The Svraqus Publication was Disued in
December 1972, as part of the :*rliverity's series
on continuind education. it is re-printed here with
nermission of its nOlishers. The resnonses by
Pierre Furter and Joirn Bugbee fere specially pre:-
pare.4 for"



Forty nears Cou
io ques ene Whetie

the function p.t educat 'be to eansmit'the culture
to the untutored-or-to prepare thm to work to ereate a
society whic,b would have fewer imperfections than the one
isa which they -lived, 'Proparingstudents-to adapt themselves'
to a static_conception of thelr society seemedvto Counts
far less desirable than increasing tire ability of the stu-,
dents to recognize the_flaw'!4 4ntheir.sociatyand to work
to eliminate them,

'Today Paulo Freire preaches a goATel of. policical reY-
olution which is to serve as the motivating principle
his pedagogy, I t will enable the,poar and the dispo9sesied
to learn and work in concert under the inspired leadership.
of disenchantW memhers of the upper OtasSes who enerke
in some'spOntaneous-and.unpredictable way. Together,thev
will overthrow the existing oppressive goverriment and
replace it with utopian 'form of governance iohiCh will

ve the pcor 4nd lovingly restrain their forier'oppress

The purposefi this critique are to evacuate Fe,L.v
from an adult educator', spectiVe in a

rt to dete'nmine whether it is A revcluti
to literscv edui,:Ation in'fakt as well as;.in
intent ion; to evaluate the Soundness of thi-

14. 1utiv ^n whic i is to result the litoray progrxi, and
to offer an explanation for the generally enthafs

tip "- boOk received .

miroach.
author'!,,

tor revo-

*-.

Freire'; criticisrs ;:atiant, hnscd-primirilv 441
alle.77.ption4i iVvut thore ns between. teachet and
-'tqlon, are neithe!r new nor p4rti-enlarly vwfuli

abont.an 4.mnrovement,:in the Ipro,!en,:i. 4, "a'

t Auffertcw, fem-.."nArrAtiZn !;,itfene.4.,
1,,e4:441,.e. the r, in the nIrratinif.;:yiw,
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objects, with the result that the material to be learned
becomes "lifeless and petrified."4 John Dewey called for
the improvement of pedagogy by involving the learners in
the process of seeking solutions to practical problems
they faced. HOwever,'Dewey did not seem to believe that a
political revolution would be the most valuable end edu-
cation should serve. Although Dewey advocated a peda-
gogical approach to insure that students would become
active subjects in their own learning, he did not counsel
political revolution as the universal motivating force to
stimulate the learning.

Countless adult educators whose works are less well
'known, and apparently unknown to Freire, have expressed the
same ideas regarding the active participation of learners
in their own education and have set forth ideas for imple -.
menting the approach with both more rigor and greater
humility than the author of. Pedagogy ana.the,Oporessed.
Although Freire does not point out that his criticisms re-
garding conventional education are by no means new, the
Validity of his analysis of the instructional
scarcely be denied.

em can

. There is no evidence 'e.gogy of the Oppressed that
-Freire was interested' in examining the literature.of*Jult
education_research before presenting his pedagogy.' Despite
Freirea impassioned preaching on the topic, his notions

---about the necessity for making the student an active., ques.,
tioning, thinking participant in the formal education process
as stated above, are neither new nor revolutionar What
would be revolutionary would be a practical methOd for.
insuring'. that those who are engaged in teaching would accept
the advice and'utilize the approaches that havd'heen de-
veloped and advocated by systematise scholars in Ole field
of adult education.

Freire joins the ranks of Jack R. Gibb, J. Roby Kidd,:
Jacob W. Getzels, Harty. L. Miller, Malcolm S. Knowles5
and just about every other adult educatot who, has ever

a
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attempted todescribe the conditions which are most con- .

ducive to adult learning when he urges that adult literacy.
Students be actively involved in their own. learning;
Further, Freire insists, as many other adult educators
have done previously; that the adult learner must pursue
his learning in the context of, problem analysis and so-
lution - "problematizing," as the process is labeled in
Freire's argot.6 His ideas on these matters are in harmony
with the positions advanced by adult educatorS, but he
.appears either to be unacquainted or unconcerned with this

literature.

The "Banking"Conception of Education

's an analogy between education as he claims

it practided and banking. He states that education is.

an act of dePos-iting-i-in-whirtr-theithdefits "are the

depOsitories and the teacher is the depositor. In-

stead of communicating, the teacher issues jommuhiques
and makes deposits -which the students patiently t'eceive,
.memorize, and repeat. This is the 'banking' concept
of education in which the scope of the action allowed
to the studentS.extends only as far as receiving, filing,

and storing the deposits.L

In more up-to-date language, which reflects- -a-sophis-

tication in thte conceptualization of the process of learning,
Ereire might have evaluated the practices of teachers today
in that they continue to emphasize educational objectives
at the leVel of simple recall of comprehension as these

levels have been defined in theTaxonamy of Educational .
Objectives Handbook Tj Cognitive, Domain8. Nearly twenty
years ago the authors of the Taxonomy sought to assist
teachers to consider cognitive educational objectives at
thelevelsof application, analysis, synthesis, and eva-
IhAtion, each of which requires the active interaction of
the learner with the ideas rather than: just the words used
in the passages he reads.
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Literacy curriculum materials are criticized with some
justification by Freire, who offers a solution to the
problem of inappropriate curricula. He suggests the edited
transcriptions ofthe conversations of a group of students
be used as texts for reading. In comparing a text made
of transcriptions of students' conversations with the kinds
of texts generally written by specialist authors of reading
lessons, heLObserves that "only someone with very pronounced
lack of taste or a lamentable scientific incompetency would'
choose the specialists' text."9 The suggestion of develop-
ing texts from the'life,experiendeS and conversations of
the illiterate students would likely be supported by most
adult edudator, and if the editing were done painstakingly
it is not unreasonable to assume that reading specialists
would endorse this approach also.

Functions of Adult Literacy Education

.Freire. has observed in Brazil, Chile, and other nations
that the act of teaching individuals'tO read and write does
not simultaneously transform their environment. He noted
that if there are not enough jobs for persons able to readand
write, efforts directed toward making others literate can -

,Scarcely be expected to create new jobs. Adynid might
obServe that the federally funded adult -basic edudation
programs in the United States provided either full -time or,
part-time jobs for 32,887 teachers,counsellors, local and
state supervisors, and other supportingpersohnel at the
local and state levels in fiscal 1970 regardless of the.
amount of student learning which was facilitated. Such
work is apparently not alleviating the employment problems
of the 535,613 adults who were enrolled in the programs to
a significant extent.

-

GovernMent Sponsored:adult literacy programs are .a .

-popular target for social critics for several reasons: firsts
they are typically designed to enable individuals froM the
lower socio-economic classes tt adapt to the demands of
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our technological society without raising their hopes that
they might be able to exert any influence on the nature,of--
that society; second, such programs characteristically are

, carried on by volunteer teachers, public school teachers
who are working overtime to earn a few extra dy.iars,'and
other partrtime instruttors,whose prepaiation to teach adults
is sketchy at best and whose work is supervised by local
ancrstate level, career administrators'whose area of academic
specialization and career expectations are not 'in the admini-
stration pf addlt literacy programs. Finally, representa-
tives of the sponsoring institutions may encourage the

.development of unrealistic expectations concerning both-the
rate of academic progress and the employment opportunities
for prospective students: Freire has exposed the manip-
ulative aspects of some governmentally funded literacy pro-

pciinar-ily.-th -control'
the poor and to convince them -that all of their troubles
are the result of their own inadequacies.

Characteristics of.AduZt Literacy Programs

It cannot be denied that'adult literacy programs.fre-
.quently. exhibit many,of the hallmarks of the oppressive
pedagogy associated'With elementary and secondary school
teaching and which seeks only to convey content instead of
to educate the students. In contrast to the practice'of

`involving the learner in the process of defining the problem,
identifying. objectives, designing the curriculum, and
evaluating,the outcomes, ell,of which have been ad orated
by the authors of the standard adult education te
for decades, many teachers focus not on the behav Of the
stndent, but on delivering a given body of subject iteitter to
a passive. group of learners. Anappreaiable amount of the
literacy instruction in the United States is still carried
on at the levels of simple recall and comprehension (as
these terms are defined in the Taxonomy of Educational
Ojectives). Although it is likely that the overwhelming
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majority of tests used in these programs are desighed only
to'measure simple recall.and comprehension", the nature -of
instruction and testing at the highet cognitive levels has
been described quite adequately. Efforts have also been
made by progressive teachers for ddcades to conduct educa-
tion using the full range of levels.

An examination of literacy programs in the United States
would reveal a wider range of educatioihl objectives than
Freire has identified in his'critique of tliis kind of
effort. Certainly it is true that in some programs the
entire instructional procedure resembles the banking con-
cept of education which Freire decried. On the other hand
an undetermined number of literacy teachers are morecon -
cerned with increasing their students' coping skills than
with Wparing them--to_pai.s:.rPqfs of aimp1e teca or-fc
accommodate passively to the demands of their society.
Coping skills are conceived as analytical and synthetic
akilitieS which enable students to examine the facts of a
problem situation, identify the likely consequences of
alternative actions, and finally select and implement the
final alternative. Such instruction is clearly not intended
to produce pashive consumers of the. ideas and decisions of
a ruling elite, ana when the instruction is carried out
successfully the graduate6 of these programs become active,_
inquiring individuals rather than paSsive fatalists.

Although the teaching of coping skills has not yet become
a commoecharacteristic of:adult literacy programs in the'
United States, it would be erroneous to assume that the de,,
velopment of such skill*tg not a major objective of an
appreciable and increasing, number of these programi. The

concern for teaching coping skills in basic education
clasSes is of relatively recent origin and has not, as yet,
been incorporated into the most widely'used curricular
Materials. Further, only. a relatively small percentage of
the teachers have_themselves.been taught methods of de-
veloping such skitils. _Nevertheless, their teaching has
become'an integrhl part of some programs and. apparently is
being accepted as legitimate and desirable in an increasing

." number ofprograms. This orderly:process of diffusion occurs
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slowly, but the important fact to be considered is that
'bureaucratic structure of education continues to evolve and
that ideas are gradually processed by the system.'

...

. Teachers for adult litetacy-progims have typically not
had special training in the field of adult education, nor
are they likely to think of themselves as adult educators.
The fact that they may be poorly inf rmed about the guide-
lines for teaching adults which ound in the literature
is not evidence that the cone tualizations found in the
adult education literat re either inadequate or in-
appropriate guides to action. The teachers' lack of aca-
demic preparation and.their non-application of the existing
guidelines may only indicate their unfamiliarity widi the
literature of .the field. If such non-adoption of a tilt edu-

. "v cation anproachesto instruction can_be traced.,..to_01
teachers'' lack-of knowledge of the literature, then there
is -little reason for believing that yet-another book setting
forth a new pedagogy or an old pedagogy under a new name is
likely to influence educatio;lal practice appreciably, however
appealing it may appear to contemporary critics of the edu-
cational.system. Perhaps, however, Freire's writing style,
plus the linking of his adult pedagogy to revolution and the
freeing of the oppressed will attract a larger number of
readers than have been drawn to the more rationalistic-
literature produced by scholars in adult education.

In-Freire's schema the primary purpose of literacy training
is not to produce the intrAnsic satisfactions which may re-
sOt from having learned to_r write; neither is the
central purpose to yield the extrinsic atiSfactions which".
may result from the effective use of the \e skills in satis-
fying the requirements of the society in ich the students
live. Instead, .the justification for cond cting literacy
training programs is the preparation of t learners to
participate in the revolution to overthro the oppressive
elites. Therefore, to assess the sound ss of the entire
sShe ma it is necessary to consider the adequacy of the
explanations of the componentsOf the revolution and the
internal consistency of the revolutionary program. This
program is to follScethe,literacy training and is posed by .

Freire as he justification for" that training. :
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The Process of Revolution

Freire stresses that the central idea of the revolution
is dialogue between persons of opposing viewpoints, at least
Whenever it appears that this process will bring about a
synthesis satisfactory to the iudAvidual who has accepted
the idea that there must be a revolution to take awaythe
power of the ruling elites. However, dialogue is regarded
as inappropriate when it seems likely that the weaker party
cannot be.converted. Further, Freire_leaves2little question
regarding his willingness to control and restrict the free-'
dom of those who cannot See the'superiOrity of his system,.
In justifying his denial of a right to engage in dialogue to
the oppreseive elites, Freire states:

Once a popular revolution has come to power,
the fact that the new power-has the ethical
duty, to repress 'qiy attempt to restore the
old oppressfYe power by no means signifies
that the.Avol4tion is contradicting its
dialogical character. .Dialogue between the
former oppressors and' he oppressed as antag-
onistic classes was not possible before the
revolution; it continues-to be impossible
afterward.1°

The freedom to disa'gree with the new ruling group,
following the revolution, is to -be restricted to those who
haye passed some undefined loyalty test. After the revo7'
rution,,actions whichmay, Seem hostile to the governiing
grOUp a'r'e not to 1:i.e dolt with through dialogue. Instead,

those who'propoSe anything other than the "true gospel"
.are to be repressed by.the new leaders using whatever means
are necessary.

Although it may appear to the casual reader that freire
is willing to allow the free expression of opinions and
that he is willing to rely on the logic of his arguments.

. and his skill in the use of. dialogue to deal with those
hn may disagree with and resist him,..the examination of
his, attitude toward the trAining.of organizers and his
approval of the approach of. Guevara lays that notion to rest.

In discussing the .way he,revolutionary leaders must deal_
with their followers, he says, "But they (the leaders)

..
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must always mistrust the ambiguityof oppressed men, mistrust
the 'oppressor' housed in thd latter. AccOrdingly,when
Guevara exhorts the revolutionary to be always mistrustful-
he is not disregarding the fundamental condition ot'the
theory of dialogical action. He is. merely 'being a realist; 71i

Freire quotes appiovingly the advice given by Guevara
to El Patojo, a young. Guatemaitecan'leaving Cuba to engage

in guerilla activity in his ownountry:
r Mistrust: at'the beginning, do not trust

your own shadow, never trust friendly peasants,
'informers, guides or contact men. Do not
trust anything or anybody until a zone is
completely liberated.1

In this case the word "liberated" may be-defined as
placed under the control Ofthe revolutionary leader.
"Mistrust" is the key word to describe the attitude of the
leaders of the, revolution toward, all those with whom they
must work. Whether such an attitude.constitutes.an effec-
tive way of building .a better society.for all mankind. is
open to doubt. It is clearly antithetical to the prevailing
ideology of adult education.

Once an individual has _become a member orthe revolu-
tionarygroupc,he is not to be permitted to withdraw.,. Freire
endorses the idea of punishing the deserter fn order to
preserve the cohesion and "discipline" of-the group.13 It
seems likely that "discipline" referS*to acceptance of or
submission to authority and control rather than.to self-con-

.trol or a commitment to engage in the dialectic-when faced.
with a need to take action.

And although Freire warns against the danger of the rev-
olutionaries becoming corrupted into the behaviour and through
patterns of their former oppressors, the means he advocates
for the forcible Aeri:hrow of the oppressive regime and for
the handling of the former, oppressors seem conducive to the

replacement of one oppressive regithe by another. Freedom
is to be shared with the true. believers.. All others are to
be Bridled. The critical determination whiCh-some leader

.

must make somehow is that of discriminating between those
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*ho'are sympathetic to the revolution and those ho oppose
it.. Despite:Freire'S assertion that revolutionary action
,must blp"human, empathetic, loving, communicative and
humble, 4,n 9r-der to be lieerating," it is nevertheles§ clear=. ,

that he approves of violent action to chdek"thoseivhodre
not sympathetic to the revolution-.14

.

Freire'is description'of a radical committed.,to, human
liberation is am'Sn wha'"is not afraid to meet the n.edple
or to enter into dialogue with them."15 However, "the
people" does nop include any of the "oppreasors"'whO are
to be overthrown. And although dialogue is proposed as
the way.of avoiding error, Freire's radical would not accept
thnotion that dialogue with the "oppressors" could4be
useful. So despite the professional openness to learning

, through dialogue, Freire's ideal radical would not tolerate
the views of f-those tel-10-1,1ei-e-totready-to-accept the bon- - -

clusion that revolution is essential. It.is et-this Point'
that Freire's pedagogy parts company with deAcratic ideals
and all educational philosophies which'seek to arrive at
truth by'perMitting the free expression 'of error as a

!
means

."61_ expOsingits
V:

Rational men might be expected to.accepC the notion that
they should welcome or at least tolerate the. viewk7of others
as , ell as to keep an open mind to ideas that challenge
-ra.iition and established institutions because bf a.belief
that there is always more to learn On more perspectives
on a given probldm or proposition than they'..have already
perceived. Such is not Freire's position-. While he advo.;-

cates dialogue between the self- discovered leaders and those
who are to be the aelf7discovered followers, such open
cussion is to be dePLed the opponents of the revolution.
This situation allows &)r a considerable amount ofconfusiend
concerning when dialogue is to, be pursued and when efforts

are to be direCted toward -gesCraining the actioni of those.
who disagree with.the revolutionary leadership. It is at
the point of silencing dissent that Freire's pedagogy. seems
Most oppreSsivd..-

, 4

Furtherosince the test of the radical header is his
acceptance by the people, one might assume that at least once
in a while a self- appointed leader would-arise with base

4.
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motives and a* ab41:11tyto attract followers and retain their
loyalty. When it 'comes to the,task-.ofvdistinguishing.be
tWeah'the "autheneic" leaders and the "inauthentic" leaders
Friire offers noffuidance except to indicate that 'eventuatly
thefollowers will end up With the appropriate leader through
the process of dialogue. Such a corrective mechahism scarcely
Seems compatible with the advocacy of the silencing of dig-

h
sent.

4

Freire considers freed6 and authority briefly,,,by saying
that ...authentic authority,is affirmed through delegatioiikor.'
in-sympathetic adherence' In his explanation of this re-
lationship he notes that."authority cad avoid conflict with
,freedom only ifit is 'freedom become authi)rtty'."16 His
atteripted clarification of the relationship between freedom
and authority is,Ineffectual partly,hecauge be states and
restates the same 'idea irthe same woeds. 1-11s use of, the
modi,tier "true" with authority and freedom does not serve
to clarify Ethseconcep

i

concept instead suggests that he re-
gards his 'ideas d this 'area as .worthy of ameptande on the
bas of his Sincerity alofie and not on the basis of a logical
argument.17 Other authors have used the term legitimate
authority as a'way of distinguishing between a 1eader"s.
ascribed power to control-hAs subor4nates and .the followers'
willing acceptance of this tight to direct their' actions.
Apparently legitimateor "true" authority in,Freire's "view
exists only when the members of the lowest socioeconomic
"groups have freely selected all of the leaders, in which case
freedom is exercised by choosing to follow their leader's ftp
'instruct4ons.,

tl,;o Ana711 t-:2a Fr-:rlecs

Freire's rhetoriif is deSign,:!d to eMphagize a thesis-
antithesis approach tolboth the definition of problems and
to tLe"identaication of solutions for those-problems. °Un-
fortunately, this perspective of reality tends.to'over'Simplify
both prhblems.andsolutions by its inability to recognize
other than two opposing view's on any problem and its insis-
tence upon dichotomizing'.the positions which may be taken
with regard to its soliitioh, For'example, in his essay
"Culiural'Action and Cdhacientizatiohr Freire rather sim-
plistically compares tick position of the oppressors on the
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right with the enlightened revolutionar,.ca:

The Right i-n its rigidity prefers the dead to".-
the living; the static to the dynamic;'. the ,f-u-
ture as a repetition of the past rather than
as a creative venture; pathological fors of 4

love rather than.real Cnalove; frigid Achematicl-
ZAidn.rather.than 'emotion" of living; g44arioua-f 4'

ness rather than authentic E ?] living logether;
organization men rather than men who organize; t.

'imposed myths rather than incarnated yalues;
.directives rather than creative ana otommuni-
cative language; and slogans ragher,than
thallenges.18 - 0'

This"-Quotationalvichrellects the0Aikeberalizatiffns;.:and
,0

oVersimplificationS.chaiacteristrc of a political campaign
. .speech, is consistent with the author'sbsesaionwith the
-dialectic perspective aswell as"his apparent willingness
to rely -upon emotionally-laden and vaguely defined terms.
"Freire sees only good guys and bad guys. He apknowledges no
middle ground.. .

-!

Freire's own professiogal life!Since.1959'preSents.w
pattern of'Sponsorship by the most.favoeed segments ofpoziety,
universities, international,ftganizations,_arid churches, a
pattern which may 'present an incongruous. answer to his question
"What.could be.more important than tdlive agd,work with the,
oppressed, with.ihe 'rejects ofNlife,' witH the4wretched pf
the'earth?4 In this communion, the revolutionaryjeaders -

;should find not only, their raison.d'etrebut a motive tor
. rejoicing.."19 Evidently. the implementation'of theTeVolution.-

will reqiiire the contributions of various kinds of leaders
beyond those identified by.Freire

Etergence and "Rebirth" pf Revolutionary Leaders
.

If then, Freie is.notshimself to lead the revo lution,
someprovision must be made for the.dentification those
who are to lead.. On this point,Freire does not provide
specific information, presenting instead'a somewhat vague'de-

.scrihtion of the way the revolutionarTJeadetship 1411 emerge.
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Usually ttiis -leadership group is made up
of Men whO in one way or anOtherha've
longed to the social strata of the domina-
tors. At a certain point 'in their exis-:
tential experience C?], under certain
historical conditions, these men renounce
the class to which they'belong and join.-
the oppressed, in an act of true solidar-
ity .(or so one woul0 hope). Whether or
not this adherence results from a scientific
analysis of reality, it represents (when
authen6c).an act of love and true coml.:-
menE,

These parentheticalPhrases.might alert readers to Freire
inanticipationthat some men will renounce their class and
join the oppressed out of motives other than lave and true
oUmwitmeht... Since the oppressed-may be duped by Cunning

. charlatans it would seem necessary to provide 'criberia for
''differentiating between authentic and inauthentic leaders. -

Also, if this explOnatiot deals with the usual source of
leader's, it might be reasonable to assume that the usual
sources would also be identified'. They are not. Freire'S
solution to the problem of dealing with kruthenticleaders
is to depend on the oppressed indivnualswho were Previously.
described as not meriting trust, to expose these inauthentic
leaders throug11,,the practice of the.dialect4. Such an anal-

ysis is incomplete because it does not reflect a knowledge
of history, a mastery of, political science, .or an admirO:stra-
tor's grasp of orgallizatibnal phenomena.

Freire admits his lackof comprehension of the specific.
mechanigm thiotgh WhiCh-biS revolutionary goals will be
ichievea. He.uses.theterm."culeural synthesis". to describe
the.process through which f'hc': contradictions between the
world view, of the leaders 'and the.world;viewS of the people
are resolved:

'

Ins.tead of following predetermined plans,
leaders and people; mutually identified,
together create the guidelines of their ,

actions. Inthis synthesis,- leaders and
people are somehow reborn in new knowledge
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and new action. Knowledge of.the
alienated cultilre leads to trans-
forming action resulting in a culture
wh-ieh is being freed from alienation.
The mare sophisticated-knowledge of
the leaders is remade in the'empirical
knowledge .Of the people,. while the-latter
is refined by the former.21

Freire can scarcely be accused by-his readers of spend -
ing an excess of time analyzing and describing the process by
by which the miraculous transformation of-societT.will be
initiated. His sketchy description oflithe\ emergence of the
leaders.Ad the "rebirth" of'both the-leaders and the people
does not offer much evidence -that he has thought through the

12pr4 tiCdt-aspectS of beginning the overthrow of the oppreesOrs
and their replacement by self-discovered saviors of the poor:

Freire's explanation of how leaders ate,to emerge is in-
consistent with his position on the training -of revolution -
aries. the one hand he appears to approve of the training
of guerilla leaders in Cuba for export. But, on the'Other
hand, he appear's' to oppose programs for di te raining of
leaders, saying that:

the so- called leadership training courses:
-whidh,pre, (although carried out without .any
such intention by many of their'org$nizerS).
in the last analysis alienating. These *.

courses are based on the naive asidmptioh"
that-one can promote the community by--
training its leaders as if it:were-the1-
..parts that promote the whole and not the
-whole, which in being promoted; promotes
the parts..., As soon as. they c.omplete
the course and return 'to the-community,
with resources they did:not formerly,
possess, they either'use these resources:,

to'control the submerged and doMinated
consciousn'essof.their..comrades,.or4th4y

become.strangers in their own communities
and tfteir. former leadership position
thus thteatened. -
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?reire's apparent incapacity to conceive of any
thing but dichotomous situations leads to rhetoric which
may persuade some readars, but it'is not a particularly
thorough analysis of the complexity of the reality of huMan
experience. So the readet-is left with the impression that..
Freire regarded Guevatals international expeditions to
foment revolution and to train leaders as desirable and
consistent with his notion of how the revolution should
proceed,. While at the same time he :identified the notion
of training leaders as alienating. On this point Freire
bas_apparently provided both a thesis and an antithesis;
he leaves the reader to perforM the synthesis.

Community_Devetopment as a Process of Repression

Community development efforts are also seen by Freire
as a part of the -repressive actions. of. the ruliag..elite.
He describesthe process and its deficiencies as

In 'community development'.projects the more a
region or-area-Is- broken down in 'local communitieS1-

without the study of. these communities both as to-.
talities in themselves and as parts of another to-
tality (the areaS,region, and so forth) - which in
its turn is part of a still larger totality (the
nation, as part.of,thecontineatal totality)
the moreelienatiOn.is intensified-. And the more
alientated people.dre, the easier it is to divide
them andkeep them divided. These foalized forms
of action, by intensifying the fOcalized. waY of
life of the Oppressed:(especially in rur4.areas),
hamper-the oppttsse4 from-fierce iv#TTTeality cri
tically and keep them isolated from the problems
of oppressed men in other areas.

Is there, then, any way that community developers.
might win the,al)pyoVal of_Freire.for their efforts? Yes,.'

for he offers. to following observation regarding the state-
ment juSt quoted:

This criticism of course does not'apply to actions
--ithinA:dialecticalperspectiVe, based on the
understanding of the local community both as a.
totality in itself and as part of.a larger totality.
It is directed at:those who do not realize that the,
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development of the local community cannot occur
except in the total context of which it is a part,
in interaction with, other' This requirement
implies the tonscioUsneas Wunity in:diversifi-
cation, of organization, channels forces
in dispersion, and a'clper awareness of Tier-

cessity to transform reality.

.Community development carried on outside-of the.dia-
lectical perspective is.seen by Freire as a fbrm of manip-
ulation of the people by-giving them the impression they are-,
being helped when, in his analysis, it is'a means 'of weaken4

"'ing.the oppressed' still further,-Isolating .them and- creating
-and-deepening rifts among them. -Such idevelopmental work
seldbm-parceived-as-oppressive.by thededidAted butna0s-
professionals wto are carryingAt out, according 'to Freire:.

Unfortunately for those who regard theMs4ves as ethical
community developers, Freire never divulges the way in which
the dialectical perspective, based on the understanding of
the local community both as a totality in itself and as
part of a--- larger totality, is to be .developed. One paint
is clear, however: exiting procedures for the preparation
of community developers are not doing the job,

The lack of practical guidance for those who are to
carry out the revolution is not surnising in a utopian
formulation and Freire clearly identifies his approach as
utopian. .

fi:.ift-o2:;an Perspective

The desire to establish a Utopia is probably as old as
man himself. There is ,no scarcity'. of utbrian literature;
common themes pervade such schemes. Equali4, -peace, and .

a contempt for..riches have been characteristic of utopian
formulations historically. Marxian analypes of the evils
of- -the capitalistic systems-lead to the formulation of re-
forms Lased on three- unproved assumptions: --(l) man's true
needs are quite limited and only artificially created needs
-produce misery; (2) enormous quantities of labor are wasted
on the luxuries of the ruling elites; and (3) scientific
progress improves production per manbut man's needs do not
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.increase. The abolition of monopolies of property coupled.
with the establishment of some form of communism are seen
as sufficient to eliminate any significant expression of
man's antagonistiq.mpulses - the basic cause of eviljn
society. Freire appears to have.accepted a11-three as-
sumptions.

Freire's chimeric notions combine a disregard of ultimate
end&with-an:-uncomplicated analysis of immediate_ obstacles
to the implementation of his plan. The use of "authentic,"
"real," "true," and "genuine" does little to convince the
reader that the author of Pedatoogy of the Oppressed has a
firm grasp of the reality he seeks to i'eform. The goal.
:which Freire's pedagogy seeks is the establishment of a.
revolutionary society in which the process of revolution
will continue permanently rather than to wane following
the overthrow of the ruling elites. What is unclear -is the
basis for"Freire'a belief. that those he classifies as the
oppressed and their leaders will be transformed into virtuous,
unselfish persons by the act of overthrowing their 'oppressors.
Uastated.assumptions regarding the.dynamicS of the transY
mutation of "rebirth" leave the reader with inadequate evir
dence to evaluate the soundness of the author's scheme.

Over the centuries an untold number of utopians have
assumed that with the abolition of monopolies of property
and with the establishment of some 'Sort of communism, the
antagonistic spirit, which is by definition the cause of
evil, would no longer find significant expression in society.
Yet the idea awaits effective AmplenientatiOn. 'What reason
is there to believe that Freire's approach is any more likely
to succeed?

One might assume that his education and experience would '
have led him to develop a high level of political sophisti-
cation. Freire earned his doctorate at the University of
Recife at age thirty-eight and became a professor.of.the
history and philosophy of education at the same university.
He served in Brazil as Secretary of Education'and General
Coordinator of the National Plan of.Adult Literacy until.
1964, when a military coup made it necessary for him to
leave. MoNiing.to Chile he became a professor at the Univer-
sity of Chile and a consultant'to Unesco Institute of Re-
search and Training in Agraiien Reform. In 1969 he was named
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a fellow- of the Center and a visiting professor at the Center
for StudieS in Education and DeVelopment.at Harvard Uni-
yersity, Currently he serves as a special consultant to
the Office of Education of the World Council of Churches in
Geneva.. Theseexpefiences might have ledto-a sophisticated
understanding of the functioning of national-governments:and
to an appreciation of the disciplined coordination and
control required to carry ou4 a successftl revolUtion and
to perform essential-governmerit functions following the'
revolution. Pedagogy of the_cppressed does not, however,
reflect a level of sophistication .commensurate with a high
degree of political-acumen.

Freire advOcates revolution because he believes that
evolutionary approaches are inevitably-unsuccessful. He
states, "Freedom Is acquired by conqueSt,,,,not by.gift".
Perhaps it is because he is so thoroughly committed to the
notion that revolution is required to overthrow "the
elites that Pedagogy of the Oppressed is devoted primarily
to justifying the revolution rather than to, expounding the

_.specifid strategies to be used in its implementation.

The Uncritical Acceptance of the Pedagogy Qf Revolution

Freire's pedagogy offers neither fresh i&a§ concerning
the methodology pf adult education nor pracqsai guidance
fc.r implementing the revolution. The literature of,?.adult
education Contains more complete and systematic guiMaiice
for the planning and conducting of programs than can be
found in his pedagogy. Further, a ADdanfor a revolution
which is dependent upon the spontaneOus self- identification
of leaders who thust.subse4dently become involved in,a pro-
cess of mutual identificatiOdwith those whom they-will lead
scarcely seems practical.`-Further, the rejection -of leader'
tkainingas alienating provides little indication that the
Practial-,probkems of organizing a reVolution-have been
considered. Finally; the.dogmatic assertion that- 'all tfaining,
must involve both the leaders and the led,in a dialePtical
situation would seem either to.restrict the movement to.groups
which function on a face-to-face basis or suggest that the ,

mass media will be used as the vehicle for the "dialogue"
betweenthe leader and the led.



The incomplete utopian scheme proposed by Freirehas
nevertheless found ready acceptance by a surprisingly large
nuriber of critics of the American educational aystem,or the
American form of government or both Perhaps-all that is
needed to win acclaim today is a forceful condemnation of
the exisiting authority structure, a mystical promise of a
kind of -".re tArthand an insistence that the lack of plan
forcarrying out the revolution and-for regulating society
after:wards is evid,:nceOf the revolutiorfary's commitment-
to the dialectical method Of dealing with problems-. Two
factors, a widespread disenchantment with publid eaucation
and-the quality of the intellectual leadership on college
:campuses,, may help to:explain the.uncritical acceptance of
this pedagogy. .

jretre's criticisms of the banking concept of education
'oannot'be:disMissed lightly,. .While it is true that his
call for a pedagogy to develop autonomous, seIf-dixected
learnera is pot new; his espousal of this philosophical
position of adult educators in the context of the heightened
sociaLconsciousness of the times'gives his book a popular
appeal which is lacking in lesspolemical adult education
literature. Yet an appeal for the redirection of prevailing
instructional practiles from an exclusive focus On passive
recall to an emphasis on.the development of the student's
analytical-and evaluative abilities:would have beenstronger

*.hadjreire demOnstrated his own mastery.4-of these abilities
rather- than to'exhibit an unaWerving4tdilection for viewing
.bbth problems'and solutions'from an Hegelian posture.

The undiscriminating acceptance of this rhetoric of.rey-
olution may alsq be ar indication of the dysfunctional con-
sequences of the fragmented perceptions, of.reilitY found on

- college Specialists in eah.,,Of the social sciendes,
bound by the concepts and methodologies of their own disci- .

plines, work-on research projecta'n,which they need not
differentiate between differences Whichare only statistically
significant and those Which have both statistical and
tical aignifiCance. AlthoUgh each,of the disdiplines taken
singly is insufficient to explain human behavior specialists
within each of them may leSe their perspective on the explana-
tory power of their own discipline through sustained efforts
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restricted by the boundarieS of that ejacOline. Living
with partial explanations may render some academics es-7
pecially vulnerable to incomplete explanations which lead
to conclusions they would like to accept.

Human behavior is influenced simultaneously by more
-._variables the,n_theorettoians or empiricists working within.
any specialty are prepared to study. Accordingly, the
particular disciplinary concepts and' perspectives oreconb--

.mists, psychologists; political scientists, sOciologists,and
other social scientists are of'limited practical utility,`
not because the separate disciplines have imperfect per-
spectives but because each of these perspectives is limited
by necessity. Perhaps,, then; it should not be too surpris-
ing if those who spend their iiiiesstudying behavior from
the.limited,perspective.of a single social science are
:particularly susceptible to single discipline-solutions to
complex problems put forth by persuasive authors. Adminis-
trators and other-men and women of affairs may be less
likely to be persuaded by grand schemes which reflect sim-
.Plistic notions of the determinants of humanbehaVior.

In Pedagogy of the Oppressed Freire has restated the
faults of a large part of the educational process'aaitis
carried out, endorsing the higher level cognitive objective§
without acknowledging that the criticisms -and proposals he
offers for the improvement of education have already, been
presented in more sophisticated'and rigorous analyses by
other authors. Yet there is nothing wrong with restating
sound ideas. If the new pedagogy consisted solely of
suggestions for improving adult literacy programs, then.per-'
haps couching the approach in revolutionary rhetoric would
serve to attract attention and-eVen.persuade literacy teachers -

to adopt a new perspectivein their instructional efforts.
The coupling of a plea for the improvement of adult education
witha call to revolution weakens both appeals._ Utopian
schemes are attractive to those who want a simplistic so-
lution to the. problems of the world. For those who seek
to bring about the changes, however, schemes which consist
of superficial analyses'and'which are dependent upon the
spontaneous emergence of enlightened authentic leaders
acting. out .of love (who will somehow experience a rebirth
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together with their followers), 1_5 an appeal to an extra-
terrestrial intervention which eludes the ratiocinationof.
social scientists,

t7-.e Kear 2:12

If Freire's. presentation of his pedagogy:and revolutionary
blueprint -stimblates,adult educators to reflect on their

.-'methods and become more analytiCal in contemplating' the
compatabilitv of the:goals they Seek with the approaches
they useithen the publication of this so-called revoluAon
ary pedagogy will have served a worthwhile purpose. It would:
be.comforting to believe that in another 'forty years there
will'be no need for another social critic to'askthe question
Counts asked forty years 10. However, the uncritical accep-:

.tance of theyhetorid of the pedapgy without the analysis of
the substance by-educators.illustgate's, more powerfully than
Freire may have anticipatedelhevalidity of his criticisms .

-Of educational systeins which produce graduates whose:tritiCal
faculties have remained undeveloped.
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D

Professor W.S. Griffith * reproaches Paulo Freire with
.

° beihg a Utopian. But he .makes this reproach in such ,an ---7
offensive manneethetLas a friend of Paulo. Freire,,feel
it only just to joint out,first of all that it is hard tor
carryon adiacussion in'such an atmosphere of intellectual
terrorism; We shall,.nevertheiess, try to circumvent this
by readkng Griffith's article .three times, and discuss each;'

-level of reading as they arise,.

I. First of all, thiS.fs obviolaly a personal'a'ttack. The
writerOoes not hesitate to reproachPaulo Freire withhis
"leak. of humanity" (p..68 ) or with being simplistic .(p,70 ).
Aboie all he blames.him for not being "sophisticated ",' in,
oLher words, for not being the teacher he should be. This

. is why Professor Griffithiperfidiously quote$ the sections
of Paulo Freire's Thioeraphy thet-shOwIlIm to have been
incapabLe of usirig.allthe academic resources Madeavailable
to him. But i$ thi$ not a gratuitous attack? It is possible .

that PaulO Freire did not want to be the "Herr Professor 4
Pb. D." that Professor W.S. Griffith wished him to be. Per
baps, onthe contrary, Paulo-Freire conseloUsly chose to'
e the popular and even populist** exponent that Cri'ffith

reproaches him with being? If this is so,. the whole ot,this
'!.base attack is nothing but a wretched slap in the'faca which'
is better slily ignored.

* W.S. Griffith, "Paulo Freire: utopian perspective on li-
teracy education for reolution", Paulo Freire: a revolu-
tionary dilemma for the adult edUcator, edited by Stanley
N.. Grabowski, (Syracuse UniversitrPublicafions in. Con- ,

tinuing Education, SyradUse,N.Y., 19172).

** E. de Kadt, Catholic radicals in Brazil (London, 1970),
p. 102.

iT .
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-II. So One reads the article at a second level.' Basically,
Prof. W.S. Griffith, from (he height of his university,morgue,
net only repeatedly takes umbtage'atPahlo'Freire''s,success;
but also blames him for not knotAng the existing ;literature"
on adult education. This is to forget that in the first place
Paul() Freire is practically self-taught. Stnying in Recife
is not the same thing as studying in Chicago -or Boston; it
is slightly more difficult. 'Furthermore; his actual know-7
ledge does not come from books, nor from teaching students,
but from practioai experienowith the servants, shop as-
sistants, workers and-the unemploYd of Gran Recifee As

many commentators have,pointedout, Paulo Freire claims not
to theorize, but to reflect en his experiments. This is
Why the literatureof othersis digested with a view to the ,

needs of thia :gOticentury cannibalism. Prof. Griffith 'shows
the nature of his concern when he more-or less bewails.the
fact that thp general public reads Raul° Freire, but not :
the five writers he names on pate 68. But what do these
five-writers.- all North Americans, naturally - have in
common? The pedantry add.daadlyAoredom found in so many
works on education. The proof of my assertion is provided.
by our studenta. Wilethey read Paulo Freire'(andIllich,
Reimer, etc.) without being asked, they find the academic
writers we.force.,thp to read insufferaBle. This means
that in Paulo Freire's success we can re-discover one of
the basic 'principles.pf adult ..*cation or any education:
do not bores!

. Griffith is doUbtless right to point out that Paulo
Freire does not always say new "things"; that he does not
always offer. "new ideas ". I freely grant him this.. But ha-
says them, and writes them, in A new way. This Style is
new. Now,'when I reada.bo k; I consider its writer's
ability to. hold my attenti of appreme importance, and I
.hate. to read anything that makes me yawn at every,line.. Is
there not ay far too wid a gulf between the acadeMic
style (pompous, ntic,-b ing; dusty -and, heaven knows,

somewhat longldr ut) an the needs of a population
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whieb,has,of course, been sensitized to reading, but which
has' become accustomed to something brief, energetic, dro-
vocative; in short well-written texts? Now 4t
woutd be 'going rather ,too far to'deduce from this that people
are, consequently, stupid And:simplistic. If Paulo Freire
enjoys such succes.s.=,quite unexpectedly- it is on accqunt
of a cprtain.someehing that attracts, irritates or capti-
vates his readers... He knows,how to grip the public. This

"was in faCt one of the reasons for the hatred.he sometimes
stirred tip in university circles,when professors ,saw their
lece.ure7halls emptying as Paulo Freire took the stage.
know that this is a bitter experience, but after all a pro-
,phet has always had'greate4rawingpower than, doctors.

Here we reach the (main point. Prof. W.S.-priffith
considers That Paulo Freire is a clasSic case, of "Utopism"

.At this point Prof. W.S. Griffith's vocabulary plumbs the
, unfathomable depths of disdain and irony: Now krofessor *

Griffith might have consulted, if"not,Karl Munheim- who
is no .langer,in Chicago's good graces - 'but;, for - example,
the special issue of A. journal as sophisticated'I as
DAEDLUS ,.or else the very grave W. Moore, former Presi
'dent of the American Society of Sociology, who'has held
fOrth.to hiS sociologist Colleagues, announcing, the re-birth
of Utopian thought!tlIn short, Prof. W.S. Griffith need on'y
have con,sulted a bibliography,in orderto realize that
"utopian" has the same-ambivalence in &Wish as "utopique"
in.French, or "utopico" in Portuguese.. The, term may, desig-
nate the illusory, the fantastic and the unattainable, as
well as refusalta accept thls."status quo "; contestation,"
re- appraisal, and a demand for the possible and gre'at,'as

Re- edited by F.E. Manuel under the title Utopies and
utopian thought, (sic) (Boston, 1965). .

W.E. Moores "The utility "of utopies" American Sociolo--
JI.,!,11,qeaview, (Dec. 1966), p. 756-772.
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opposed to the mediocre. Consequently, we regret that
W.S. Griffith, who considers himseV a professors is so
ignorant of the basic literature. on Utopian thought thaet

he uses the word "utopian" without appreciatingaLL its
dimensions.aefore reproaching others with an unfamiliarity
of this Oi. +..hat, might rt not be useful to start w/Ot: self-

lLf Lastly, we can contemplate a third reading ofMr.
Griffis s'text.. He is not able to do justice to Pablo
Freire *cause he overlooks one of.the basic rules of Com.
parative e;.lucatiOn; contextualAZation*. Indeed,how'cal we under-

, stand Paulo Freire if we'forget:or minimize the fact that

he is:

a) a Brazilian;

b') 4 provincial on two counts;

. c) bound to 'a. particular movement in time;

cf5..a practising Catholic.

Let us examine these several factors:

a). Paulo Freire
. is a Brazilian. He is g citizen of

I.

one 'of those gigantic modern nations that can depict,itself
iwithhut reference to the rest Of the world. All too often
we forget that it has been, and will continue to' be, possible
to ,have a brilliant, career and to succeed professionally in
BraAilwithouticnowing any languagb other than. Portuguese.

This means that the originality of a Brazilian cannotbe
measured'only.in comparison with this "gringo' or that
"Mosit"** but in comparison with other Brazilians. Whether

one is today n partisan of this government, or a supgprter

.
G.Z.F. Bereday,ComparatLVe method in education, '(New
York, _1964).

** "mosth" in Spanish, reE2rs to all people who are neither
Latin-American, nor'North Americhn;e"gringo"Means North
Amerirah. -
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of that ri:gime, all ,ate .greed that Paulo Fr(i: are has made a
.contribution think:ing.Lon adult education, and

education,in'eneral,'sin , 1 sha'l'l stand by this al-
Legation until Mr. GrifTith's the grace to show us that
Paulo Freire has not giVen a new perspecrivre to adult rdu-
cation in Brazil and tliat he is neither a great educationa-
list nor an important innovator* I do. not know wfiether.his
.contribution is universally valid PersonhIlY, uoihingjr-'
ritates me mare than Paulo Freire's; disciples of every shade
and true from Tanzania to the U.S.A., from Switzerland to
Chile, who believe that all 'the prophet has said can be ap-
plied. 'Paulo Freire himself today is actively fighting
against this form of hero- worship.

10,

b) Paulin Freire is a pfovincial on two counts., On the
one hand; with respect to the So Paulo.- Rio de.' Janeiro
axis (or the Slo Paulo=Brasilia7Rio'de Janeiro triangle)
it4 was only very Late that Paulo Fteire discovered the
induStrial and pbst-industrialBrazil of the megalopolises
in the south of his country. He sees himse4f as :a provincial
from the,northeast. He is also provincial in so far as he
prefers speaking Co wresting. This'is not merely anecdotal;
it plays a fundamental role in his work. Mr, W.S. Griffith
has not noticed = inter alia -_that Paulo Preire'6 major
'innovation. is his ,daring affirmation that in el _:dlcation
(including literacy),. expression precedes reading and writing;
that one must firot"learn to write, before learning to read;
that the dim is freedom of speech, cnd not the, sly subjugation
of 'the new literates to' the writings of the lettered.** In
this sense, Paulo Freire is more than a:xevolutionary; he

* V. Paiva, AVuoacao 1-r,,putar e pdzwatOo. de adu4,tos, (Sac)

Paulo, 1973).

*** P. Furter, 'De la lutte contN,lianalphabatisme au di;velop-
rement cuiturelrom the Fight against Illiteracy to the
Cultural Development),. being printed.
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.iS'an anarchist, or more precisely a populist*.

c) Not.only is Paulo Freire bound to one historical era, but
1 would,:ven.go .s.o. far as to say'that 41-8-WOrks-date,. Indeed,
'ono ought to'bear in mind that infpraetice his work was.thought.
out before 1964, at a time when many people ingenuously be-'
lieved it -would still be possible to -constructa socialist,
independent, nationalist,'etc. Brazil- before the end ofthe-
decade; that most of his-,w(.rk was written during the Frey Period
in Chile, in other words- before Pi.esident Allehde's assassi-

In my opinion, this'explains 4 certain politital.'
naivety, ke8niting frOm participation in,gigantic projects.
Toddy, the world is different and somewhat less elating:-

.

d) Lastly, curiously enough, Mr. W.S. Griffith "forgets"
that Paulo Freire is, ha8been and apparently always'will...be,'
no-t only a convinced Christian, but, a practising Catholic.
Like'aLl good Christians, Paulo Freire believes -perhaps
wrongly - that it is always possible to persuade an indi-
vidual; -that an individual will always bow t6 the truth.'
This explains why Paulo' Freire, imprisoned in the brracks.
of "the.Olinda Artillery division, near Recife;. in the:sprit-1'g.

of 1964, thonght- he' would "conscientize" the colonel inCer-
rogating,him and benton his destrUction at all costs.
Pauli.") Freire actually.belieVed hoirlIZ-ntceeded!- this. is
obviously disquieting, but it explains'why.Paulo'Freire has
never been able to. accept.. the liquidation df.his enemies..

In short, we feel that Prof, W.S. Griffith has correctly
detected a certain amount of weak points in Paulo. Freire's
thinking, suchas:

4 leaning towards dichotomized analysis resulting in"
facile- rhetorical. effetts;

ignorance ref a certain scienreific literature dealing
with the'subjects near to him;"

* E. de Kadt, op. cit., p. 36.
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a contempt for orgarrizational problomS;

.Noverth.cfoss, Mr. W.S. Griffith has employed such a tone,
such.baness in his argudntatiOn, that his study borders
on -calumny_and :teems to bt unwor iy of a Univef:sity professor,
at least according to what I ex"peCt of my chosen calling..
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REFLECTIONS ON GRIFFTH, FREIRE AND BEYOND

by

JoJtn A. Bugbee

9
,

.Dr. John A. Bugbee, the author of tnis article, is
Assistant Professor of Education and Philosophy,
Belknap Campus, University of Louisville, U.S.A.
He also holds a Ph. D._degree from Indiana Uni-
versity.

He.has been closely associated with the work of
Freire,,and feels that anyone' who has worked in the
field of literacy trening and project development,
as has Bugbee, must find,it difficult not to feel
the-sibcerity;-urgency and sense of practice which
Freire brings to the formation and communication
of his views.

The Freire approa-Ch to Literacy" was explained in
a:recent article Bugbee contributed to Literacy
Discussion (Functional Literacy.: One Approach to
Social Change. v. IV, no. 4, ]5ecember 1973.)
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it is the pUr
we.
pVsd of this writing to take up certain

points raised by W.S. Griffith- in his article "Paulo Freire:
Utopian Perspectives on Literacy Education for. Revolution."
In this regad4I shall 1) re -state in synthesized..form
Griffith's major arguments; 2) raise objections or point to
7problems with some of. his claimg;. 3) take up certain Of his
points and.. redirect themat Freire's methods in 'tetms:of the
problems they highlight.

t .

Griffith stated it is his intention to evaluate Freire's-
view from an adult education perpsective.especially with
regard to 1) whether ibis indeed a new.(revolutionary) ap-
proach to. literacy education.; 2) - whether it" is a sound

(reasonable)plan for revolutip1;3) whether its recent and
widesptead notoriety (popularity). can be explained.

1 With respect to the question of whether Freire'.s
theory/methods cut any new ground in the field ofadult edu-
cation, Griffith's response's is unambigUously negatie, In

addition to-arguing. that Freire' criticisms of the, field
of literacy education are simply notbseful, he goes on to
gay that thoSe criticisms are phrased archaically When one
compares them with the considerable literature in the field
which identifies the same problets'tuch more precisely. He
points out that njot only does Freire fail to acknowl?dge
that therdare other writers in the field who-haVe made'
these criticisms betteri but also hints at Freire's audacity
to offer his ideas to literacy teachers who are woefully.
ignorant of the reallygbod approached abounding in'the

. literature on- adult literacy education. .

2. With respect to-the soundness of Freire's views as a-
plan for revolutiOn, 'Griffith's judgment is again, 'on .the
whole, negative. Here the thrust .of his objections is
concerned with:the consequences of acting upon Freire's
prograt For example, he points out that Freire counsels
the-curtailment of dialogue with the oppressors and a sys-
tematic-mistrust Or suspicion of the oppressed in the process
of liberation. FUrther, that Freire's ideas are at variance
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with the main thruS6.-of democratic educational philosophies;.
that his concept of authority is vague and circular; that
the oppressor-oppressed analysi4 is simplistic; and that the
process, of 4.6ader-emergence and the criteria .for,distin=
guishing authentic from opportun,istic leaders are likewise
uncIear Finally, Griffith suggests that lacking anydi-
rectiVes which advance social-development in a pc5itive
sense; Freireq'pedagogy is utopian in the Sense-that-it
doesanticipate and provide-g1idance,for the complex tasks
which make up a.revolutioni- in essence, Griffith points.
to Freire's disposition to justify revolutionrathr than
to provide the concrete, effective strategies-and tactics
for its achievement.

3.-Griffith seeks to account fOr'the phenomenon of the
relatively widespread American tceptance of Freire'S
pedagogy. in this regard; he reiterates some of-his prior
criticisms and adds, to them the notion thatFreire's ideas
are much too dependent upon spontaneity, espec!ally as con-
cerns thcemergence of leaders from the literacy 'process.
The only explanation,for the "uncritical" acceptance of
Freire's' ideas to which Griffith. can appeal is that there,
exists a pervasive disillusionment with.public education in
America and that "the quality of the intellectual leadership
on college campuses" is such that the rhetoric of revolution-

,

is not carefully scrutinized. Griffith further suggests that
reire',s ideas are'deeply,marred bytheir invocation of 1.ove
as a nOrm to guide the "authentic" process Freire advocates
and must, therefore, be seen as an.appeal to a being beyond
the comprehension of human reason in effect, 2top-out."

Each of these negative evaluations -of Freire's ideas
deserves consideration. In the following section I shall.
take up certain of them as seems appropriate.

1. With respect to the claim that Freire's objections to

certain tendencies in adult education aswell as his attempts

to frame methods for a more positive approach to literacy

training are essentially not new, archaically.phrased and .

largely reflecting an ignorance of already articulated ap-
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proaches in the fipld,'it'seems appropriate to offer the
following observations:. First, if newness-is not to become
fetish in itself, it must be acknoWledged that 'old, partially-
conceived or preViousiy articulated ideas/Methods can and
often do'have.a'new ignificance when interpreted in contexts
or ambianceS oteithan those which originally occasioned
them. The point, it-seems, Is-notto be able. to identify
who said what first, but to focus upon the interpretation of.
a given aef of .conditions which the creative Use of those
ideas permits. What - or whoeVer..7 may be Freire!s acknowl-
edge or unacknowledged infellectual'forebearers, it seems
fair to.Say.that he- has attempted a creative, suggestive and-
singulaf interpretation othe ideas related to,he places
where he worked and those wit$ whom he labored. Second, one
wonders if Griffith grasps thA effort which Fs$4re is at-
tempting tm make in the artidulation.of a process which is
partisan.- on'behalf of ,.the interests (however conceived) of
the illiterates/oppressed..-Clearly'what Freire is saying is .

that most literacy training programs do hot serve the inter-
ests of their clients --especially when those interests tend
to be articulated in economic and political terms. Herce,
it may be argued that the sense of."innovation" onTreire's
part is hiS underScoring of the nature of the commitment
which A literacy. worker /learner who use his method; must be
prefated to make'. Third, given the apparent. partisan char-
acter of his thought /methods, it must be acknOwledged that
Freire seeks to articulate the necessary linkagebetween,
the process of'becoming literate and one's insertion into
the process of social change on,his or her own'group's
behalf. The fact that Freire ties the essentially purposive
quality of that process to the movement of a class of people
repreSents m step beyond others who have expressed themselves
in thiS field.

2. With respect to the claim that acting upon Freire's pro-
gramme. leads to unsound consequences,-it seems that Griffith
may he'"right" but notfor the reasons he adduces. For
example: Griffith is concerned that Freire's writings are not
clear as regards the concept of "authority"; that there are
no clear-cut criteria for distinguishing,"authentic" leaders
who.are to emerge from the literacy process; that the
"oppressor-oppressed" analysis is Simplistic; that Freire
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"ut-opian" in that he is'' inexplicit oa the plethora of spe-
.cilics attending a' successful revolution; and that concrete
strategies an lacking. Now, to the degree that Griffith
expects a fully-drawh blueprint down to the last detail in
terms of die whole range of anticipated consequences of'
acting on FreireiS methods, he is indeed justified in drawing
the_concluSion that the methods nre-"ansound". After all, if
one cannot tell in advance what will certainly hapipcn with
re,spect to a set of plans in given situation, then one is
"right" in counseling caution or unacceptance,orinaction.

The ratter point fs not madein ridicule. Rather, it
seems clear' that there are'two confUsions on Griffith's part

with respect, to grasping both th-e nature of the situation
to which Freire addresses himself and the terms in which he
'makes the addres*s. In a situation of oppression whether
economic, racial or sexual - the nature of a prograthme of-

treSponse. which takes as its purpose the radical alteration
of the conditions of that situation must have a highly con,.
tingent character. Such a course cif action has a necessarily

s,risky --even. at times scandalous - character to it. There is
a sense in which many a "sound-thinker" 'might well draw back
from the kinds of commitments'which such an inherently un-
certain situation- demands. (One may note in passing that
it is precisely this contingent character of revolution and
the successive understanding and control of it that Freire
stresses at length in his use of dialectics). Purther,.in
his insistence upon criteria,,highli explicit strategies,
fully'articulated formulations of all anticipated situations,
Griffithseems to misunderstand what I take to be one of the
essential features of Freire's discourse: his writing is
programmatic rather than descriptive. Freire isattempting,-
to present an accurate, but even more so, persuasive picture
of the situation on which he focuses. His attempt is to
articulate a proceSs which will altei consciousness and be-
havior with respect to a state of affairs. Suchanurpose
does not exempt him.froth criticism for fuzzy thinking (which
can have tragic consequences) nor from criticism froth thp
perspective-of more developed points of view (as will.be
suggested below), but it does exempt him frombeing judged
as though his central task is that of trying, to offer .a
fully descriptive characterization of his work and thought.

1
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If accurate, perhaps these same confusions on Griffith's
.part are xesponsibie for his objections that Freire's methods
lesd7ta a,curtailment of dialogue with-the oppressors; to
systematic ouspiCion or. mistrust_by tht leaders of those

-undergoing the literacy. process; and t6 a clear oppodition
to the "democratic ideals and all educational pRilosophies.."
The point here again is that Freire is addressing a situation
'of significance_ where learning entails the realization and

_understanding- of selves in'e power context. To be. sure,

.where one'can assume that the conditions exist which fodter
philosoPhicalipedigogical pluralism, one can then condemn the
.call' for partisan thpught- andlaction. Batt Freire points, out

that such benign conditions do not obtain where he has
worked, that the non-reciprocal power ofa few reigns and -

that; indeec4 even the prevailing pedagogical' oncepts serve
to bolster that power. Accordingly,'he characterizes his
' methods as of and,forthe oppressed - they seem to have

partisan character. With Griffith, one may wish
--this**erenot necessary but this intention in itself does

not alter concrete social conditions.

3.. With, respet to Griffith's. speculation that-Freire's
popularity in the American context is to be understood in
terms of the wide disenchantment there faith public education
and the (poor) quality Of the intellectual leadership-on
college campuses, one may simplyoffer a counter-Suggestion:
Perhaps Freird has indeed articulated in a-meaningful and
persuasive way certain of the charactetistics of domesticating

_edudation which some have recogniied in the American edu
cational edifice. Perhaps too, .the changes which his methods
suggest,are-p-ossible have caught the imagination of some
and sparked efforts at creative, if risky, adaptations Lo

. .

the American scene.

More serious, and, indeed more in need of apiwers, are
Griffith's final sallies to the effect that Freire's methods*
rely too heavily upon spontaneous recognition of "authentic"
leaders as well as the invocation of love as a guide to the
actions of those who gO through the process.. It is to some.

lingering probleMs with Freire's methods occaSioned.by
Griffith'sA remarks that the final section is devoted. ''
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-As I have attempted'to argue above, one can ask too much
of a. theorist of social /educational change whenane is not
clear regarding. the natureof,."uhectatk and/or the necessary
imitationd whiCh-that' ask imposts upon the theoretical
means at one's disposal. Nonetheless, while,'granting these
` limitations and bearing in mind the human significance of-
the changes-Soqkht, one. can identify and legitimatelY ca
for further elaboration where conceptual ambiguity exists..
It .is with regard. to such matters that'' these finalcomments

:are relevant.-

.Simply stated, Griffith's,concern regarding the
ambiguity of the keyconcepts Of "authority ", "authenticity",'
"oppressor And oppressed", "spontaneity% and "love" maybe
approaChed from,another,perspective. In essence, what are
the-interests at stake with respect to the'people who pass
through the' literacy process 'these concepts denote -: Said
differently, is it possible for Freire to identify in more
Concrete terms thebasiS:Ofthe aUthority he envisions, :the
_authenticity he values, the Interests Contending in the'
'svpressor-oppresSed 'struggle, the quality of spontaneity
and love desired or prized? , -

The point here is a question,which perhaps only Freire
Can answer: 'is it in the nature of his set of ideas /methods
that the Concrete basis of these concepts iikist.remain un-
specified except-at the particularisticjevel of each"indi-
.vidual literacy group and project? ,That is, is the character
or quality of his partisanship open conceptually but pointed
ugly inA its individual interpretation illative to context
and the-perceptions of individuals?

One is tempted toreply:to.these queries in a Character- .

istic-Freire-like.fashion to the - effect that he will not
"name" the world for another; that he' will-not usurp.a-
person's .ar group's ontological vocation to interpret their-
reality; that.he will not be proprietary with anyone's past,
'present or future. Insofar, Freire labels himself a radical,
non-sectariani humanist - and he is consistent.
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Nonetheless, whilerespecting Freire's intentions, the
peculiar exigencies of a situation,of oppression and struggle
and the risky quality of any effort which offers guidance '

in that kind of context, "it. seems fait'to ask forjurther,
analysis at the,level of these key concepts. .

In this connection, one. can hope that Freire will chOose
to address himself to the Claims that he abstracts fkom the
concrete specifics of the class struggle in his oppressor-
oppressed anal)isis; that he will 'Clarify 'the role that he
accords to Ideas as an agency'of history; and that. he will
no longer leave ppen the whole matter of a political progfamme
to be framed,by those whowould'use his methods. Some're
'sponse to these points on.Freira's party could add considerably
bOthto a greater understanding of his ideas/methods andto
a clearer grasp of their. limitations. 'and potentiality in
the field of adult education and beyond.

In a recent interview with IOAC (Institute,of Cultural
Action) Fteire is questioned precisely along the-lines sug7
gested by author Bugbee. The ten page text of -that inter-.,

view has been published by IRFED, Paris.
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RESEARCH METHODS,
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by

Panto Ficeite

a,

The following article consists of excerpts
from a presentation given by Freire at a seminar
"Studies in Adult Education" conducteA at the
Institute of Adylt Edugation, UnikierSity of
par-es-Salaim, Tanzania, on July 241972.

The text, in slightly edited and abridged
f rm, is reprinted with permission of the
nstitute.of Adult Education at Dar-es-Salaam
niversity. In.it,.Freire first discusses his
oncdption of gocial. research and then puts
forWard a suggestion for,Taniania. Thdarticle
expressesFfeire's opinidit of how hit ideas,
boin:in Er7..atin American context, might be ap-
plied in Africa. -
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1. The EpistemolOy of Research

First of al1,4I want toddscuss some questions of re-
search methodology. I would like, in fact, to begin, with
a discussion of social science.' .

One of the first problems'thatI think we arefaced with'
when we are interested.in knowing some aspects of a given
reality, either that of a rural atea_or of.an urban one,14
to know what the concrete realitT1s. Secondly,.there is .the
Question of what. we consideri tote the concrete reality in
that area.

The-concrete reality for many -social, scientists is a list
of particular facts, that they would like to capturer:for 5

example, the presence or absence of water, problems concerning
-erosion in the area of those of production or productivity.
For me, the concrete reality is something more than isolated
facts:. In my view, thinking dialectically, the condrete
'reality consists not only of concrete facts and (Obysical)
things, but also includes the ways in.whichthe people
involved with these fattsperceive-them. Thus in the last
analysis, for me the concrete reality is the connectionl)e-
tween.subiectivity and objectivity; never objectivity iso-
lated from subjectivity: If I come to-Tanzania to.do research,
l.know-this reality completely only,to the extent that I under-
stand the dialectical relation between the sUbjectiVity and
objectivity in this area -'that'is when I; begin to know how
people in this area perceive themselves in their dialectical
relationships with the objectivity.

Let us suppose that a rural area presents a problem-Of
,erosion nr insects, which has resulted 'in the destruction of
crops. I only know the actual i3hnibmenon of erosion to the
extent that I also underatand how the peasants - perceive this
phenomenon..

.

In my view, it is necessary to start an investigation'
with a pre-occupation in trying,to understand the dialectical
relations between subjectivity and objectivity. If I perceive
reality .as the. dialectical. relationship between objectivity

and subjectivity, then I have to use methods for investi-
gationgation which involve the people of the area being studied a4
researchers. They should take part in the investigations
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themselveS and not serve. as the passive objects of the study..

If as 'sociologist, I think of mySelf as a neutral or
impartial scientist, I will view both people and reality

' together as the object of my research. Thus,' analyse them
as.if the world were an anatomy laboratory in which a body
is analysed. ;

This is not for me. I have to go backand,instead of
taking. the people here as the object of *research I' must
try, on 'the contrary, to have the people dialogically in-

- volved also as subjects, asjesearchers'with me; If I am
interested in knowing the people's ways of thinking and levels
of perception, then the, ieople have to think about their
thinking and not be only the objects Of my thinking. This
method of investigation which involV6s study, and criticism

. of the study!by the people is at the same time a pedagogical
process. Through this.prdcess of investigation, examination,
criticism and veinvestigatinn. the level otcritical thinking
is raised amene all_. those involved:

Thus,' in doing research,I am educating and being educated
with the people. By returning to the area in order to put
into practicethe results of my investigation, I am not only
educating'and being educated: I am also researching again,
because:to-the extent. that we put,,. into practice the plans
resulting from the investigations, wechange the levels of
consciousness of the people, and by this change,research
again.' Thus,there is a dynamic movement between researching
and acting on the results of the research..

think at it is importatieto'point out again that
"thaientists' question is essentially an epistemologiCal,
one. Thisp.-cf.course; implies a particular Ideological way
of,thinking aztd a political choice. This is true regardless
of whether it. is clear to the scientists or not.

'
Sets of Objectives

Let us take two sets of objectives which aim political
and ideological. 'Let us suppose that I am working as a

.'sOcial scientist in process of modernization of the country.
In this Case, it is seen as the modernization of the structures
of society in order to.'4inprove the efficiency of production'.
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It is not in the interests of the ruling class, to invnlve the.
people as subjects of their change in the transformation of-
the structure of society. The pre-occupation is.a bourgeois,
capitalist one. It is, the policy of this capitalist society
both'economic4ly and culturally to emphasize modernizing
society But N.this process of modernization, there is no,
interest in involvihg, the people as authors of the transfor-
mation. Educational projects exist only to offer those' few
Clues necessary for more efficient production. They are.to
be transformed into good producers, but with only that ad-
ditional education necessary for implanting the system in
their heads.

If I think only in terms of productivity, then my tendency
will be to emphasize that technology'is neutral, technical
education is neutral. I will attempt to convince every single
person of this. It'means that work isnot discussed politi-
cally; it implies that to do''so would be a waste of time.

-Welneed. good worketS, so they hve to be trained in technical
:skills:show to use machines in ihe best.way in.order to im-
prove the country's prodUctivity. This is a bourgeois policy,
the capitalist method.

It is deplorable :to find people callingthemselves
socialists thinking.; like tHat24-This is a total contradiction.
If you read-the writings of Nyerere, you will discover that
Nyerere's policy is different. Even though Nyerere has not
written about this dtrectly, by reading what he has written
I can sense what he thinks of this. When he speaks.about
the meaning ordevelopment, for example,, he says that "just
as I cannot develop a man, a woman, a person, unlesS he or
she develOpP, Ican Also not,develop a nation without people."
It is.necessarytoAinderstand all the implications of this

.statement, one'of which is that education for the workers
has to be a political event and not an exclusively technical
one.

If the objective is very clear,as in Tanzania, if people
here are interested in creating a socialist society, then
research requires different methods and concepts of knowledge .

and different'organization. People have to participate in
the research, as investigators and researchers and not as mere.
objects. Of course, the social scientists of the First World
say that to the extent that we invite people to. participate
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O
in the research about thei we are interfering scientibially:
that is,.we'are interfering in the research prOcess and the'
results will not be in a purd form asif it were posSible to
have any kind 'of results in social science in a pure form!
When the very scientists who'emphasize this concept are at
hove trying to write up reports they cannot escape from their
own.subjectivity. Their subjectivity is interfering with
the "pure form" of the findings. In the second place, the
very physical presence of the researcher in the field inter-
feres with the e-reality there.

____-5 -- Suggestion for Tanzania

Based on this principle, I have,thought about the possi-
bility of the Institute of Adult Education trying' something
in this perspective, but with some very clear ob/ectives.

For example, if it fell withintheinterests,,convictiona'
and facilities of the Institute, a research project might be
developed which would not only provide experience in alterna-
.tive research strategies, but would. also be the basis for an '
adult education pilot project.' This strategy would also be
a challehge to the entire university concerning its relations'
with the people. The team,presumably having a certain clear
understanding of the area of Dar-es-Salaam, would choose a
kind of mixed rural /urban area, an area in transition, it[
which to do researchin'order to try to develop an adult edu-
cation programme.

First of all the team should acquaint itself with all
previous research - no matteS-what method had been used. The
team would need to explore alfpossible secondary sources.
Secondly', the team should try.. to understand.or to delimit the
area geographically, recognizing, of course, that there are
no frontiers, culturally speaking. The team would also try.
to identify. possible popular and official institutions, like,
for example football clubs, dancing clubs, or co- operatives. -

The team would go to these,popular institutions in order to
talk with their leaders.

There should be no dishonesty in the conversation. The.

team would say: "We work forthe Institute of Adult_ Education
in Dar-es-Salaam and we hive come here to discuss the possi-
bility with.you for all'ofus to hold discussions and work
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together." This-means that if the people of this area do not'
.accept this proposa ?then we cannot work. What we mean is that
we would like to discuss the realities of the area with the
people. We would like to summarize these discussions.

This. process would continue until the point is reached
Where everyone involved, 'the university people and those from
the area, together feel they understand the realitieS of the
area and can formulate a plan.of action. Wethen say to
the people:" "What do you think about it?"

Suppose the people say: "Yes, there will be.a discussion".
The team would have a meeting not only with the leaders-but
with the people who are engaged in some way with that insti-
tution. The team would proceed in this manner with each insti-
tution in turn. What happens next?

The team would try to have a series of discussions once a,
day for maybe one week. The length of time would depend'on
the schedules of the various people involved. They would dis-
euss with the'people the topics and the place in which to
hold the discussions. Let us suppose that there are five to
six rooms in which to hold meetings. If each room holds
perhaps.30 people, then 160 people could be engaged in dis-
cussions at the same time. The discussion groups might.in-'
volve as many as 1,500 inhabitants. It is Nery important
for.us to have a perception of the whole. -

When the'people have agreed, the team would come with one
or-two representatives of the Institute - sociologists, psycho-
logists or educators in each group'. :Records of the discus-
sions would have to be made. The team should not go to the
meetings -with an alteady prepared list ofluestions. At the
beginningof the^maeting a chairman would be elected by the
group. The role of the team would be an advisory one and they
would begin to discuss the concrete conditions of that area
(with each group).. What do they think about education in
that 4rea! For example: Are there enough primary schools?
Are they good or bad? Why? Everyone shoUld be involved in .

the discussion,
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4. ,Wective_

We have to be very clear about the objective of this work:
it i5 the people themselves, not the advanCement of science.
If, h.m:ever, the people are silent then we have to provoke
them, because we, are not neutral.

We might discuss for one hour ,the subject of education;
for example, and f3.nd out just how the people see education.
At this point, education .ceases to be something abstract;
'anTsecondly it ceases to be merely a question that the Uni-
versity or the Ministry thinks about. Education now starts to
become something quite concrete, because the people are talking
about it. If I am to discuss'education with the people then
I have to start,,from their perception of education and not from
my own perception. This is a mistake.that we have made in
many instances. We have to admit that we often labour under
the opinion that we possess the truth. By discussing edu-
cation, a lot of other subjects, of course, appear and we
begin to provoke the team to go on with the- discussion..

Let us assume that five groups have been functioning each
time a discussion is being staged. Aftei perhaps five meetings,
the team itself says: "We,dontt want to discuss these ques-
tions further. We have analysed how we now see these, realiT
ties." Justice, education, the government, industries, and
many other topics, have'been discussed.

At this paint the groups; each with its reporter', would
have a general session of the 160 people and theresearchers
together. In this general assembly; each reporter would speak
about the reality of the area, repotting-the results of his
group's perceptions of the situation. The reporter, if pos-
sible,should be one of the people themselves and not one of
the researchers. The researchers can be adv:;.sers;of coarse.
In my view. it is better r-that the.repOrter comes and speaks
full of confidente so that the people will see that they are
able to do that which previously only, officials, researchers
or "specialists" had done.

i would quote here Mao Tse-tung: "gore and more the, in-
tellectuals must become workers; more and more the workers
must become intellectuals: Thus if we really want a
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a socialist society, let us stop intellectualism. Let us begin
to believe in the possibilities Of the people, even.ifthey
display many deficiencies. We also have many deficiencies.

.Let us return to our hypothetical ease. Asgume that the
.

reporter-of Group ktakes the summary of the dtiOussions.the
people /have had. A.general discussion on the report would
follow. As each reporter makes his or her report there is
collective discussion.

5. Th Sext Stage

, the next stage of the research the criti-
cal study of the people's'discourse - begins, We have to
understand the multiple implidations that are discovered in
the collective discussions. For example, by studying these.
implications the people's levels of perception of reality
can be determined. In order, to do this, of course, we need
to put the discussion on paper, so that the members of the
groups and the groups of researchers can have an account of .

the discussions in,all five groups. In studying these im- .

plications, the people alSo need to be present. This discourse
cannot be analysed by the researchers alone. The reporters,
acting as representatives of the people, should work side by
side with the social scientists.

r.

At this stage,the Institute of Adult Education could ask
for the collaboration of other departments in the,Uniyersity.
It might invite lecturers from the political science depart-
meat to help the Institute in its interpretation of the dis-
courses. Some economists could be invited and so on.

This method of research might also,introduce the Uni-
versity' to direct dommunications with the people as' equals'
in an investigatory. process.. Some of those who are elitist
maybe fearful,and say that this is the- destruction and-
corruption of the University. But if they are not elitist)
but really revolutionized and committed, they will say:
"This is fantastic. Now I have the people within the Uni-
versity." In the last analysiS this is a pedagogical project.

11

The presence of a linguist is extremely important in such an
analySis in order to analyse the semantic aspects of the lan-
guage, and the 'syntax of the people. Somtimes people use the
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samewords.that we use and we have the feeling that the people
are using these words in-the same context and understand our
meaning when, in actual, faet; they are. thinking of'something
different. For example, a certain team proved through lin-
guistic analysis that when the workers at least the peas-
ants - said "trabajo," which. means "work," they were not
'saying what-we understood by "trabajo."

By "work", I understand "praxis", or the action of human
beings working. For.them, work was something like a magical
entity as if it were outside the range of activity. They
used expressions like: "There are people who were'bOrn for
work;there are otherswho are born for no work." We found
many examples. Thetefore, it is very important for 'us to
understand the semantical differences between us and ,the
people.

6. The Final, Stage '

The last stage of this - .hypothetical project Would be for
team together with he people,to draft a proposal for

subsequent action. This proposal would deal with the pro-
vision of adult education.

When there is a possible programme to be put into practice,
it would be necessary to return once more and hold, another
meeting with the 160 people to discuss the plans for the pro-
gramme which resulted .from the - analysis of the research.
People would discuss the programme, accept it or reject it,
and would possibly add to it After this, one could start
thevrogramme r with the people, not for the people. In
this way ministries could also be engaged. Not only the
Ministry of Education, but also that of Agriculture and
Planning. In other words, we have to recognize that develop-
ment is a global process; we have to start on different
levels of Government and in. the Party. Such work would Chal-
lenge many party'members to help with developing a kind of
mobilization in their area for .the people.

To the extent that we put the programme into practice we
would be researching again n order to change the programme.
The programme cannot he something static this is a naive
perception of the problem. One cannot regard a programme
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abstractly and metaphysically - it has to be created as a
result of reality and has to be changed, dependent on the
reality.. So,all the time the programMe is in movement, it
is something which is dynamic and not static.

Let us suppose that it proves possible to carry out this
project, and that you get some good results. The first result
is that by doing it you learn to do it better, because by .

putting this methodology into practice you are creating meth-

odology.

The main point is to discover methods with which to work
Whereby the people are not objects. This is self-reliance.
Secondly, if it is possible in,one area, then maybe you could
go on to analyse other areas, so tciat at one stage in 3 or 4
years' time the Institute Of. Adult Education of'Dar-es-Salaam
University would have a kind of map showing the levels of per-
ception of people,of reality. Not, of course,a rigid map,:
because by the factthat.the Institute would be increasing
the action; thege levels must necessarily change. The first.
person, for example, elected to be the reporter. will be changed
in certain ways by his or her praxis of being reporter of
that meeting, because he or she had a different praxis before.
But in the last analysis; at the same time in which" you would

. be,helping other institutions -to-work with the people, yoti
would be trained in order to train eduCators,y One thing is
to clarify some aspects of adult education and some objectives
of educational research. The other thing is to organize
seminars for future educators based on this.. This enables
you to say to the students: "Now we will begin to discuss
the experience made during research in area A in Dar-es-Salaam.
We would like to discuss with you how people in this research
reveal their perception." You can then begin analysis, clari-
fying point by point the ideolOgical and political choices.
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AN ADAPTATION:

"CONSCIENTIZATION" AND SIMULATION GAMES

bit

an?. A. Sntitit

This article is based upon "ConscientizacL) and
Simulation Games issued as Technical Note No,,2 by
the Ecuador Non-Formal-Education Proje.ct. Sponsored
jointly by the Ecuadorian Ministry of Education and
the University of Massachusetts' Center for Inter-
national Education, the project is assisted finan-
cially by the United States Agency for Internat,ional
Development.

,

The author relates. the concept and purpose of
Paulo Freire's ideas to the instructional technique
of simulation/gaming.

The full text of this article which.appea; rs
here In abbreviated and edited form is available
from the Center for International Education, Uni-
versityof.Massachusetts, Amhurst, Mass. 01002,
U.S.A.
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2.. -17=CTION

The Purpose_ of this paper is to suggest a biidge which.
might be built between the philosophy of Paulo_lreire and
the instructional methodology of simulation/gaming. While
a brief section will be dedicated to explaining the auth, 's
undel6tanding of'Freire's concepts,no critical analysis of
those concepts will be undertaken. The author is quite
willing to present himself, for the purposes of this article
as an uncritical advocate of Freire's position. As regard's
simulation /gaming, a brief definitional review will be
offered but only for the purpose of laying a foundation for
the central intent of the paper.

In Pedan-ly of -Op-pressed Paulo Freire goes further
than simply stating aphiloSophy. He proceeds to outline
both the practical'implementation of that philosophy and to
define, ever so briefly, a method for realizing it. Indeed
it was his method and its acclaimed success that first
attracted attention to his philosophy. The assumptions
upon which this paper is based stem from the relationship
between Freirc's philosophy and his methodology and include
the following:

1) that the attractiveness of Freire's ideas rests as
much on their translation into cipncrete activities
as they do upon their internal logic and intellectual

, appeal:

that the concrete activities suggested by Freire are
not exclusive; that is, that other educational
methodologies (although not. all) might be adapted
to meet Freire's demands for- a liberating education.

that due to certain special characteristics which
will be outlined later in this article, simulation/
gaming offers a powerful possibility for becoming
one of those "other" methodologies.

4) and finally, that it is necessary to expand the
methodological options open to individuals interested
in designThg a liberating education'.

144-'
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2. YHAT ARE SIXUEATION/G,VES ?,

When most people hear the word game they think of "fun".
Rarely are games associated With serious activity. The fact
is, however, that games, and their modern counterpart, simu7
lations,have played a very serious role in history, in social
science, in business, and most recently in education. A
game is siMply a prestructured experience involving'players
and having =an outcome or winner. A simulation is a game
which attempts to replicate some areal -life, abstract (as
in the case of mathematics), or hypothetic experience for
the PurpOse of study or amusement. WAr games, first ex-
ploited by the Germans in the 19th century, were used to
study'the possible outcomes of military Alternatives.
SOcial science has used simulations to help predict the,ri-
sults of social Interactions; business began using games
and simluation as, training devices; and education has, begun
only recently to appreciate the learning benefits of games
and simulations.

-

For the purposes of this paper we will use the term
s mulation/game (hereafter referred to as, S/G) which. is
be t defined as 1) a replicated real-life experience
2) nvolving two orltiore.playdrs 3) who Are required to
Oper e under clearly defined constraints 4) for the purpose
of ach eying a predetermined goal 5)in a concentrated period
of time. A.simulation game is a special kind of'learning
experien e. In order to understand how it differs from
other fors of games, simulated experiences and more
traditionaLlearning tools, we will look for a moment at
each of thes& essential components*.

Unlike roulette, and some forms of mathematical simu-
lations, S/G's simndel complex social situations such as life.
on ,a hacienda orNthe nutritional /cycle of food. Through a
careful analysis of the real-life situations fmportant

McFarlane, Paul T.,\S#Tulation Games as Social Psycho-
logical Research Sites,." Simulation and Games, An

. International Journal of Theory, Design and Research,.
II, No. 2, 149.
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variables are identified.fo ose in the S/G. Also the
constraints that life impOses are-built into the S/G. It

is important that the learners find the situations and con-
straints a convincing representation of reality. Finally:,
a goal is established, one ch corresponds to a .

goal and serves as the obj ctive of the game which the learner
seeks to achieve.

'
The format of.suCyS/G's may range from the board game-

type, most commonly known as parlor games,"to the role-
play style which emphasizes personality interaction between
players. Most of the S/Ws described in this paper are
.combinations of two formats utilizing both the visual repre-
sentation of a board and the p.owerful interaction process
of the role-play.

Simulation/games'may invplve either competition between
players, pr competition against an outside nOtm. In some
cases, competition may be of secondary importance or even
entirely excluded if it proves to.be unrelated to the real-
life situation being replicated.

Chance mechanisms may also play an important role in a
simluation/game. They serve not only to replicate the .

part played ky "fate" in everyday life, but alsO'provide an
easy way to distribute rqpources- among the players. In

for example, the hacienda-owner commands a gignifi-.
tautly larger share of the wealth and of the advantages in
the game, It is cons4.dered that the roll of the dice at.
curately feflects the "accident of birth" by which one
player becomes hacienda owner and another is a peasant,la-
borers. In a culture in which fatalism looms large it is
important that players begin to objectify "fae" and,distuss'
it's implications.- This may seem a simple gimmick for in-
dividuals schooled in an ac!:ievoment-orientedsociety,-but
for rural farmers who-willingly accept everything they
cannot understand as the of God", the opportunity to
discuss "why" one man isliacienda-owner and another Peasant
is a major contribution to Freire's 'concept of conocienti-

zac4a.
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In other cases', CHANCE may play an 'incidental role in
. the S /C. In Food, for example, which attempts toreplicate

30tritional choices which' peasants confront, chance is
Of less importance'than the logioa): outdbmes of the decisions
made by players regarding their purchase and use Of food.

The nUmben of participants may vary-from two to as many
as twenty,,or even more. Thereare no inherent restraints",
on the number of piaydra.

Finally, simulation/games may be designed to achieve'
different:educationa1 goals. Most, however, serve' one or
md,re of the following goals:*

a). Information - transfer: Mbst S /G's contain a great
deal of new information for the.1earner. This
new information is provided in silch.a way that the
learner must use it immediately,in order to'ichieVe
hisown objectives., Experience with this type of
informationtranafer has proven less painful.
than memorization7fOr-its -oWnLsake an4 consequently
more efficient in most cases.

b) Analysis and Synthesis of Information: Because
the learner is required to apply the information
he has learned to a problem he must solve,*.is
also required to analyze its relative importance
and synthesize it with'Other bits of information
as they are made avai1able. ib.him. This is a
real -life process.Which a weliLdesigned S/G will
replicate Just aaeffedtively as t provides new
information. p ,

Evaluation of th;'learner's own actions: Because
a S/G replicates a real*life situation the learner

A

*
Gordon, Alice Kaplan, ."Games for Growth,". Science. Research
Associates, Palo Alto, California, 27-32.
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not only acts but he receives feed-back on his
aCtipii.prqugh the "ups and downs" experience in
thecourse of the play. Thus, he is immediately
aware of the consequences of his actions. This
immediate feedbackfeedback ailows.him to evaluate his own
actions and'make corrections for a future opportun- .

fly,

d) Evaluation OS other acti ons: BecauSq'StG'sare
:usually gtoup activities, an,individual
leather:ppt only sees the resNltvofhisown behavior
but .also the -esults of Other-Frtyets''adtivities
and he can''make'judgements, or learn therefrom..'

_

e) Verbal and interpersonal skills: Many simulation/
games whi:ch'combine both the board-game and role-

,. play:formats provide'; the learner with an opportunity
"to practiCe,*d 'consequently develop, verbal skills
of pee suasion and eloquence, 'as well as interper-
sonal skills such as bargaining, advising a e-
spondingto,a chAllenge.

. .

f Perception of the interrelatedness of. events Over
, time 'Perhaps the single most powerful4aspect of .

.,a simulatien4amelas its Ability to concentrate
a'teality,which normally occurs over'months or
'!even'year:S, into a short span of time,. This con-

, ceptration allows the learner to grasp the
c4tionsof facts and events as they-,are. related

,

:to one another. When in rear life a campesino
invests.in fertili4r 4e must wait several months
for Tits "pay-off". 8ometimes the pay-ott never,

- comes because of-144rvening events, lie bad

yeat'het or bad seed. 'Even if he does manage to
increase his yields, it'is hard for hit to undet-

.

etand that fertilizerfwasthe important. variable.
The time-lag between treatments and result is simply

too gtat. HaciendaJ.asts from twoto five hours.
..Players are encouraged to imvtove their land by
investing in fertilizer andiirriation. The,Jay,
off for such investments axe graphically illuspritted
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on the property cards which players receive. Farmers
begin t.o see (in a simplistic fashion, but see,.none- ,

theless) that investment in fertilizer can haVe real
benefits. Similar relationships are illustrated
when loans made by the credit co-op are compared
to the high interest rates of the Bank, by the

',investments that farmers decide to make in-educa-
tion, or the risks they decide'to take in marketing

.

their goods. In each case"ihe simulation is fo-
cusing a whole series of complex ana interrelated
events in a way that enables the player `to weigh
rheirAmportance and act on the basis of his
analyses. ,

3. HOW.DO SIMULATION/GAMES MEET FAIRE!S REQUIREMENT OF
A LIBERATING EDUCATION?

A. FREIRE:

"Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-
invention through the ceaseless impatient, continu-
ing, hopeful inquiry men pursue in the world, with
the world, and with each other."4

Players in simulation /games are the masters of their
own destinies 'within the restraints of the.S/G.., They are
able to make,decipions, to cause events, and to control
outcomes. Simulation places the learner in a world over
which he personally has some influence. When a player is
assigned .a role, it is his interpretadion of that role
which brings it to life. Thus,.the player is forced-to:bring
his own experience,to bear on the learning environment.
That eXperience then becomes part of the group's experience.

Pedogogy of the Oppressed., 58
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B. FREIRE:

" In order to move, men must perceive their state
not as fated and unalterable, but merely as limi-
ting - and therefore challenging." *

This is precisely the function of the constraints oper-
ating a S/G. They act to challenge, but not to stifle
activity'. The player is.: forced to act on his own behalf.
That is, perhaps, the best definition of "play" itself.

Simulation' /games are replicas of real-life situa-"a
dons. The content of education is reality itself scaled-
down, and concaltrated so as- to be.both -manageable and
useful to the learner.

FREIRE:

"Attordingly, the point of departure must always
be with men in the herezand-now, which constitutes
the situation within which they are submerged, ftom
Which they emerge, and in which they intervene."**

The process Freie descriSes as probldm-posing parallels
very closely the same process used to develop simulation/
games, An initial "investigative",phase must precede anY
adtual- design work on the simulation. It is essential that
visa -t-s-he_made-to target areas, Community people areointer7
viewed sand careful notes kept of their. perceptions of the
',basic aspects of community life.. If the, S/G is to, have .

s ecifilc roles such as Hacienda-owner, Indian, or Tietida-
.rfter, °then aknowledge of the manner in which these people

arq ,perceived by the ,players is essential. Gradually, a pilot
S/G begins to take form.. This pilot corresponds to Freire's

p. 73.

** ibid.,- pp 72-73.,
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.initial "codes." Rules are not written down nor do they betome
fi*ed.. Small groups of individuals from local communities
are, brought t9getherito play.the pilot S/G which is taught
to the participants orally. It is .made clear that they
should make any changes in the.S/G which they feel will make
it more realistic. These sessions correspond to the initial
"decoding" process which.Freire requires to check out the
validity of the initial codes. Game play is recorded when
possible for later analysis. In the case of Hacienda, one
group felt'theJ eed for a lawyer role. to be added. The .,.
lawyer.became : LIe holder of information about the "rules".
He was able to Sell information to other: players and while
he took no active part ii the S/G he became a pivotal

.

element in its developMent. At the-pilot stage, appropriate
changeS are made and the S/G is put in ,a semi -final form.
We say semi-final because the S/G never becomes dogMatized.
It is seen as a vehicle through which" individual communities,

can express their :own reality, and not as an instrument of
banking education which proNfides pat answers.

D. The student-teacher relationship is totally rede-
fined when using a simulation /game, Indeed, it is valid ,

to'ask if there exists a s"teacher" role at all. Certainly
there'is' no one individual who is the source of truth. The
S/G itself, through the interaction of theplayers, creates
its own truth deriving-from the constraints imposed by the
oral rules and structure. Truth is the result of the S/G.
And those results arerarely simplistic. For one player
there may be large Pay-offs for investing in fertilizer;

.

for another his'ruin. Fact is not-based upon the imposition
of outside authority, but rather., on the interaction of forces
which should, if thetame is properly designed, reflect.-
real-world forces. Thb re3ults of a Simulation/game form

:a new reality which may be, discussed and analyzed by both
participants and observers.

No one has:special insights into. the results of the-
.gan because, noone can accurately predict those results.
They very with each group and with each set of decisions
tade by those groups. EVen in cases wherean authority
figuip might be.:.present, he participates on an ;equal foot-
ing with all the players because both.are being asked'to

. A
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analyze a shared experience: There is no "teacher" able to
say, "but I know and you do not: Beth.educator and student
bring their-own speCial insights to the process they have
just experienced. When a farmer says, "I did not invest .in
fertilizer because I Would have had no money left in case
my wife got sic0(a CHANCE card),'Ithere is no "tight" answer
to his dilemma. His friends may share or dispute his -feelings
about taking such risks, But ultimately the decision is, up
to him.

Because the:shared experience isnoncrete and familiar,
.

many students are encouraged to speak out, to becore ag-
g.cessive defenders of.their point of view which they are now
able to defend utilizing the S/G to make their point. Role
playing allowg timid players to use their roles' as a mouth-.
piece from which to speak in safety. "But I. was acting. the .

way tienda owners act, not what I myself would do." Still
other's who piefei to remain silent, though they do not speak

. out initially, gain confidence over a period of time as
they see their performance -in the game improve:

In this way the simulation/games can play the role of
liberating educator, rather than banking-teacher. It
organizes information and imposes constraints in the forffi
of rules and structure. But it is open-ended, allowing
groups of players to change rules which they,.as a group,
feel are unrealistic. -Once, however, that the gfoup has
agreed upon a rule,.that rule stands as unyielding as any
real-life restraint. ,The S/G provokes participants into
action, forcing them to make decisions. And finally, it
Provides a platform from which participants can speak out .

as equals' discussing andanalyzing, a common experience.
The content of education is transformed from some external
reality to an internal one.

E. FREIRE: S.

"Those truly committed to liberation must reject the
banking concept in its entirety, adopting instead a
concept nf men as conscious beings, and 'consciousness
as consciousness intent upon the world. They must
abandon the educational goal of deposit - making and
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replace it with the posing of problems of men in
their relations with the world."

. This theme of problem-posing which Fr-61re so strongly
advocates is the central theme of simulation/gaming,ai well.
The nature of the game is to pose a.problem abstracted from
'a real-world situation. But the problem is posed in such a
way that the-learner is able,to actin order to resolve it.

. When a Player is faced with the choice of investing in ferti-
lizer for his next year's'crop or passing this opportunity
by, he is faced with a_reallife dilemma. Is a possible

`future return worth the risk required? The solution to that
problem is complex and depends.as much upon the learner's
perception as objective analysis of the situation. Simu-
lation/games focus upon both the.internal and the external
factors involved in decision-making. ,

FREIRE:

Studentg as they are increasingly posed with prob-
lems relating to the world and with the world,
will feel increasingly challenged and obliged to
respond to that challenge. Because they apprehend
the challenge as interrelated to other problems
within a total context, not asa theoretical
question, the resulting comprehension'tends'to be
increasingly critical and thus constantly less
alienated.**

F. As we'have pointed out a simulation/game such as
-Hacienda or Monopoly brings a large number of interrelated.
problems to bear'on the learner. The decision to invest in
fertilizer must be weighed against a whole "series of other
alternatives; investing in education, acquiring a bank loan,
having a reserve against'bad luck at the market,. o en-
countering an unexpected illness'in the family. The S/G

*
Ibid., p. 66.

**
Ibid., p. 69.
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concentrates a series of'crucial decision - points, which
might normally occur over a long period of time, into a
time-span which allows the learner to critically match
decision with :..cnsequence.

At no point in Pedagogy of the Oppressed does
Freire say that learning should be fun. But this aspect
of simulation/games cannot be overlooked. The fact is
that most people enjoy playing them if they are well designed.
Even individuals who may find competition odious enjoy the-
opportunity to play a role or make decisions which affect
the outcome of the game. Experience in the use of simu--
lation/games,with rural adults in Ecuador has indicated that .

S/Gs work well in various cultural settings. Simulation/
games were absolutely unknown tothe villages of Ecuador!s
sierra, and yet after only three months we foUnd men carry-
ing Hacienda on foot for miles in order to play it with
some friends. It-kis still necessary to introduce S/Gs to
a much broader cultural spectrum, but at this point we are
optimistic that they are applicable in a variety of different
cultural environments.

In summary, it has been recognized that simulation/games
. alter the relationship between the educator and the learner

by mediating that relationship and creating a new experience
which brings both together as equals. We have suggested that
simulation /games are powerful tools for focusing .the.content
of educatipn on real-world probleMs.related to the experi-
'ences wiliCh learners encounter in their everyday life. And
finally, simulation/games pose open -ended problem which
,the learner resolves through his interaction with other
players and the' real constraints imposed by the S/G.

4. WHY DO WE NEED SIMULATION /GAMES AS A .TOOL OF LIBERATING
EDUCATION?

Freircis prerequisite for problem- posing models of edu-
cation imposes impossible limitations on most traditional
forms of educational methodologies. The task of trans-
forming a lecture, a reading assignment, or a test into a
form of liberAting education is too great a challenge for
even the most enterprising.of educators. But Freire offers
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us his own methodology and a proven record of success; is
that not enough? In the author's opinion,it is not.

When he comes a widely accepted .goal of
education, and let it be clear that presently it is not, it
will become.. 'subject to the criteria applied to all forms of
mass education. At the moment', the cost:of applying Freire's
method on a' mass scale will have to be determined. The
problems of training manpoWer for his approach is likely
to be-expensive because ,it'relies heavily upon attitude de-
velopment rather,than. "skills"Atraining. Trainingan .edu
cator to be hopeful and loving is a different, and More.
challenging problem than'teaching him to give a lecture in
such a way that his students are able to hear. him:ciearly.

Our experience in Ecuador has indicated thatIlocally-
selected facilitators are able to use simulation /games such.
as Hacienila effectiVely with small groups of their peers-
during evening classes. Additional evidence in the United
States comes frOm a national program called ''Youth Tutoring
Youth" in which teenage underachievers in high school-Are
using games which they themselves have created to tutor
younger "underachieving peera.* The surprising result in
this program has been.a significant increase in the tutor
achievement level. -In both of these.ftograms, games :help
the paraprofessional educators by offering a challenging
structure in which both they and their students may inter-
act as equals. These experiences make us hopeful that
simulation/games offer a practical vehicle for'avoiding
the costly and often times unsuccessful attempts at.atti-
tude training which Freire's method would seem to require

Freiie himself has stressed the need to adapt his method-
ology to different social and cultural environments.
Speaking in Tanzania recently, he clearly formulated such
a challenge for the African participants.. Ii'ut let us agree'

for a moment that Freire's cultural circles are the best

. Gartner, Alan, Kohler, Mary and Riessman, Frank,
Teaching Children, Harper & Row Publishers,

New York. Chapter 3, 53-73.
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means of.promoting a liberating education for some: Modern \

educational dogma tells us that this will not be lo for
everyone. Experts recognize the existence of different
learning styles and the importance of matchins.learning styles
to appropriate instructional treatments.lf it can be shown
that simulation/gaming can also be an effective instrument
for.conscientizacab,we have.increased the number of people
we can reach by increasing the diversity of available means
and methodologies.'

\

To date the majority of educational research done on
s,imulationo has been performed within- the context of the

. school or business enNi, mmenl. In a recently published
,doctoral dissertation, Aifred S. Hartwell says

Efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of simu-
lation at the secondary school level have also
failed to substantiate claims that it excels 4'

.! other techniques' in producing cognitive skills.

Dr...Hartwell goes on to point out that One possible
explanation for the discrepancy between the enthusiasm of
educators who have used simulations and the research findings.
which indicate their lack of superiority over other in-
structional strategies is that ihe concurrent research

.

approaches are simply "not measuring the potency of simu-7
lation as an instructional method."'" Add to this the

.. fact that-practically no serious research has been done!
using simulation strategies with non-literate Topulations
and we are left with a-powerful argument for continued
experimentation in-g variety of different instructional
settings.

It has been the intent of this paper to indicate how
simulation/games might bring a new-educational methodology

Hattwell,.Alfred S., The Effecta of 41=k)le Playing in an
Instructional Si.mulation. Dissertation, University of
Massachusetts, School of Education, 1972. 14.:

**
Ibid., p, 15.
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to bear upon the phildsophy of cOnScientizaco. The author
is acutely. aware of the propensity of anew idea like
cOlsciengzado to attract both charlatans and the naive
to its cause. Consequently; the intended autcome,of.this
paper is not the enshrinement of simulation/games in the
pantheon of Freire methodology, butt rather to propose con-
sideration and experimentation with simulation/games as a
possible new approach to achievement of Freire's purposes.
The experimentation has already begun in Ecuador as illus-
trated in other technical notes in this seiles. But to date,
it: is too limited to proyide us with the breadth of infor
mation:we need to offer simulation1games as a truly cross-
cultural and liberating educational methodology.

4
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REVIEWS ON PAULO FREIRE'S WORKS

Freire, Paulo. L'gducation: pratique de Za Ziberte.
(Education:- practice of freedom). Preface by Francisco
C. Weffort. Translated from the Portuguese. Paris, Editions.
du Cetf, 1971. 154 p.-..111:

ABSTRACT

'Preface

The preface reflects PaulotFreire's opinions on the edu-
cational-system and illiteracy in Brazil; opinions which are
based on his personal experience as an educator. It explains
the new educational movement founded on the liberation of
the masses. It also stresses the unity of theory and action
in its approach to education, and shows why itofailed from
the political point of view,,_ since its ideology led-to,a
climate: of conflict.

The preface provides its writer with the'opportunity of
analysing the history of the education movement in Brazil
over the past tenoreara in comparison with the political
situation of the country;-i movement which is succeeding in
awakening_the, political awareness of the masses.

Part I. Brazilian society in'transition .

Brazilian society today is in a period of transition:
In the past decade the masses haVe had no chbice, no power

bf criticism or personal freedom .and in general were sub-
merged gregariously, a tool for- the all- powerful social elite
of the community. -At present, however, the values of the

past are struggling to survivedagainst the peoples emerging
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new sense of values. The starting point of this period of
change through which Brazil is going, was the elite, a closed
society controlling the economy, practising slavery, anti-
democratic, and completely ignoring the populace. The
people were prisoners of an unfair "order". A new society
began to open up in .the wake of industrial development. The
people had to be assisted to take their place in development.
This could be accomplished only through education, which
must pass through various stages:.:,,the initial stage of
total obscurantism, the pogt-Trimary stage in which man is

"restricted to a purely vegetative activity, sand the pre-
critical stage, directed towards social and political re-
sponsibility. laBrazil, however, sectarian irrationalism
soon began to-obstruct this educational action.

Part II. A closed society and Zack of democratic experi-
.ence

The histofical background of the country. is responsible
for its lack of experience in'democracy. Political autonomy
has always been denied to the peopleon account of the
-conditions of coloniblization. This was founded on economic
exploitation by the large estate owners opposed by defini-
tion to the freedom of the people. The Portuguese colonists
were interested only in the commercial-exploitation of the
territory, and ignored the cultural domain.° This system
created an ideal setting for dominating oppression and
authoritarianism, forestalling "dialogue" with the people..
The result was a certain masochistic love of submission
and compromise, excluding all sense of criticism. When
the Portuguese Government set itself up in Rio, a first
wave of reforms broughtdabout anincrease in the power of
the towns and'a declihe4A the powers of the rural patri-
archate. But this transfer of power worked to the ad-
vantage of the wealthy bourgeoisie in the- towns and not
to that of the.ordinary. citizen,. Only at theturn of the
century was a democratic political structure imported from
Europe., This,however; was superimposed on a social sit-.
uation of oppression, and -proved to be a failure. The,
people still remained on "the outside " of events.

a.
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Part III, :Education versus "mosification"

'An examination of the history of Brazil led eduCationiqts"
to assist. the popular masses during thiS. transitionalperidd
by proposing an education which deyeloped the critical
faculties. Such an education would allow the mass of people
to progress from a post-primary awareness to a pre-critical
awareness and to. resist the pressures exerted'by the elite.
These pressures are induced by the emancipation'ofthe
popular masses and lead to a climate of irrationalism df
which the .people are victims. Economic development, by
suppressing the oppression of the poor, assists in their
emanwipation and favours-democracy.

. The new eddcational sy4tem Should give the individual,
enough critical sense to resist 4massificatioe, the spirit
of gregarity and rigidity, which are opposed to the changes
inherent in any democracy. The Brazilian had to be helped
to adapt himself to'democracy by the practice of partiti-
pation, and not by theory and :Verbalism in. the manner of
traditional education. Two experiMents'illustrate the
success of the new educational system: the rSEB (Higher
Institute.of Draziliall Studies) has.inculcated the notiorf:
of a national culture adapted to local needs and not copied
from European or North American .civilitation.. Its. example
has been followedby the UniVersity of Brasilia.

. 7

Part-IV. Education and conscientization

Here the author sets out the balance sheet of the
quantitative and qualitative-deficits of education in Brazil;
his opinions are strengthened by the personal experience
he acquired.as the director of various educational:movements,

Next he describes his educational method which has to
be sufficiently active to provide training in critical judg'
ment and must be based on dialogue. It comprises five .

phases:

making an inventory of the illiterates' verbal
universe,

2. choosing the key-words in this list according to
richness.of Sound, phonetic difficulty'and pragmatic'
content;
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3. thinking up pictures'of situations connected with
the illiterates' lives;

4. preparing cards to help the discussion leaders con-
trol debates;. *

. .

5. designingcards grouping the phonemic sequences
corresponding to the key-words. The first piCture
is 'then_projected along with its corresponding
key-word.' pe7coding of the picture.leads-.to under-
'standing of the picture and actual semantic activity.

Unfortunately, this programme was suppressed by the po=
,liticalupheayal in 1964 and the author was exiled.

APPENDIX

The graphic presentation often piciuresandkeY4tords,
accompanied by commentaries', facilitates comprehension of,
the text.

CRITICAL REVIEW

Faun) Freire, a man of thought and of action conceives
the finalities, contents and methods of adult education in
"relation to specific aspOts of the history of
Brazil, the political awakening of the popular classes, the
crisis of the ruline elites, and the political upheavel of

.f964. 1

1/4

The first three chapters of this work are; therefore,
devoted to an anlysis of Brazilian society in transition
and the educational implications of the result's a such
analysis. The last chapter deals morespecifically with
the methodological aspects of teaching illiterates, or

rather, to use the terminology proposed by the writer,.
the critical education of ii,teracy students.
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Certain characieristic features, of the -Brazilian pedple
lack of democratic experience, submission,,mutism - were

. -

revealed during the colonial periodim the system of Jail,-
fundium,,the.large estateholdings.Various'subsequent
'events contributed to the destru tion Of an economy based
on the exploitation of the huge 1 nded estate. Today, Brazi]

410e going through a period of transItiog, changing from a
closed into an open society. Certain choices,therefore,have
to be made, particularly in.the field of edutation. Its
Joie should be to Propose reflection.on'themselves, their
times and their responsibili_ries tn the people, A,critical
awareness of the problems and difficulties to be surmounted
should serve,among Other things, to fight ggsingt despair.

But, as Paulo Freire insists, "there can be no con-,
scientiZation'- which is op a higher'leverthan simple
awareness - without human action to transform social, reality
in depth."'

Various stages can be distinguished in the process of
conscientization:

At the primary awareness stagev9Ilan's iateresteere:
centred on the most. vegetative 'aspects of hls life.
Furthermore, the individual considers himself free
to interpret facts in a subjective and arbitrary '
fashion.

2. Post- primary or magical. awareness is dhiiiaeriied
by a certain Over-Simplification in interpreting
facts, to which docile submission is expected? Thls'
results in `'a fatalistic attitude towards economic
and social reality.

3. At the pre-critical awareness stage, man substitutes
logical responses for magical explanations and tries '

to verify a priori affirmations.

4. Finally, critical awareness leads to a perception of
facts as they are, within their logical and'empirical.

'relationships.

The progress from the .first to'the second level of con-
scientiiation goes hand 'in hand with the transformation of
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Brazilian society. But systematic educational effort
necessary for accession to the higher stages.

Such educational effort relies on the principle according
to which man, considered as an incymplete,being capable of
further growth can, at the same time, apprehend the world,
conceived as an objective reality, an' become part of it;
in other words,,, lend himself to reality while he is engaged
in transforming it. Here, Paulo Freire opposes integration
to certain instinctive types of behaviour such as adaptation
or accommodation which lead to deracination and "latempora-
lization."

In order to fight. massification -effectively, education
must be oriented towards decision and the practice of social
and political responsibility. It should provide the student
with the means o£, resisting the forces of deracination, and
teach him methods that are valid in all scientific activity.
Lastly, it should place the student in .a situation of rierma-
nentdialogue with others.

These principles were defined progressively by Paulo
Freire in the course of the 15 years he devoted to adult
education up to 1962. After this date, he worked out new
teaching methods in hig work for the Popular. Culture Movement
in Recife: the transformation of the class into a cultural
club, the division of Orogrammes into learning units, and
the conception of the student as a group participant. These_
methods were latersixtended to work.,with literacy students.

,Paulo Freire'S methodology follows three guide - lines:

1. Implementation4of an active pedagogy, based on dia-
logue and criticism.

2. Organization c4 educational content centred on the
notions of nature and culture. WhOgas nature's role

. is thdt of mediator in 'inter-human relationships,
culture result from man's labour and creative effort
whatever his p rticular activity may be.

3: Use of new tec1niques, such as the reduction of the
coneetit of -cAll ure to its essential components and

de7coding, by theatudedts, of pictures repre-
senting life's tuations.
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The production of teaching materials also comprises
several tasks: inventory of the verbal universe of the work

,7-.groups, choio4e of key-words, preparation of pictureS showing
situations familiar.to*egroup members in their daily life
and preparation of work cards for the discussion leaders. In
the selection of key-words, or generative words, three.criteria
are applied: the richness of sound, phonetic difficulty and

:pragmatic content of the-words.

The end of the book offers detailed, practical advice
concerning the application of the Method. In addition, the
author presents, as an Appendixten pictures with their
respective commentaries, and the list of seventeen key-words
(shanty-town rain, plough, land, etc.) chosen for the State
of Rio.

In conclusion, it shoul d-he-noted that the use of these
different teaching metog-allows,an adul to become lite,raze,
in 45 days, according to the author.

The theoretical and practical inform tion contained in
the work of Paulo Freire's book cannot f it to be of the
greatest interest-to all organizations oncerned with
literacy problems or, more generally, w tivadult education.
But can one agree with the opinion of-F.C: Weffort.stated
in his preface,-thatTaulo Freire's ed cational ideas are
valid for all Third World countries? oes riot the author
himself_ constantly refer to the speci 1 features of the
transitional period in which Brazil at presen finds itself?
In any case, ii would appear difficu4 to ext nd these ideas
to the'literacy of migrant workers, 7ho are f ced with prob-
lems of linguistic and cultural inte ference.

It would, however, be worthwhile to make.use of the
methods proposed by Paulo Freire as means of accelerating
conscientization, in a sequence Of steps which recall the
Zaw of the three states formulated b Auguste Comte, in ord
to account for the evolution of hum4ity and the developmen
of the individual. But can one accede to a scientific kn
ledge of the world When one starts wth only a collective
reflections'on'experience of life? D btless this experien
in conjunction with economic changes, is a necessary cond
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of.this access-ion; but nevertheless it is not the only one.
The pedagogy of dialogue must be associated with an, effort'
to assimilate. the capital of concepts and knoWledge accumu-
lated by earlier generations. Such effort does not imply

'a perfectly symmetrical relationship between teacher and
student. Nevertheless, as the author points out, one

-cannot separate the assimilation of knowledge from action-
intended to transform the world. Perhaps the modalities
of educational'interVention should be redefined for each
ofthe levels of.conscientization. One could then draw a
distinction between the universal values of'science and
technology and the values'peculiar.to each specific culture.

In any. case, Paulo Freire's experienCe is a remarkable
example of the integration of thd pedagogical act into the
realities of our time.

Prof. Antoine Leon,
Unite d'enseignement etle recherche
des'sciences de l'education,
UniVersite Rene Descartes,
Paris, France.

a

Freire, Paulo. Pedagogy Of The Oppressed. New York, Herder
and Herder, 1970. 186 p.

In the three years since this work has been known to
exist in manuscript, it.has aecome respected in North America
as asmall classic of pedagogical theory. Its high status
is partly a charismatic extension of the respect properly
accorded-its author for the courage and 'dedication shown in

This critical review is reprinted with permission from
r Zvi 't,ation-Revivw:- Nol'15, -no. 3,-0Crober,

1971.
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work among the Peasants of the Brazilian backlands, prior
.to his exile from that country; and partly to'Tublicity given
to Freire's work through his former associates at CIDOX in
Cuernavaca- surely the world's most exciting centerfor edu-
cation thought, especially with reference to the cultural -

conflicts of Latin-American countries. It is also, I suspect,
partly a consequence of his good fortune in having written
in-PortugueSe - a factor, which till the present, wooden trans-
lation appeared, effectively prevented'most North American
readers from forming their ownludgment of the book.

There is certainly no honor to be gained by putting down
work so well- intentioned and generally well-received. Bdt
there is a certain satisfaction,- for this is, in the English
version at least, a. truly bad book,'even judged on terms the
author would, if consistent, have to accept. His central
point, above that peasants and the poor must be
approached by these who would educate them in a spirit. of
mutuality and acceptance of their world-view, with respect
for their experience of,life in all.its concrete particularity,
There are writers who indeed approach the poor in this way,
both in sharing and in recounting their lives: Robert Coles,
Todd Gitlin and Nanci Hollander, notably. ,The, late OsCar
Lewis was not,. I think, quite the equal of these in authen-
ticity; but he was, considerably more convincingin his re-
sponSe to the lives of the poor than Freire.--andiLewis was
a gringo writing about Mexicans and Puerto Ricans.

In Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Senhor Freire is not, of
course, writing ethnography; and is under no obligation to
provide detailed accounts of daily life among the oppressed
Bdt one might expect the book to deal concretely with what,
in fact, takes place in the dialogues with which Freire hopes
toreplace the stilted and biased- conventionalities of,the
clasarocim; and that in scenes involving'the participatiO
by peasants in their own education (which, as Freire rightly
insists, is the heart of the matter) the peagants and the
scenes would both seem real. Instead, the following passage
is quite characteristic:

"In one -Of the themematicinvestigations* 'carried c5ut in
Santiago, a group of tenement residents discussed a scene

This particular investigation was, unfortunately, not
completed.
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showing a drunken man walking on the street and three yeung
men conversing on the corner. The group participants com-
mented that "the only one there who is productive and useful
to his country is the souse who is returning home after
working all day for low wages and who is worried about his
family because he can't take care of their needs. He is

the only worker. He is a decent worker and a souse like us.°

The investigator* had intended to study aspects of alco-
holism. He probably would not have elicited the aboVe re-
sponses if he had presented-the participants. with a question-
naire he had. elaborated himself. If asked directly, they
might even have denied ever taking a drink themselves. But
in their comments on the codification of an existential
situation they could recognize, and in which they could recog-
nize themselves, they said what they really felt.

There are two important aspects to these declarations.
On the one hand, they verbalize the connection between
earning low wages, feeling exploited, and getting drunk -
getting drunk as a flight from reality, as an attempt to
overcome the frustration of inaction, as an ultimate self-
destructive solution. On the other hand, they manifest the
need to rate the drunkard highly. He is the "only one use-
'ful to his country because he works, while the others,only
gab." After praising the. drunkard, the participants then
identify themselves with him, as workers who also drink -

'decent workers.'

In contrast,' imagine the failure of a moralistic educator
sermonizing against alcoholism and presenting as an example
of virtue something which for these men is not a virtue. '

I have inserted se long a quotation in a brief review
because this excerpt, footnotes and all, captures so well
both the book's essential viewpoint and its weaknesses: the

The psychiatrist Patricio Lope, whose work is described
in Educadao como Pratica da Liberdade.
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pedantic style, the. consistent underestimate of the opposition
"moralistic educators",indeed; if it were only that simple!
and the' very peculiar avoidance of Freire's own extensive
experience as A source of illustrative material, in preference
for fragments of published work. 'This is not altogether
diScreditable to. the book because, in a sense it'helps fortify
Freire's point. He himself is 111 educated Brazilian of the
highest order. Richard Shaull, in his Foreword, states that
Freire's "thought on the.philosopy of edUcation was first
expressed in 1959 in his doctoral dissertation at the Uni-
versity ofRecife, and later in his work as Professor of the
History and Philosophy of Education in the same university,
as well as in his early experiments, ith the teaching of il-
literates in the same city." This sums up the conflict quite
nicely while its depth and the fact that it still influences
Freire's work after a decade should convince anireader that
Brazilian education is even more fOrmidable an obstacle to
human communication than-Freire insists. His'positive achieve-'
ment in recognizing that formal education in such - and per-
haps in any - society is counter-revolutionary and oppressive
is therefore.all the more notable. And the political function
of education that this insight implies cannot.be stated more
specifically than Freire doeS in the concluding passage of
the book:

"The oppressor elaborates his theory of action without
the people, for stands against them.. Nor can the people
as' long as they are crushed and oppressed, internalizing the
image of the oppressor - construct bY"themseives the theory
of their liberating, action. Only in the encounter of the
people with the revolutionary leaders - in their communion,
in their praxis - can this theory be built."

The Brazilian peasant, considering the oppressive climate.
probably needs a weatherMan. -Paulo Freire isn't one. And the
the American reader intent, like Freire, on using edUcation t

as a subversive activity has an array of sharper and more Lit
comprehensive. sources at his disposal, though most of theSe
are not the work of persons whose primary interests lie in
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.education, but in the peculiar and malignant dynamics of

.American society itself. That society - and Brazilian', too,
I suspect - is pretty educational. You just Can't beat the
Indochina war and what Freire would call its epiphenomena as
a source of audio-visual material.

Prof. Edgar Z. Friedenberg
Dalhousie University
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Canada
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REVIEWS

Brooke, W. Michael, ed. AduZt basic education, a resource
book of readings. Toronto, New press, 1972. 393

ROioved

Natatuvetz*

This volume is intended as a prototype of others
yet to come'in communicating the problems of adult
education in Canada. For this reason, I must note
from the outset that benefit's from such a document
are to be sought in at least two dimensions.

One must-be as a reflection of, and response to,
the conditions in Canada (and often, by reasons of
similarities and evident proximity, to the United
States) which concern the educator of adults. This
must, of ourse, refer also to the policy-makers,
planneis and administrators of adult education if
not to the client himself.

A second dimension for ascertaining value in
the publication is with regaxd to the problems of
aduIt education on a much broader scale. That is,

Nathan Kravetz is Professor of Education .at the
Herbert H. Lehman College of the City University'
of New ,York,_ Bronx, N.Y. 10468, U.S.A.
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can adult educators in such countries-as England,
Scandinavia, Germany, Argentina, or Japan derive
value from these .discussions and proposals.

We must note that the adult education "target"
in the developed countries cannot be equated with
the focus to be placed on the needy adult of nations
still in the development process, with as yet-un-
attained desired levels literacy and universal
education.

The book, in fact, is of considerable value and
should be an impOrtant resource to adUlt-edutators
410 work in-conditions comparable to those in Canada.
On the other hand, it would be of:interest, particu-
larly as regards certain aspects of policy-making
and of teaching methods, for adult education workers
in less-developed countries. It would require, in
most.other.aspects, some rather difficult and un=7.
profitable "leaps" to apply, with relevance a large
part of the volume's discussions.

With the foregoing caveat, I, note with special
commendation such articles' as B.M. Webb's on .

"Canada's Sub-Literate Adults: Can They, or Should
They Return to School?" Webb states that even in
the advanced Canadian context adult sub - literacy
affects substantial numbers: they are under-edu-
cated and illiterate in relation to the rising ex-
pectations of individuals and the increasing com-
plexity of society's demands.

As causes., he points to the numerous inadequacies
of the school as an educational and social institu-
tion-. Its resources are too often insufficient,
irrelevant, and without sufficient flexibility to
allow for self-evaluation and change. 'Economic
factors are also indicated by Webb as contributing
to illiteracy and under-education: poverty, enforced
immobility, and abrupt technological shifts.

Webb stresses, in addition, the personal-moti-
vational characteristics of individuals which may
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